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Welcome once again.
For some time now I have eager to include reviews
of X-Plane products but as we are a small team, not
everyone uses X-Plane. My thanks to Angelique van
Campen of X-Plained.com who has very kindly
agreed to supply X-Plane product reviews. The first
review is of the SSG Embraer Evolution E-195. If you
are interested in X-Plane, you should pay a visit to XPlained.com for news, articles and reviews dedicated
to X-Plane.
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The annual Aerosoft German FlightSimulation
Conference the first time will take place at the AERO
Friedrichshafen from April 18th to 21st 2018. There will be a dedicated Flight
Simulator Area that focuses purely on flight simulation, housing an
exposition, specialist lectures on a dedicated stage, and the awarding of the
Flight Sim Awards by German magazine FliegerRevue. The FlightSimulation
Conference is the highlight for flight simulation in Europe. Experts and those
interested in flight simulation alike will have a chance to exchange views on
the latest news in the world of simulation. Exhibitors will present brand new
products, projects, their company and communities at numerous booths.
Spend an exciting day with lots of developers and exhibitors from all over the
world. We are looking forward to see you there! For more information, visit
the AERO website www.aero-expo.com or www.aerosoft.com
We welcome contributions of reviews, articles etc. for the magazine. You can
contact us at pcpilots@pcpilotsireland.com
The next issue is due in June.
Terry McGee
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https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/43032-xp11-einn-shannon-airport-2018/&tab=comments
EINN Shannon Airport 2018 by Ciano35 and Robert Byrne for XP11. Any donations, no matter how small, via PayPal to ciano35@gmail.com would be greatly appreciated. Literally 100’s of hours of work went into this project
and we are really happy with how it turned out. We were considering making this payware but want everyone to
be able to enjoy it. Shannon Airport (EINN) is an international airport situated on the west coast of Ireland in
County Clare. It is the third busiest airport in Ireland, with 1.75 million passengers passing through in 2016, and
is used as the first stop for many flights originating in America. You don’t need any scenery libraries as this is a
fully custom airport. However, you do need opensceneryx as some airport vehicles are used from that library.
Features: 100% custom buildings on the airport grounds designed to be as close as possible to real life (Details
below). Buildings have realistic night textures. Realistic orange glow night lighting. Removed excess aircraft parking. Custom placed ground polygons. Cars added to car parks matched to Ortho’s. 1000’s of trees added to airport, surrounding grounds and golf course. Exclusions to remove autogen facades and objects. Custom Buildings:
Main Terminal. East Terminals. Aer Lingus Cargo. Servisair Cargo. Lufthansa Technik. ASL Aviation. Westair. IAC.
Atlantic Aviation Group. Fire Station. Car rental buildings. Golf Club house. Enterasys. Control Tower and surrounding sheds/cabins. Park Inn hotel and Shannon College of Hotel Management. And many more Known Bug:
The alpha channel in the railing on the roof of Lufthansa Technik causes objects behind it to disappear. Currently
working out a solution for this. Please note that this scenery is compatible with X-plane 11 only. There are 2 different version of this scenery, one for people who have Ortho’s installed and one for people using default scenery. The version for people using default scenery has loads of extra polygons for the car parks, grass etc. but obviously won’t look as realistic as Ortho’s. Download the version suitable for you, unzip the file and place the ‘EINN
Ciano35 + Robert Byrne’ folder into your Custom Scenery folder. Start X-plane 11 and enjoy!
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Albuquerque Airport X-Plane
From ShortFinal Design
www.simmarket.com

Albuquerque International Sunport
is the largest commercial airport in
New Mexico, serving Albuquerque
and Santa Fe. Features: Highly accurate scenery for KABQ - Albuquerque International Sunport and
Kirtland Air Force Base. Accurate
models for all terminals, hangars,
and other buildings, with baked
Ambient Occlusion. Dynamic reflections on buildings (X-Plane 11
only). Custom high resolution
ground textures. HDR night lighting. Animated airport vehicles using the GroundTraffic plugin by
Jonathan Harris (marginal). Custom animated jetways and Docking
Guidance System (DGS) (when using the AutoGate plugin). Randomly placed static aircraft, can be
easily toggled off in the X-Plane
settings. High resolution orthoimagery for the airport (15cm/px).
Stunning photoscenery covering
the Albuquerque area with NAIP
imagery and 1/3 arc-second mesh.
Overlays based on HD Mesh V3 by
alpilotx. Requires X-Plane 10/11.

Anchorage Professional P3D4
From Sim-Wings
www.aerosoft.com

There probably is no place on the
globe where aviation is as important as in Alaska. In this great
state, roads are scarce and limited
to the major cities. The vast wilderness can only be reached by aircraft, often only by floatplane or
small aircraft equipped for offairport landings. Anchorage International Airport ‘Ted Stevens’ is at
the centre of much of this aviation.
Add the violent weather and the

long hours of darkness in the winter and you end up with an airport
that is in every way remarkable
and well worth a superb rendering
for Flight Simulator. Lake Hood:
Right next to PANC, via a taxiway
connection crossing several streets,
you can find Lake Hood – the largest seaplane base in the world.
During summer, up to 800 seaplanes arrive and depart here per
day, bringing anglers, backpackers,
and other visitors into all regions of
Alaska. Quite a lot of guided tours
also begin here. Z41: Next to Lake
Hood there is a dirt strip “Z41”
used by aircraft that have tundra
equipment attached (special wheels
to enable landing on unpaved strips
in the wilderness). Features: Scenery of Anchorage Ted Stevens Airport with all buildings and facilities
(international terminal, national
terminal, cargo area, maintenance
area, Kulis Air National Guard Base,
South Airpark, etc.). Photo realistic
ground textures based on aerial
imagery (15cm/pixel). Ground layout including detailed aerial image
according to P3D V4 SDK. Detailed
recreation of Lake Hood (LHD), the
world’s busiest seaplane base, incl.
lots of static aircraft. Configuration
tool to enable or disable features
like vehicle traffic and dynamic
lighting. Compatible with FTX
South
Alaska
(compatibility
switchable via the config tool,
changes include an adaptation to
the custom FTX season times and a
recoloured aerial image. Landing
Strip Z41. Animated ground vehicle
traffic airside and towards the city
with specific US vehicles (pickups,
etc.). Note: The ARR train is not
animated in this version for technical reasons. Autogen adapted to
the aerial image. Seamless integration into the environment due to
custom coastlines and a custom
mesh covering the airport area.
Custom new elevation for continuous transition from the airport to
its surroundings. Complete taxiway
and runway signage. Night lighting
with dynamic lights (can be deactivated via config tool). Detailed,
functional AFCAD files for all included airports, for Anchorage including approaches based on recent nav data (1713). True-tooriginal 3D runway and taxiway
lighting, based on weather conditions. Animated windsocks. De5

tailed
SDK
animated
jetways
(SODE jetways can be downloaded
and installed as an option). Manual
in English and German. All code
(BGLs) compiled with P3D V4 SDK,
using new material options.

Approaching Dortmund P3D4

From Peter Hiermeier
www.aerosoft.com

Approaching Dortmund is a complete implementation of the city of
Dortmund in the flight simulator. In
addition to the common urban
area, the German airports 2 airport
EDLW, and the airfield HengsenOpherdicke (EO08) as well as the
surrounding area were created and
integrated as part of the scenery
package. The scenery is rounded
off by the heliport at the Clinic
Centre North. So you can now head
for the airport's destination by Airbus or Boeing. You can also plan
and carry out your VFR flights from
the nearby Hengsen-Opherdicken
airfield as well. For helicopter fans
the add-on offers rescue missions
at the accident clinic instead. Even
virtual walks with the avatar of the
channel are possible. New in the
version P3D V4: Modified AFCAD
based on AIPS from March 2017
and AIRAC 1710. Animated jetways
using CTRL+J. 3D PAPIs. All code
(BGLs) compiled with P3D V4 SDK,
using new material options and being performance optimised to the
new engine. All objects optimised
for
new
shadow
technology.
Ground layout including detailed
aerial image following P3D V4 SDK.
Automatic seasonal changes of
relevant 3D objects based on V4
scripting variables, also for snowfall
outside winter season. New individual ground adaptations to prevent
steps at airport borders when using
different meshes (e.g. default/FTX
Global). New optimised 3D runway
lighting with activation/deactivation
based on time of day and weather
conditions. Animated windsocks reacting to wind. Apron lamps with
new effects and dynamic light.

Beijing Capital Intl. Airport
From WF Scenery Studio
www.simmarket.com

Beijing Capital International Airport (IATA: PEK, ICAO: ZBAA) is
the main international airport serving Beijing. It is located 32 km (20
mi) northeast of Beijing's city centre, in an enclave of Chaoyang District and the surroundings of that
enclave in suburban Shunyi District. The airport is owned and operated by the Beijing Capital International Airport Company Limited,
a state-controlled company. Beijing
Capital International Airport is the
main hub for Air China, the flag
carrier of the People's Republic of
China, which flies to around 120
destinations (excluding cargo) from
Beijing. China Eastern Airlines,
Hainan Airlines, and China Southern Airlines also use the airport as
their hub. Beijing Capital added
Terminal 3 in 2008 in time for the
2008 Summer Olympics, the second largest airport terminal in the
world after Dubai International Airport's Terminal 3, and the sixth
largest building in the world by
area. Features: For use on P3D.
Custom ground poly for the apron
and taxiway including realistic detail textures. Dynamic Lighting.
Realistic Ground Markings. Manually placed plants. Night illumination. Manually planed of animated
trains and vehicles in the airport.
Animated Jetways (SODE Jetways).
Volumetric Grass. Terminal Interior. Buildings and air terminals are
absolutely accurate and represent
the current real-world airport
status.

Cannes Mandelieu LFMD 2

From LMT Simulation
www.simmarket.com

Cannes Mandelieu, LFMD, is located
in Provence, Between Saint Tropez
and Monaco, 5 kms (3 miles) from
Cannes, on the "French Riviera".

It's the second most important
general and business aviation airport in France (with over 70,000
movements in 2016). Its main runway, 1610m long, can receive jet
up to 35t (Like Legacy 650, Falcon
900 ...). This scenery was designed
with attention to detail and the
best optimization. Each building
and
each
ground
surface
(Runways, taxiways, parking) were
modelled to maximum realism.
Features: Highly detailed and accurate buildings, parking, taxiways.
New lights and markings on taxiways and runways. New lighting
effects. Day/Night and seasonal
textures. Large area around the
airport (City centre, residential areas and commercial areas). Improvement of the original landclass.
Static and animated objects: vehicles,
characters,
helicopter.
Volumétric grass. FranceVFR PACA
VFR Vol.1 compatible. With SODE
(SimObjects Display Engine): Animated windsocks. Animated doors
on hangar 1. Airport clock on time.
Requires FSX/P3D v3/v4. Upgrade
price offer available.

over in 2000. The airfield is
equipped with a licensed 987metre asphalt runway (10/28) with
a 100m overshoot and an unlicensed 800-metre concrete runway. JET A-1 and AVGAS fuel, a
hard apron area and grass area for
helicopter operations provide an
excellent base for your GA fleet.
Features: Developed following extensive on-site research. 3D grass.
Custom trees. Custom airport
markings/signs. Scenery manager.
Accurate runway and taxiway
placement. High-resolution photorealistic ground textures, adjusted
for seasonality. Custom ground
polygon and AFCAD. Custom scenery around airfield boundary. Realistic
shadowing
on
objects/
buildings. Orbx FTX compatibility.
Night lighting effects. Frame rate
and VAS friendly. PDF manual.

Dresdon Airport XPlane 11
From JustSim
www.simmarket.com

Conington Airfield
From Just Flight
www.justflight.com

Conington is home to Flying Club
Conington, to which G-BOZI (PA28-161 Warrior II), G-BGKU (PA28R Arrow III), G-BGAE (C152)
and G-GCCL (Duchess) belong.
These aircraft have all featured in
our in-house developments so we
thought it was high time we
brought a high-quality rendition of
the airfield to Flight Simulator X
and Prepar3D. Conington, otherwise known as Peterborough Business Airport (ICAO: EGSF) is a privately owned airfield located in the
UK county of Cambridgeshire, six
miles south of Peterborough and
twenty miles north-west of Cambridge. The airfield started life as
RAF Glatton, built in 1942 and used
by the USAF B-17 Flying Fortress
bombers throughout WWII. The
airfield was mothballed by the RAF
after the USAF left at the end of
WWII, but it saw activity again with
GA flying from the 1970s onwards
until Flying Club Conington took
6

Dresden Airport (IATA: DRS, ICAO:
EDDC) is the international airport
in Dresden, the capital of the German Free State of Saxony. It is
located in Klotzsche, a district of
Dresden 9 km (5.6 mi) north of the
city centre. It was known in German
as
Flughafen
DresdenKlotzsche. Destinations from the
airport include a few European cities and several holiday destinations. Features: Detailed airport
objects and vehicles. Custom textured
taxiways,
runways
and
apron. Custom surroundings. Custom airport lights. Compatible with
X-Plane 11 features. Animated
ground vehicles (X-Plane 11 only).
Shading and occlusion (texture
baking) effects on terminal and
other airport buildings. High resolution ground textures / Custom runway textures. High resolution building textures. Excellent night effects. Realistic reflections on glass.
World Traffic compatible. X-Life
traffic compatible. Optimized for
excellent performance. Animated
Jetways will come in next update.

Cochin Intl. Airport VOCI
From Stinn Creations
www.simmarket.com

Cochin International Airport is one
of the busiest airport in South Indian state of Kerala. It’s the first
airport in the world powered by
solar energy. It’s also the hub of
Air India Express airline. In default
FSX and P3D, VOCI has 2 boxes of
buildings and misplaced Afcad.
Here I have modelled all buildings
in detailed like close to real life and
placed at the right place. It includes the following features: West
end solar panels. Custom apron
and parking. Uses ADE taxiway
(ground texture coming up next).
New international terminal 3. Golf
course. Uses original jetways. Many
hand places objects. 3D Grass
cards. 3D light rays on light poles.
Base ground photoreal. All textures
are handmade in Photoshop and
modelled in Sketchup Pro.

Extremely detailed and realistic
recreation the real Airport. Over
100 Hangars, Highly detailed. Modelling of the Control Tower interior.
Custom runways and Taxiways
(Reflex normal map). Custom taxi
lines, borderlines and many custom
signs. Custom Textures based inphotographic and Ambient occlusion. HDR lighting with custom
night textures. Animated helicopters (Chilean police). Walking people. Customized forest and vegetation 3D (Grass, Palms, plants).
Custom surrounding areas. Customized models for traffic vehicles
to region. Static objects, vehicles
and aircraft. Night texture and HDR
lighting. Santiago City Over 50 surrounding landmarks. For example:
Costanera Center (Highest building
in South America). More than 20
heliports (tower, hospital, clinic and
more). Located in the same city of
SCEL (our other scenery). Animated cable car (San Cristobal).
Animated Cableway (San Cristobal). Requires XPlane 11 / X-Plane
10.45 or higher.

Embraer E-Jets V2 —
Embraer 175 and 195 P3D4
From feelThere
www.feelthere.com

Eulogio Sanchez Airport
From VirtualDesign3d
www.simmarket.com

Eulogio Sánchez Airport (SCTB),
also known as Tobalaba Airport, is
an airport at eastern of Santiago,
Chile. It is the main aerodrome for
public use in the Metropolitan Region, intended for civil aviation.
This scenery contains over 45
buildings, the highests in the city of
Santiago with their respective heliports. About the buildings we can
highlight the highest tower in
South America; the Great Tower of
Santiago, also known as Costanera
Center, Goverment palace La
Moneda, CTC Tower, Titanium
Tower, Entel Towwer, National
Estadium and more. The incorporation of these buildings on the scenery makes them ideal for VFR flight
types, as they are used as visual
reference points. Main Features:

The Embraer 175/195 range of airliners are an entirely new family of
aircraft, with state-of-the-art avionics, fly-by-wire technology, superior cabin comfort and extraordinary and uncompromising performance. Note: This product does not
include any improvement over the
previous Embraer E-Jets v.2 product only adds P3D4 compatibility.
This product is NOT compatible
with Flight Simulator 9 or X or
Flight Simulator: SE (Steam version). For the FS9 and FSX version
please click here. Highlights:
Highly detailed Embraer 175/195. 2
BONUS: Call! and Map! Simulations. New generation flight deck.
Detailed interiors with superb details. Ultra realistic FMS. Full Authority
Digital
Engine Control
(FADEC). Some of the many included features: CALL! for Emb
175/195 included ($17.99 value) First Officer simulation with checklists callouts and hostesses voices.
MAP! included: just like the cabin
screens in a real airliner's passen7

ger cabin, MAP! will display the
track of your flight: elapsed and
remaining time, distance, altitude,
wind information, temperature,
more. Detailed interiors (economy/
business class) feature superb details. Realistic flight dynamics
based on manufacturer specifications. Realistic sound experience
with the real plane digitized
sounds: engine, APU, batteries, air
conditioning,
passenger
signs,
clicks, more. Numerous animations: hydraulic suspension, flaps,
slats, spoilerons, speed brakes,
thrust reversers, landing gear, passengers door, cargo hatches, opening cockpit windows. Nose wheel
steering limited over 40kts. Load
Manager. Photorealistic 2D panels
with multiple subpanels. Fully interactive 3D virtual cockpit. Aircraft
flyable from the Captain or First
Officer's seat (FSX, under virtual
cockpit mode). Colour Weather Radar with Turbulence Detection
Mode. All systems simulated: electrical, pneumatic, hydraulic, pressurization system, bleed air, air
conditioning,
two
generators/
engines, FADEC with ATTCS function, test system. Computerized
Management System called Full
Authority Digital Engine Control
(FADEC) (optimizes engine operation during all phases of the flight
and, in turn, reduces fuel consumption and maintenance costs). Ultra
realistic and very complete FMS
with Vertical Glide Path Mode and
Coupled LNAV / VNAV. Learn function: the FMS learns your flying
habits for more accurate flight predictions. Five different patterns
simulated. Updated airway support,
waypoint sequencing, discontinuity,
missed approach, hold at present
position, wind settings for waypoints, including reading current
METAR for better planning, intercept, vertical direct to, direct
mode, editable RTE page with waypoint input, custom waypoint support, advisory VNAV and more.

G500/600 Complete Edition

From Flight1
www.flight1.com

Flight One Software is proud to
announce the release of G500/600

Complete Edition for Lockheed Martin Prepar3d v3, v4, and Microsoft
Flight Simulator X and Steam Editions. Following the successful and
highly acclaimed Flight1 GTN series
gauges, Flight1 has faithfully replicated the G500/G600 to pixel by
pixel accuracy of its real-world
counterpart. And for the first time
in the history of Flight Simulator
and Prepar3D virtual pilots can experience first-hand Synthetic Vision
Technology. No matter if you fly
around New York on a sunny day
or land in Innsbruck under IFR conditions, with Synthetic Vision you
always get a clear picture of mountains and other obstacles. The
G500/G600 is the perfect companion for your Flight1 GTN 650 and
GTN 750. The real-world G500/
G600 replaces the old steam
gauges that can be found in many
general aviation aircrafts with a
state of the art glass cockpit. It can
be retrofitted in a wide array of
aircrafts, from single engine piston
up to twin turbine aircraft. As all
primary flight and navigation information are clearly displayed on two
LCD displays, it greatly enhances
situational awareness, safety and
pilot workload reduction. It is also
very customizable and features
revolutionary
Synthetic
Vision
Technology. Synthetic Vision recreates a visual topographic landscape
from the G500/G600 system's terrain database. Thereby, offering
pilots a supplemental 3D depiction
of ground and water, airports, obstacles and traffic. The Flight1
G500/600 offers smooth framerate
performance
with
its
highresolution PFD/MFD backlit display
simulation. The product also includes SafeTaxi and FliteCharts
support, which gives you detailed
airport information and terminal
procedure charts (US Only). High
resolution terrain maps with TAWSB audible alerts and Full WAAS approach support is also included.
The G500/600 Series Gauge Configuration Utility allows users to
install and configure the G500/600
unit in their selected aircraft using
our easy-to-use gauge configuration utility software. Both gauges
are highly customizable, with many
features that can be turned on or
off or adjusted to suit the user's
preference. The avionics suite features a growing list of native support, including Alabeo aircraft, and
from additional third-party aircraft
creators and The G500/600 can
integrate, as a pop-up, with all
add-on aircraft in your Flight Simu-

lator X / Prepar3D library, if the
aircraft does not have VC integration.

Frankfurt Real City X 3D
From SamScene
www.simmarket.com

Frankfurt is a metropolis and the
largest city in the German state of
Hesse and the fifth-largest city in
Germany. This scenery is the second German city SamScene created, the first was Munich. Important: You need to install the photo
scenery pack from samscene.com
in order to use this scenery. Scenery Features: For use on FSX, FSX
Steam,
and
P3Dv3/v4.
Over
10,000 autogen buildings and
houses with German style designs.
Many famous museums, churches,
buildings, apartments, landmarks
in Frankfurt city centre area. Many
hotels, shopping malls, school, etc.
3d models of main Frankfurt train
station. 3d models of industrial
buildings. 3d models of apartment
buildings. Compatible with other
Frankfurt airport sceneries. Very
good frame rate because 80% is
the autogen houses. Compatibility:
This scenery enhances the Frankfurt city and it is compatible to be
used with other Frankfurt airport
scenery addons such as the Aerosoft ones or some other freeware
airports. Please make sure this
Frankfurt RealCIty X scenery is the
topmost layer over other scenery
layers, otherwise you will not get
the full function of it.

iFly 737NG (Voice and Button
Control—P3D 64 bit)
From FS2Crew
www.fs2crew.com

The iFly 737NG is one of the most
popular addons available for Flight
Simulator. Now you can enjoy your
FS2Crew airline crew simulation
8

and the iFly 737NG together in a
P3D 64 bit environment! This product includes Voice and Button Control. Product Requirements: 1. iFly
737NG aircraft P3D 4 Version or
greater
(Aircraft
available
at
Flight1.com). 2. Prepar3D Version
4 and Above (Latest version). Features: Real-World B737NG SOPs
tested and designed by an active
B737 Captain. Voice and Button
Control options. Direct and seamless integration owing to the iFly's
very powerful SDK (no keypresses
or simulated mouse clicks used for
FO interaction). 737 Normal Checklists. B737 specific Crew flows
(Captain and FO, PF and PM). FA
interaction. Start Crew/Pushback
interaction. Cabin announcements.
Captain Pas. External ground/air
starts (cross bleed engine starts).
Bleeds off takeoffs and landings.
Departure profiles (NADP 1 and
NADP 2). Various approach profiles
and Missed Approaches. Turnarounds/Thru-Flights. De-Icing at
the gate or pad. Circuits/Touch and
Go's. High Altitude airport procedures. External Air/GPU handling
(Engine Start and Pushback/ Gate
Arrival).

FSX Booster Live 2018

From FSPS
www.simmarket.com

FSX Booster Live 2018 arrives as a
brand new product focusing on new
users of Flight Simulator. Improving P3D performance was never
easier. FSX Booster Live 2018 uses
just a bar you can move from 0 to
100 % and that's it. No options to
confuse you - no tick boxes, no
extra details. At 0% (Decrease
frames) all P3D graphics power is
diverted to faster tile loading, better graphics quality, smoother texture and autogen loading. If at
100%
(Increase
frames)
all
P3D power is diverted to frames
per second. So just fire-up your
FSX and then start FSX Booster
Live 2018. Watch that while you
move the bar to 100% you gain
frames, watch as you move the bar
to 0 how graphics become more
stable and better. You can control
the all-time FSX quality-to-frames
ratio - as you want. It will only take
a few flights to find the desired

value. Either boost frames all the
way up, or all the way down so you
can gain graphics stability and
smoothness or anything in between. The main advantage is that
you can do it LIVE. For example if
at a very congested airport where
frames naturally drop, you can use
the 100% setting, but while flying
you may use a less aggressive setting of 50%. Features: Direct connection to FSX. Instant results. No
editing the fsx.cfg and user's options. Up to 200% FPS (frames per
second) improvement.

GCXO Tenerife North Airport
From RFscenerybuilding
www.simmarket.com

Tenerife North Airport formerly Los
Rodeos Airport, is one of the two
international airports on the island
of Tenerife, Spain Combined with
Tenerife South Airport, the island
has the highest passenger movement of all the Canary Islands, with
12,248,673 passengers, surpassing
Gran Canaria Airport. Today TFN is
an inter-island hub connecting all
seven Canary Islands with connections to the Iberian Peninsula,
Europe, and North America. In
1977, the airport was the site of
the worst accident in aviation history when 583 passengers and
crew were killed after two Boeing
747s collided on the runway in
heavy fog. Features: Custom airport building. Custom platform and
custom vehicles. Custom lighting
runway. 3D light mast lighting and
lights on taxiing. Glass effect windows of buildings. Pseudo shadows.
Optional: Dynamic lighting for
P3Dv4. Large size landclass. Colour
landclass made for the colour
gamut FTX ORBX GLOBAL World
textures. Files adaptation for "FREE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SCENERY
OF
SPAIN". Files adaptation scenery
for "FSSIMVFR-SPAIN VFR MESHCANARY ISLANDS FSX". Change of
season – automatic. Road traffic.
Correct work of the scenery with
the "TABURET-SPAIN 10M MESH".
Ground textures in scenery – 2048.
Version for FSX/P3Dv4. (Note: Jetways are static in scenery).
(Screenshots made: FSX + FTX
ORBX GLOBAL + FTX openLC
Europe + Orbx FTX Trees HD).

Helgoland FSX V2.0
From LimeSim
www.aerosoft.com

“Helgoland X” has grown older but
is still a popular destination, so we
decided to create a worthy up-todate successor – this is “Helgoland
FSX V2.0”. This new add-on promises an even higher level of detail
and countless new and exciting
options. Large parts of the scenery
were created from scratch. Features: Extremely detailed scenery.
1 meter resolution mesh (so you
see the smallest dunes near the
airport). Very good performance.
Animated sea gulls (better not hit
those!). Sounds linked to scenery
objects (waves, bird, ships and
even the sounds of the church bells
at noon). Extensive shipping traffic
(on shipping routes, ferries, and
traffic to the wind parks). Helgoland-Düne airfield (with extremely
short runway). SAR helicopter base
of the German Navy (start of your
rescue mission). Mittelplatte oil rig.
German Navy frigate (moving and
landable). Detailed aerial images.
Missions. New features of this version: Entirely updated Duene island
layout: New image material, improved resolution. Runways and
apron with high-resolution textures
(~5cm/pix). Improved rain effects.
Updated airport buildings with restaurant terrace and transparent
tower windows. OLT hangar on its
correct position plus some smaller
corrections. Thousands of vegetation objects and vegetation on
dunes added. Hundreds of beach
chair added. New bungalow settlement added. Seals at the beaches
added. ATC functionality added.
Updated island cliffs with more realistic textures. Updated aerial imagery to match 2018 status. Offshore "Südhafen" energy company
buildings with clutter. 4 offshore
wind parks with 4 platforms and
their helipads. Detailed offshore
maintenance heliport connected to
the SAR heliport: Very high ground
resolution for both helipads. SAR
heliport details added (improved
fences, signs, etc). Upgrade offer
available.
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Hurghada X V2 P3D4

From Simbreeze
www.aerosoft.com

Hurghada International Airport is
located near the tourist resort of
Hurghada on the Red SeaThe former military base was connected to
the airport for passenger traffic.
The long wide 4000m runways is
suitable for larger aircraft like B747
and A380. Features: Detailed representation of the airport incl. 2
runways. Detailed representation of
the resort Hurghada incl sights,
hotels and Hurghada Marina. Advanced representation of the reefs,
Giftun Island and all adjacent islands. Advanced representation of
the following hotels: Aladin Beach,
Conrad Beach, Sunrise Mamlouk
Palace Resort, Sunrise Garden
Beach, Dana Beach, Desert Rose,
Golden 5, Iberotel Aquamarine,
Titanic Beach, Melia Pharaoh, Hilton Long Beach, Coral Beach. El
Gouna incl. Airport (HEGO) included. 10.000 sq km created area.
Contain all airport buildings. Contain new terminal. IK Jetways.
SODE Jetways. Safegate Docking
signs at all gates. Excellent night
effects. Dynamic Lights. Realistic
runway and taxiway lighting. Numerous scenery effects. Animated
ground traffic. Animated 3D people
(FSX/P3D). 2 Heliports, one at the
airport and one of the GiftunIsland. Configurator. Manual with
charts.

Iran Mega Scenery V3 Vol.1
Tehran and Countryside P3D
From Parscene
www.simmarket.com

Iran Mega Scenery v3.0, volume 1
is a fully edited and colour corrected high resolution (1.19 meter

per pixel) photoreal scenery, covering the city of Tehran and its countryside. The scenery covers an area
about 5000 sq. kilometers (65x72
km.) from "Parchin" at the east of
Tehran to "Karaj" at the west, and
from the southern slopes of the
"Alborz mountains" at the North to
southern border of "Kahrizak" at
the
south
of
Tehran.
Requires Prepar3D V3.X or Prepar3D
V4.X.

KATL Atlanta P3D4

From Imaginesim
www.imaginesim.com

KATL Atlanta for Prepar3D V4. It
has vastly improved performance,
the result of a complete model optimization and recompile. Among a
host of improvements you will find:
Gigantic improvement in performance using procedures optimized
for Prepar3D V4. Framerate speeds
up by over double compared with
previous Prepar3D version. Tripled
and more when compared to FSX
version. High definition building
texturing and improved new V4
ground polygons. Fluid usage, even
with complex airliner cockpits and
high density AI coverage. Low visibility nav lighting. Switchable dynamic lighting option. New and bespoke Operations Center configuration GUI. Comprehensive ground
and building optimization. Interactive SODE jetways. Instantaneous
scenery cache loading. Seasonal
texture options. 10.2 mile square
coverage of the KATL area. Low
simulator
impact.
Graduated
ground extremities to seamlessly
blend with any vector driven addon. Improved autogen coverage.

EETN Tallinn X V2

From Drzewiecki Design
www.simmarket.com

EETN Tallinn X is a highly detailed
scenery of EETN Lennart Meri Tal-

linn Airport in Tallinn, Estonia. The
product also includes the city of
Tallinn with its landmarks. This
product is compatible with FSXbased platforms including Microsoft
Flight Simulator X (FSX) and Lockheed Martin Prepar3D (P3D). Scenery Features: High quality EETN
Tallinn airport with up-to-date terminals, aprons and taxiways.
Newly constructed buildings added
(terminal extension, car parking,
MRO hangar, tram station). Large
area around the airport including
Tallinn city with autogen and landmark buildings. Static aircraft, 3D
people, terminal interiors, ground
service vehicles, detailed horizontal
and vertical signs. Advanced airport lighting (user controlled at
wish). Advanced optimization and
texture management. SODE jetways and animated hangar doors.
Changes in V2: Updated ground
poly - extended runway, new taxiways and aprons. New lighting for
the whole airport (same standards
as in our newest products). New
MRO hangar, extended terminal
building and some interior added.
New tramway station and several
new high buildings North of the
airport. New vertical taxiway signs,
new fences and trees. Updated all
SODE content. Autogen enhancements. Updated ground imagery.
Estonian Air signs and aircraft removed. New car parking. New
static aircraft. Highly upgraded texture management for better performance. Full range of FSX-based
platforms compatibility.

the aircraft. Special features: Current version 1.6 (last updated 2
Feb 2018). Major update for XPlane 11.10+; G1000 GPS by LR Completely upgraded sound to
FMOD, for more immersion and
more
realism Replaced
all
Thranda native scroll manipulators
with X-Plane native ones, in anticipation of VR support - Made many
menu items auto-save (to the extent that it makes sense to save
those settings for the next flight) Upgraded plugin to SASL 2.51,
which improves stability and feature set. (e.g. now a plane crash
bypasses an automatic SASL reload, so you can get back to flying
faster) - Added function to be able
to start the plane from cold and
dark vs. engines running, at the
flick of a switch (in the pop-up window). Auto updater for the duration
of X-Plane 11! Superb reflections
inside and outside, using full PBR
features. Dynamic Livery Editor create your new livery while in the
sim! Comprehensive menu with
per-passenger Weight and Balance
Manager, audio controls, custom
slew controls, livery selection, aircraft configuration etc.

Helgoland professional P3Dv4

From LimeSim
www.aerosoft.com

Kodiak Quest G1000
From Thandra Design
www.justflight.com

Thranda's Quest Kodiak includes an
accurate G1000 simulation with
moving map, an exceptional array
of advanced FMOD sounds, superb
interior and exterior reflections using full PBR features, dynamic Livery Editor and a fly-out pop-up
menu featuring five menus. Among
the many features are a functional
GPU, custom lighting throughout,
accurate flight dynamics, extremely
detailed panel with dynamic reflections, hideable cargo pod, engine
failures and an electric tug to tow
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After growing older but not losing
popularity we decided it's time for
a new version of good and old Helgoland X. Its successor “Helgoland
Professional” brings it to a completely new level of detail and will
offer you thrilling new options.
Much of the scenery has been entirely redesigned. Forces or nature
have reshaped the East coast of
“Duene”. Rwy 21 was formerly
blocked by a high sand dune that is
now entirely gone. While approaches got a bit easier here the
southern end of the airport is now
a place where waves break around
the southern tip of the runway. 10
years ago this was surrounded by a
large beach and construction teams
are hard at work to prevent further
loss of sediments. Features: Extremely detailed scenery (most
buildings). 1 meter resolution mesh
(so you see the smallest dunes

near the airport). Very good performance. Animated sea gulls
(better not hit those!). Sounds
linked to scenery objects (waves,
bird, ships and even the sounds of
the church bells at noon). Extensive shipping traffic (on nearby
shipping lane and most regular
scheduled ship traffic to and from
the islands and oil rig). HelgolandDüne airfield (with extremely short
runways). SAR helicopter base of
the German Navy (start of your
rescue mission). Mittleplatte oilrig.
German Navy frigate (moving and
landable). Detailed aerial images.
Extensive manual (German and
English available). New in version
P3D V4: Entirely updated Duene
island layout: Major changes to the
island's shape to match 2017
status. Updated imagery, improved
resolution. Runways and aprons
now have very high resolution textures (~5cm/pix) and improved
rain effects. Updated airport buildings with covered restaurant terrace and now transparent tower
windows. Shifted new OLT hangar
to its correct location and other
minor updates to textures and
models. Added thousands of vegetation objects. Added hundreds of
beech chairs on the beaches.
Added fascines to the beaches. Updated main island cliffs, replaced
with more realistic textures. Added
detailed offshore maintenance heliport connected to the SAR heliport:
Very high resolution ground textures for both heliports. Added details to SAR heliport (improved
fences, signs...).

KSNA John Wayne XPlane 11
From Skyline Simulations
www.simmarket.com

KSNA John Wayne International
Airport is here for X-Plane 10 & 11.
This product has full compatibility
and features that take advantage
of the available technology in XPlane 11. Accurately designed John
Wayne International Airport with
underlying ortho imagery and
highly detailed objects, including
the surrounding area. Animated
Airport: Animated Jetways. Ground
Traffic in whole airport for G. Aviation and Commercial services. Randomly placed static aircraft, can be
easily toggled off in the X-Plane

settings. Detailed Airport: Ultra
High Definition Textures. Detailed
3D modelling. PBR Materials for
shiny reflections. Ground reflections and decals. Custom “soft”
animated 3D Grass blends with
orthophotos. Custom HDR Lights
billboard and spill in Terminal and
Taxi Signs. High resolution orthoimagery for the airport. Animated
radar. Accurate ATC/TAXI flows.

Propeller Textures. High Fidelity
Sound Files. Precision Flight Dynamics. Fully Animated Pilot Figures. Paint Kit. Custom installer for
FSX, FSX SE and P3D V1 – 4.

Mega Sao Paulo XPlane 11

From Paulo Ricardo
www.simmarket.com

Luscombe Phantom

From Golden Age Simulations
www.simmarket.com

The Phantom was formally introduced to the public at the 1934
National Air Races where it caused
a near panic with race goers with
its style and innovations. It received its type certificate number
552 on 8-18-34. The all metal
framework was unusually tough
enough to withstand the stress of
amateur aerobatics, but its intent
was not for that purpose but to be
a "let's-go-somewhere-fast" airplane powered by the 7 cylinder
Warner "Super Scarab" series 50
engine producing 145 h.p. which
provided for sea level maximum
speeds of 168 m.p.h, cruising at
143 m.p.h. This was an all metal
high-winged cabin monoplane with
side to side seating for two. The all
metal "stressed-skin" fuselage offered strength, reliability and practically no maintenance. The rest of
the aircraft was all metal as well.
"No wood, no nails, no glue!" The
Phantom represented a milestone
in light aircraft manufacturing and
brought the name Luscombe to
prominence and high regard among
private-owner market, which remains to this day. Our representation of this iconic aircraft is fully
animated with tool tips active in
the VC cockpit for all animated
parts. It is fully compatible with all
versions of FSX and P3D. Our package includes: High quality, fully
animated 3D models representing Land, and Float Plane options.
Fully Modelled Detailed Warner
"Super Scarab" engine. High Resolution (4096 x 4096) Textures.
Fully Animated VC cockpit with VC
Cockpit Shadowing and smooth 3D
modelled gauges. VC cockpit Custom Sound Package. Volumetric
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São Paulo is a Brazilian city, capital
of the State of São Paulo and main
financial centre, corporate and
mercantile in South America. It is
the most populous city of Brazil, of
the
American
continent
and
throughout the southern hemisphere, and the most influential
Brazilian city on the global stage,
being considered the 14th city
more globalized planet. São Paulo
is the capital of the most populous
state of Sao Paulo, Brazil, standing
next to the parallel 23° 32 ‘ 52‘
South and the Meridian 46° 38 ‘ 09
West. The total area of the municipality is 1522.986 km2, according
to the Brazilian Institute of geography and statistics (IBGE), being the
ninth largest in territorial extension. Of the whole area of the municipality, 968.3248 km2 are urban
areas, being the largest urban area
in the country. Sao Paulo’s Congonhas airport 3 (SBSP), Campo de
Marte (SBMT) and Guarulhos Cumbica (SBGR). Included in Scenery
Package: City 3Dbuilding of São
Paulo.
Autogen houses, trees.
Night Light Santos, São Paulo and
area.
Stadiums,
Palmerias,
Pacaembu, São Paulo, Corinthians,
Portugesa othes 3D improve. Guarulhos and Congonhas Airports
Light version. Requires XPlane 11.

Miami Intl. Airport KMIA V4
From LatinVFR
www.simmarket.com

One of the world's busiest airport
and main gateway for one of the
most popular destinations in the

world features the following: P3Dv4
version made completely with the
P3D4 SDK code making it 100% 64
bit. Extremely realistic airport and
surrounding
buildings.
Native
ground polygons, with bump and
specular maps. (P3D4). Surroundings extremely detailed with dozens of customized buildings. Photo
scenery and autogen, covering
80square Miles. City of Miami buildings (downtown) and major area
landmarks. Animated CTRL+J jetways. AFX file representing actual
airline parking positions. Excellent
night techniques, realistic runway
lighting according to official documents of the airport. Dynamic
lights (P3D4). Scenery configurator
tool. Much more. Special upgrade
price available.

Weapon system panel. Clickable
checklist in cockpit, including 4
pages for user content. Beautiful
exterior model: Many animations
and detailed mechanics - Control
surfaces, flaps, slats, air brake.
Complex landing gear with doors.
Correct canopy animation with
three positions. Engine fans, nozzles. Intake protection doors, secondary air intakes. Refined flight
model with correct landing speeds,
max. speed, max. turn rates, fuselage lift simulation etc... Plain and
armed versions included. Detailed
manual, plus video tutorials. 15
Liveries with normal maps.

Ningbo Lishe Intl. ZSNB P3D4
From Asian Airports
www.simmarket.com

MIG-29 XPlane 10/11
From Colimata
www.simmarket.com

The MiG-29 is a jet fighter aircraft
designed by Mikojan-Gurewitsch
aircraft (Russia) for an air superiority role. The MiG-29 entered service with the Soviet Air Force in
1983, and remains in use by many
other nations around the world
(1600 are still in operation). The
MiG-29 was developed to counter
American fighters such as the F-15
Eagle and the F-16 Fighting Falcon.
Features: Ultra realistic, projected,
collimated, focused to infinity 3D
Head Up Display. More than 40
custom made dynamic 3D sounds
(XP11 only) have been added,
many of them recorded on the real
aircraft: Complex engine sounds,
dynamic atmosphere in the cockpit,
high AoA vortex sounds, computer
voice, supersonic bang, canopy
effects, ejection…. Highly detailed
3D virtual cockpit: Cockpit and
gauges accurately placed based on
the original layout, completely in
English. Multiple HUD modes. RADAR display shows aircraft, NAV
points, meteorological info. Radar
control panel. Engine systems, NAV
system, plus fms and gps. Telelight
warning panel. Animated secondary
systems (air cond., ventilation).
RWR
radar
warning
receiver,

Ningbo Lishe opened in 1984. In
1990 it became the first entirely
civilian used airport of Zhejiang
Province. Nowadays it has links to
Taiwan, Macau, Seoul, Hong Kong,
Bangkok, Singapore, Osaka and
other major destinations in Asia. All
major airlines are represented at
the airport, including: Air China, Air
Macau, Beijing Capital Airlines,
Chengdu Airlines, China Eastern,
China Southern, Chongqing Airlines, China United, Donghai Airlines, Dragonair, EVA Air, Hainan
Airlines, HK Express, Lucky Air,
Mandarin Airlines, Okay Airways,
Shandong Airlines, Shenzhen Airlines, Sichuan Airlines, Sky Angkor
Airlines, Spring Airlines, Thai AirAsia, Tianjin Airlines, Tigerair, Uni
Air, Vietnam Airlines, West Air
China, Xiamen Airlines. Runway
13/31 is 3200 m long and 45 m
wide. In reality, gates 1 to 7 are
fitted with a Visual Docking Guidance System. In P3D they and
windsocks are not functional. Features: Moving Jetways at Gate 1 to
7 (Ctrl. J). Rabbit lights. Animated
Runway-Guarding-Lights. 3D Taxi
Lights. Approach Lights. A special
upgrade price offer available if you
have a previous version from Simmarket.
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Nantes Atlantique P3Dv3/4

From JetStream Designs
www.simmarket.com

Nantes Atlantique (LFRS/NTE) is an
important French international airport serving the city of Nantes, in
the “Pays de la Loire” region. The
airport handled more than 5 million
passengers in 2017. Scenery features: Scenery configurator for selecting any level of detail. Highly
detailed buildings with HD textures
and interior terminal modelling. 3D
people inside terminal (optional).
Animated SODE jetways. Dynamic
lights (P3D V4 only). Native P3D
ground with HD textures and sun
glow/wet effects. Volumetric grass.
Detailed airport objects and vehicles. Animated airport and landside
vehicles. 3D taxiway lights with
halos / Ramp lights with halos. Extended custom autogen. Night environment. Seasonal textures. Custom taxiway signs with realistic
night textures Custom runway and
taxiway lights. Optional Static aircraft. GSX compatible. FTX Global
and Vector photoreal area blending. All objects and models are native P3D, compiled using the
proper SDK for each version of
P3D. A version is also available for
FSX.

PA-28-161 Warrior II for
XPlane 11
From Just Flight
www.justflight.com

Following on from their critically
acclaimed Arrow III and Turbo Arrow III/IV add-ons for X-Plane 11,
this highly detailed simulation of
the PA-28-161 Warrior II has been
developed by Just Flight's in-house
team and Thranda Design following
comprehensive, hands-on research
with a real-life Warrior II, G-BOZI,
based at Conington Airfield. The
PA-28-161 Warrior II is a four-

seater,
piston-engine
aircraft
equipped with a fixed tricycle landing gear, 160hp four-cylinder engine and fixed-pitch propeller – an
ideal aircraft for touring and flight
training. The Warrior II is flown all
around the world and our add-on
reflects that global popularity. In
addition to our UK research aircraft, G-BOZI, the package features liveries from the USA, Canada, UK, France, Australia and Germany. The PA-28-161 Warrior II
for X-Plane 11 features PBR materials with real-time environment reflections for superb quality and realism, 4096 x 4096 textures for the
highest possible texture clarity and
numerous animations including a
multi-animation passenger door
that, when open, responds to Gforces and air resistance. Among
the features are a fully functional
and comprehensive IFR-capable
avionics fit in the 3D virtual cockpit, custom-coded fuel and electrical systems, flight computer panel,
simulated vapour lock and plug
fouling, pop-up autopilot window,
custom external light logic, functional throttle quadrant tensioning
system and an authentic sound set.

737 NGX for P3DV4

From PMDG
www.precisionmanuals.com
www.aerosoft.com
www.simw.com

PMDG is proud to offer the PMDG
737NGX for the next generation of
flight simulation – the popular medium-haul airliner is now available
for Prepar3D V4. This PMDG
737NGX features the acclaimed
high level of systems fidelity. Developed over three years with technical input from Boeing and a team
of real-life 737NG crew and maintenance advisors, we have painstakingly modelled nearly every system on the real aircraft in a fully
dynamic and realistic manner.
Raise the wing spoilers and watch
as the virtual hydraulic fluid moves
through the system and causes the
pressure and quantity to change in
real time. Turn on something as
small as a single exterior light and
watch as the electrical load indication changes to reflect the in-

creased power draw. The PMDG
737NGX is a living, breathing machine. Features: FMC/AFDS – An
extensive flight management computer (FMC) and autopilot simulation. Flight Model – Engine and
flight modelling that is within 5% of
the actual Boeing aircraft performance charts, including singleengine operations. 3D Models –
Exterior and virtual cockpit models
textures created from the actual
Boeing
engineering
diagrams.
Sounds – An uncompromisingly
realistic soundest. User Interface –
Absolutely easy to use user interface. Fuel, payload and more than
75 airframe and cockpit options are
adjustable on the fly without ever
touching the FSX menus or pausing
the sim. HUGS – A realistic optically collimated Head-up Guidance
System (HGS). Exterior Lighting –
3D volumetric exterior lighting that
lights up the FS scenery. Liveries –
Numerous liveries to choose from
and many more available for free
download. Documentation - Full
documentation that includes an
introductory manual and the real
life 737NG manuals as PDF.

Rick Husband Amarillo Intl.
From SXAirportDesign
www.simmarket.com

Welcome to Texas! Amarillo is the
largest city in the Texas panhandle,
its main airport was renamed Rick
Husband Amarillo International Airport after Rick Husband, the astronaut, who was born in Amarillo and
died in the Columbia Space Shuttle
crash STS 07, in 2003. KAMA operates with around 300,000+ passengers a year, and had a $50 million terminal renovation in 2011.
This superbly detailed recreation of
KAMA includes: 1ft/pix photoscenery of the airport and surrounding
area. Corrected landclasses of the
area around the airport. The whole
airport recreated in fantastic detail.
100s of custom buildings. Custom
static vehicles and objects. Baked
Ambient occlusion on many buildings and ground textures. Baked
night lighting. SODE jetways. Performance optimised with LODS and
combined textures. Requirements:
FSX, FSX SE, Prepar3D v2/v3/v4.
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Please note: The airport does not
include the aircraft seen at the terminal in the product images;
please use a traffic addon program.
This airport required user activation.

777-200LR/F for P3DV4

From PMDG
www.precisionmanuals.com
www.aerosoft.com
www.simw.com

PMDG’s acclaimed 777-200LR/F is
now available natively for Prepar3D
V4! The “Triple Seven” as it is affectionately known is one of the
world’s most popular long-range
airliners and is the world’s largest
twin-engine jet. Developed with
technical input from Boeing and a
team of real-life 777 crew and
maintenance advisors, the PMDG
777-200LR/F is an extremely sophisticated simulation with nearly
every function of its real-life systems modelled in high fidelity. Both
the ultra-long range 777-200LR
and the 777F freighter variants
powered by massive GE90-110B1
engines are included. Numerous
airline liveries and options are
available for free download including all current operators of both
types. Features: PMDG Operations
Centre – Includes the PMDG Operation Centre, a stand-alone application
which
manages
livery
downloads and installations, livery
options settings, documentation,
support and much more. FMC –
The flight management computer
(FMC) contains real life 777 FMC
features including Required Navigation Performance (RNP), LNAV, extremely accurate VNAV speed and
altitude predictions and the full
complement of scratchpad warning
messages that a real crew could
see. Flight Model – Engine and
flight modelling that is within 5% of
the actual Boeing aircraft performance charts, including singleengine operations. Autopilot –
PMDG autopilot created for the 777
that replicates the precise yet
smooth feeling you get from the
real thing. Created with hours of
video taken in the real airplane and
actual 777 full flight simulator flying experience. Sounds – A meticu-

lously created soundset that captures the raw power of the GE90110B1 engines and cockpit environment. All sounds were recorded
on the real airplane. RAAS – Fully
functional Runway Awareness and
Advisory System which calls out
runway names and other information. User Interface – The aircraft’s
fuel, payload and a large number of
airframe and cockpit options are
adjustable on the fly without ever
touching the FSX menus or pausing
the sim. Exterior Lighting – 3D
volumetric exterior lighting that
lights up the FS scenery. You can
even see the flash from the strobe
lights when looking out the cockpit
side windows. Liveries – Free
downloadable liveries for numerous
world airlines, easily installable using the Livery Manager in our
PMDG Operations Centre. Documentation – Full documentation
that includes the real-life 777
manuals, consisting of the Flight
Crew Operating Manuals Vol. 1 & 2,
the Flight Crew Training Manual
and the Quick Reference Handbook. We’ve also included a 163
page introduction manual specific
to the simulation and a 126 page
tutorial flight that includes real
Jeppesen charts.

MD-80 Pro XPlane 10/11
From Rotate
www.aerosoft.com

The Rotate MD-80 is a most accurate simulation of this popular aircraft, specifically the MD-88 variation. It offers a complex and immersing simulation experience. The
realism of the 3D model and texture work is pure and delightful eye
candy. The advanced systems
simulation makes a solid experience for the demanding flight simmer. The Rotate MD-80 is also supported by our NavDataPro service
for up-to-date navigational data
(requires a separate NavDataPro
subscription). Features: A set of
ten ultra-high resolution liveries,
including
a
paintkit.
Custom
sounds. 3D sound engine with stereo and doppler effects. High quality multi-layered engine sounds.
Wind and control surfaces sounds.
Cockpit ambient and custom alerts.

Precise flight model and fine tuned
engine performance. Virtually all
the instruments and controls are
interactive. Developed with the
advice and counselling from MD-80
licensed pilots. Compatible with XPlane 11 and 10.51 versions. Custom Flight Management System
(FMS) and Automatic Flight. Detailed simulation of systems. Popup Menu: Ground operations page.
Fuel & Load page. Hyper-realistic
visuals.

Shrike-Commander 500S
HQ Soundset

From PKSIMArezOne-Aviation
Soundstudios
www.simmarket.com

San Andreas & Providencia
From PKSIM
www.simmarket.com

Archipelago of San Andrés, Providencia and Santa Catalina, or colloquially San Andrés y Providencia, is
one of the departments of Colombia. It consists of two island groups
about 775 km (482 mi) northwest
of mainland Colombia and eight
outlying banks and reefs. The largest island of the archipelago is
called San Andrés and its capital is
San Andrés. San Andrés is the largest island full of resorts and a famous tourist destination arriving by
plane into the Gustavo Rojas Pinilla
(SKSP) airport located to the north
of the island where airlines like Avianca, Latam, Wingo, Viva Colombia, Satena and Copa Airlines have
regular flights and seasonal flights
from numerous international airlines. Providencia Island, also
known as New Providence, located
to the north of San Andrés, is a
small mountain island which contains 90% of Colombian reefs. It
has a small island next to it called
Santa Catalina. Green Tourists arrive from San Andrés via ferry of
by small planes to the “El Embrujo”
airport located to the east of the
island between hills. Features: 2
airports included SKSP and SKPV.
Full photo-real islands of San
Andres, Providencia and Santa
Catalina. Custom 19m mesh for the
3 islands. Far away Albuquerque
and Bolivar reefs included. Custom
autogen. Custom ground textures
with reflections. Ctrl+J gates for
SKSP. Custom high resolution textures. Dynamic Lighting (P3Dv4)
Airport configurator. Both versions
included P3D v3 & v4.
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This is a high-quality Soundset for
the Shrike-Commander 500s recommended for the Carenado AeroCommander 500s. The sound recorded from a real airplane and
processed digitally for the real-feel
environment. Designed for Microsoft Flight simulator X, SP2,
STEAM, Prepar3D all Versions. Description: Original Flap Sound.
Original
Alternator/Generator
Sounds. New Landing gear sound
with Gear doors time shifted. Landing Gear failure effect with air-flow
wind stream (FSX-system failures).
Lost or broken Engine on each side
(FSX-system failures). Engine Fire.
Structure Overload. Gear Down
warning when takeoff IAS speed
controlled. Gear UP warning in low
RPM position. Rough Engine run
when Engines are leaning. Shake
cockpit, window and glasses in
lower RPM range. New ultra realistic Ground Roll, Bolds, brakes, including speed and volume control.
Authentic Stall warning. Speed
controlled Wind-effects in cockpit/
cabin. Ultra real Engine sounds of
the Lycoming-Engines in all phases
of flight. Authentic fuel Pump. Authentic Open & Close Doors with
lock and cabin pressure effects.
Authentic Autopilot/Flight director
on/off (Gong). Full crash and Gear
Up landing sounds, with scratch
and Metal including ELT-signal. Full
water landing optimized in case of
landing on Water with Gear Up +
ELT-signal. Full new Asymmetric
Engine-run when move each Throttle and RPM (Propeller). Complete
Startup & Shutdown Cockpit & outside. Full compatible with (build-in
sounds by factory) sound files. Full
prop feathering on both engines.
Full wide panned Stereo sound
44500 coded. Fully compatible with
A2A Accu-feel Global FSX enhancement. Authentic hot-Engine cooling
down sounds outside only when
shutdown. Works great in Prepar3d
- all versions. Tested and Flown by
Real Shrike-Commander Pilots.

SIAI Marchetti S-211 /
Aermacchi M-245 Package
From IndiaFoxEcho
www.simmarket.com

The S-211 is a small tandem twoseat shoulder-wing monoplane with
a retractable tricycle landing gear
and powered by a single Pratt &
Whitney Canada JT15D-4C turbofan. Also, the aircraft was designed
for a secondary close air support
capability with four underwing
hardpoints for the carriage of
weapons and other external stores.
The S-211 design evolved into the
Aermacchi M-345. The airframe has
been strengthened, and a glass
cockpit and modern avionics have
been added. As a basic trainer, the
aircraft is designed to complement
the Aermacchi M-346 advanced
trainer. The aircraft was designed
with a secondary close air support
capability with five underwing
hardpoints. The prototype aircraft
first flew in June 2005. Features:
Three high detail visual models: S211, M-311/M-345 demonstrator
and M-345 High Efficiency Trainer
Prototype. High fidelity virtual
cockpit. High detail texture sets,
based on real aircraft including prototypes, Philippine Air Force, Singapore Air Force and Frecce Tricolori
liveries. Realistic flight model
closely based on flight manual
data. Custom sound package. Configuration manager and weapon
functionality (gun pods, rockets
and bombs). NOTE: TACPACK is
required for weapon functionality.
For use on FSX & P3D.

Sky Force 3D

From REX
www.simmarket.com
www.aerosoft.com
www.justflight.com

Sky Force 3D is a complete overhaul of the weather and environment experience while bringing

dimension to FSX, FSX Steam, and
Prepar3D v1, 2, 3 and 4. New 3D
Cloud Models and Structures Created for Real-World Cloud Classification. Dynamic Synchronization.
New Cloud SDK (No more upsidedown clouds or repeating cloud
bottoms). Natural Photo-Based Environment Textures. New Weather
Engine. Integrated Flight Centre.
Interactive Mapping System. Builtin PTA Integration. Innovative Sky
and Sun Atmospherics. New Lightning Effects. New HD Environment
Sound Effects. All Packaged in a
4.6GB Download, Expandable to
Nearly 20GB. Features: New 3D
Cloud Models and Cloud Structures
- The First In-Flight Sim. Real-Time
Weather Engine. NEW Photo-Based
Natural Environment Textures and
Innovative Sky Atmospheric Effects. PTA Presets Built-In. Flight
Centre. Interactive Mapping System.

Stinson L-5 Sentinel

From Aeroplane Heaven
www.justflight.com

The Stinson L-5 is typical of the
type of aircraft developed during
WWII for duties such as liaison,
artillery
spotting,
photoreconnaissance
and
casualty
evacuation. Rugged and dependable, the design is a true 'work
horse', showing little to no concern
for aesthetics and equipped with no
unnecessary embellishments. It
simply does what it says on the tin.
Today, many Sentinels have found
their way into private hands and
provide an inexpensive entry into
the world of warbird ownership.
They make excellent glider tugs
and as simple, rugged sports aircraft are a source of pure fun in
today's high tech aviation world.
Aeroplane Heaven's Stinson L5
comes in seven liveries and has
been built from factory engineering
drawings and is highly detailed
down to individual rivets and fabric
effects. The highly realistic pilot
and observer are fully animated
and other unique animations include aileron droop. A removable
engine cover reveals a detailed Lycoming engine and the animated
doors and drop-down Perspex win15

dows reveal a fully detailed interior
with all controls and fittings.
Weather covers and pre-flights are
included. Nearly all Perspex, the
cockpit area affords excellent visibility in all directions and the large
door windows fold down to give
uninterrupted viewing below. The
Stinson L-5 Sentinel is supplied in
the
following
seven
liveries:
'Dangerous Liaison' - Serial No.
4268591. US Coast Guard OY-1 Serial No. 98168. US Marines
VMO6 - Serial No. 03968 'WB'.
Swiss Air Force A-96 - this machine
was force-landed near Porrentruy
by its pilot, 2nd Lt Roy G. Abbot in
late 1944 and was later repaired
and used by the Swiss Air Force.
US Army machine - Serial No. 42
98989. Stinson L-5s played a key
role in the Normandy D-Day landings in 1944 and later. Black and
white Invasion stripes were painted
on all Allied aircraft so that ground
forces would not confuse them with
enemy aircraft. KJ420 of the Malaya Command Flight, 1945 - the
RAF South East Asia Command operated Stinsons during WWII. The
United
States
Air
Force
redesignated all of its L-5 Sentinels in
1962. The new designation was U19A. This example, serial No.
4298633 is from that period. Compatibility: Flight Simulator X, FSX:
Steam Edition, P3D v4, v3, v2, v1.

Tenerife Vol.1 P3Dv4

From MK-Studios
www.simmarket.com

Now it's time to experience Tenerife in P3DV4! With newest technology used to develop this scenery
we achieved a stunning level of
detail while keeping great performance and high FPS. Features: Fully
detailed rendition of Tenerife South
airport and island. Many monuments and custom objects around
the island. High resolution ground
textures (2048×2048 pixels) optimized specially for P3D V4. Photo
real terrain coverage of all island.
Custom high resolution (5m) mesh.
3D night lightning. Very realistic
night lighting, based on real pilot’s
point of view. Dynamic Lightning
(P3D V4). Realistic shadow rendition on all 3D objects and on the

ground. Optimized to take advantages of new P3D V4 features.
Compatible to all major traffic addons. SODE jetways supported. Simple VGDS docking system. Vector
data addons compatibility. VOL. 1
of the scenery includes the entire
island with photoscenery and custom high definition mesh. However
it comes without detailed a GCXO
North airport (only afcad + simple
buildings in vol.1). A detailed North
airport will be included in VOL. 2 to
be released in 2018.

XMAPSY V2

From Michael Kule
www.simmarket.com

XMAPSY V2 - Connects your Microsoft Flight Simulator FSX or Lockheed Martin Prepar3D (V1 - V4)
with a lot of Electronic Flight Bag
Software. This helpful tool sends
data from FSX or P3D simulator
aircraft and AI traffic information
over your local network (UDP port
49002) to various EFB solutions
that support AHRS-Data-Input from
XPlane. Successfully tested with
ForeFlight, Garmin Pilot, WingX
Pro, SkyDemon, Aerovie, FlyQ,
iFlightPlanner and AirMate on iPad
and iPhone devices. Please try before buy: a Demo Version is available on www.xmapsy.com

Manchester-Boston Regional
Airport
From Viewpoint Technologies
www.simmarket.com

Manchester–Boston Regional Airport (IATA: MHT, ICAO: KMHT, FAA
LID: MHT), commonly referred to
as Manchester Airport, is a public
airport 3 miles (5 km) south of the
central business district of Manchester, New Hampshire, on the
border of Hillsborough and Rock-

ingham counties. The airport lies in
two communities, Manchester and
Londonderry.
Manchester–Boston
Regional Airport is by far the busiest airport in New Hampshire and
the only one with substantial commercial service. It is also New England's fourth-largest airport by passenger volume, behind Boston
Logan in Massachusetts, Bradley
International in Connecticut, and T.
F. Green in Rhode Island. Scenery
Highlights: Over 100 high-detail
custom buildings. Unique 4 season
texturing (Summer, Fall, Winter &
Spring).
High-resolution
4096x4096
textures.
Dynamic
lighting support (P3D v4). PhotoRealistic apron textures. Ultra-high
detail Signature Flight services FBO
& Terminal Handplaced landclass +
autogen. Surrounding area + landmarks modelled. Over 4,000 acres
of high-quality photo real. High
detail EMAS pad. Night texturing.
Static aircraft optional. Surrounding airport area modelled. Full
P3Dv4 compatibility. All photoreal
satellite imagery is used under a
free usage license.

apron - only Prepar3D V4. Visual
Docking Guidance System (VDGS)
(SODE+GSX) - will come in 2
weeks. High resolution ground textures / Custom runway textures.
High resolution building textures.
Animated SODE Jetways - will
come in 2 weeks. Surrounding area
with custom autogen. Custom restaurants and hotels on the coastal
line of the sea. Fully AI traffic compatible with accurate AFCAD file.
Excellent night effects. 3D birds.
Optimized for excellent performance. Fully 3d taxiways lighting.
Automatic season change for vegetation, photobackground high resolution. Realistic reflections on glass.
Includes manual in PDF format

FS Global Ultimate Next Generation

From PILOT’S
www.pilots.shop.com
www.simmarket.com

Larnaca Intl. Airport
From JustSim
www.simmarket.com

Larnaca
International
Airport
(IATA: LCA, ICAO: LCLK) is an international airport located 4 km
(2.5 mi) southwest of Larnaca, Cyprus. Larnaca International Airport
is Cyprus' main international gateway and the largest of the country's two commercial airports, the
other being Paphos International
Airport on the island's southwestern coast. The airport's geographic
location
in-between
Europe, Africa, Russia and the Middle East facilitates it as an airline
hub for traffic and flight operations
between these locations. It currently services domestic, regional
and international passenger and
cargo services for over 30 airlines.
Features: Fully compatible with FTX
Global openLC Europe. Shading and
occlusion (texture baking) effects
on terminal and other airport buildings. Ground polygons made with
the requirements of the SDK Prepar3D. Dynamic lighting of the
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FS Global Ultimate – Next Generation is a software, which delivers
mesh scenery (= 3D wireframe) for
the whole globe. It is the successor
of FS Global Ultimate (3 DVD box
sets) and available as download for
the first time! It comes with many
fixes, a bunch of new higher resolution areas and overall a completely new dataset from 2017.
Immerse into professional simulation. Experience mountains as they
are in reality, cliffy and sharpedged. Not soft and round, as they
normally tend to be in simulators.
About 80 GB of 3D-data get more
than 500 times more detail into
your Flight Simulator than default
world! Hundreds of hours of manual editing have removed errors
and adapted source data to match
each other. The resolution of the
FS Global – Next Generation mesh
is up to 1m, where data permits
and resolution makes sense. This
means, the points of the wire
frame are 1m apart. For technical
geeks: THE LOD varies from LOD 8
to LOD 15. LOD 8 for "flat" areas
(you don't need higher LODs there,
since flat is flat, whatever LOD you
will render it in) and more to LOD
14 for mountainous areas (data

availability
permitting).
Some
showcases have been rendered in
LOD15. This edition was designed
to support FS Global Vector as well
as Orbx FTX Global Texture, Vector
and LC as they are made available.
Install all of them and you have a
completely new Flight Simulator
World. FS Global Ultimate – Next
Generation can at any time be used
as a standalone mesh add-on as
well. FS Global Ultimate – Next
Generation FTX was designed to
work
with
Microsoft
FSX,
FSX:Steam Edition, Lockheed Martins Prepar3D V3.x & V4.x as well
as with Dovetails Flight Sim World
(FSW). Features: Completely new
development, data from 2017. Intelligent rendering for best frame
rates. New algorithms for sharp
edges and mountain ridges. Resolution up to 1m. Source data
manually edited for error elimination. Bathymetry mesh for Prepar3D (submarines are possible).
AFM2 for alignment of airport elevations to a new mesh scenery
(available as download; registration
at www.fsim.net required).

FlightSim Commander 10
From Dagmar Felix
www.fscommarder.com

the display of the airspace structure of the online networks of IVAO
and VATSIM with the occupied controller stations and active aircraft.
FlightSim Commander allows you
to: Create flight plans automatically, manually, or both for any
section of your route. Create flight
plans along low altitude and high
altitude airways. Create a database
of your own custom waypoints.
Insert Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) and Standard Arrival
Routes (STARs), and transitions.
Create and reload route segments
for departure, arrival, and enroute.
Display, update and choose for
flight
planning
North
Atlantic
Tracks (NATracks) as well as Pacific
Organized Tracks (PACOTs). Look
at airport layouts including runways, taxiways, and aprons. Show
a Jeppesen-style vertical and horizontal approach chart for runways
of your destination airport. Display
available missed approaches at
your destination airport. Calculate
fuel consumption and alternate airport. Look at a map displaying
VORs, NDBs, ILS'es, airports, runways, MSA (minimum sector altitude), 12 types of airspaces as well
as coastlines and national boundaries. Use a GPS display for easy
navigation. Automatically transmit
ILS frequencies to Flight Simulator.
Set an autopilot for following the
filed route or to go directly to a
chosen geographic location. Choose
fly-by or fly-over for passing waypoints.

other confusing rubbish. Using the
latest and greatest technologies,
we've created a user experience
that is unrivalled. We've also implemented strict control of the core
sim, so should you mess it up
(which let's face it, you most
probably will), hit revert and it'll
put you right back at the start.
We've even included Tooltips for
every single customizable setting,
just in case you want to understand what you're doing. Should
you still manage to break it, we've
implemented a detailed error logging system that will help us identify the problem(s) and fix them
right away. The tool comes with 30
different tweaks with fully customisable options for clouds, lighting,
atmosphere, and water adjustments. You can even tune your
HDR & FXAA parameters. Postprocess effects? We've got you
covered. Adapted from SweetFX,
they can be used natively in Prepar3D without Reshade and have
all been adapted for the Prepar3D
rendering engine:Sepia. Curves.
Levels. LiftGammaGain. Technicolor. Vibrance. LumaSharpen. DPX
Cineon. Tonemap. In addition to
the PTA built-in tweaks and postprocessing, you can also create
your own tweaks to either use
alongside our in-house tweaks, or
on their own. You can even share
them with the community. Each
PTA preset may also include a
separate adjustment of main P3D
config file.

PTA (Prepar3D Tweak Assistant) for P3D v4

Night3D V3—France

From SimTweaks
www.simmarket.com
This version can only be used with
Microsoft FS2004 or FSX. It is NOT
compatible with P3D. This version
is not an update nor is it an upgrade of the current versions of
FlightSim Commander 9.x. but it
will now create and save flight
plans
for
the
Aerosoft
CRJ
700/900. SimMarket purchasers,
who own FlightSim Commander 9.x
and use FS2004 or FSX, can freely
download a full version of the new
FlightSim Commander 10 from the
website
www.fscommander.com/
download.htm. You will need your
valid SimMarket license key to
complete the installation. FlightSim
Commander is a professional flight
planner, GPS, Moving Map and
navigation tool for Flight Simulator
A Must Have for all online pilots is

The main purpose of PTA is to allow
you to tweak your Prepar3D config
and shaders resulting in the ultimate, aesthetically pleasing (eyecatching), virtual flight experience.
Basically, it'll look incredible. Using
PTA, you can apply tweaks in a fast
and convenient way without manually editing files or any of that
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From Taburet
www.simmarket.com

Night3D is nocturnal scenery for
those simmers who like to fly at
night. Cover:
France. Specifically
designed 3D light bulbs for 3D
Night Light effects placed on top of
roads to provide a night blooming
display of lights all over France. It
can be used on its own or on top of
other scenery as vectors or photorealistic
works. Installation
is
straight forward with an auto installer; just a matter of a couple of
clicks. All Night3D V3 Products fea-

tures 4 different light coloured
models; Night Splash Effects are
now provided by the lamps themselves; saving HD space and precious processor resources. This
kind of scenery can be used on its
own or in conjunction with photorealistic scenery; will provide night
illumination to photorealistic scenery covered areas either designed
manually or produced automatically. This scenery works also along
any other existing vectors; textures; landclass scenery. Compatible with P3D V4 and FSW. Attention; your system should meet at
least the recommended simulator
requirements. An old and obsolete
PC systems simply will not cut with
the new simulators + add-ons
loads. Also available for XPlane 10
&11.

MIL Mi-24A "Hind B"

From Nemeth Designs
www.simmarket.com

ments. Next gen glass and rain
effects (P3D only). Three authentic
liveries. Based on original blueprints, documentations. PDF manual.

Northeastern USA for
Aerofly FS 2
From IPACS
www.aerosoft.com

This add-on for the flight simulator
Aerofly FS 2 includes the city of
New York with lots of 3D buildings
and over 10 airports, e.g. KJFK
“John F. Kennedy International”
and KLGA “La Guardia”. Additionally, this add-on includes highresolution aerial images with up to
1 metre resolution. However, if you
wish to use this DLC in Virtual Reality mode, we recommend you use
an Nvidia GeForce 1060 or faster.

authentic wear and tear, and all
four flight crew positions (Captain,
Co-Pilot, Flight Engineer and Navigator) modelled in high detail.
Comprehensive but easy-to-use
systems are simulated, including a
realistic fuel system with transfer
and jettison functionality, an autopilot with pitch and bank hold, an
autothrottle with IAS and MACH
hold capabilities, and simulated
powered
flying
control
units
(PFCUs). Realistic engine start procedures are possible with ground
air supply and cross-bleed, and
autostart (Ctrl+E) compatibility
allows you to get airborne quickly.
The VC10 is brought to life with
distinctive Rolls-Royce Conway engine sounds and realistic and accurate flight dynamics based on realworld performance and handling
data as well as input from ex-VC10
crew. Included are 10 Liveries.

KLGA New York LaGuardia

From Imaginesim
www.imaginesim.com

VC10 Jetliner
The Mi-24 was developed from the
Mi-8 multi-role transport helicopter
and was first flown in V-24 prototype form in 1969. The definitive
initial production variant was the
Mi-24D Hind-D. This introduced
heavily-armoured, stepped cockpits
and an undernose gun turret. This
gunship has a crew of three and
can carry up to 8 fully-equipped
troops. The Mi-24A was the second
production model of the "Hind" series helicopters. The Mi-24A (HindB) entered Soviet Air Force service
in 1972 and have been exported to
a few countries before it underwent
a cockpit redesign that resulted the
distinctive look it is most famous
for. It's capable of 310km/h in
high-speed cruise, 750 km maximum flight distance and 12,500 kg
maximum takeoff weight. This addon represents the "Mi-24A Hind B"
variant. Features: Support for Prepar3Dv4, FSX Steam Edition and
FSX with Acceleration Expansion
Pack. Detailed exterior and interior
models. Realistic system implementation and visuals. Hundreds of
custom animations on the exterior
and interior models. Night cockpit
lighting. Fully clickable dynamic
virtual cockpit. 3D animated instru-

From Just Flight
www.justflight.com

The VC10 is widely regarded as one
of the most graceful jet airliners
ever created, with its long slim fuselage, clean angled-back wings
and graceful swept-back tail surfaces. The aircraft was designed by
Vickers-Armstrongs to fly on longdistance BOAC routes between the
UK and Africa, which required an
aircraft capable of operating from
hot airports at high altitudes with
short runways. This resulted in an
aircraft with superb performance,
second only to the supersonic Concorde in terms of speed for a jet
airliner. VC10 Jetliner for Flight
Simulator X and Prepar3D includes
an accurately modelled Type 1101
(known as the BOAC Standard variant) variant in 10 liveries, including
a variety of BOAC and British Airways schemes. The detailed virtual
cockpit features 3D instruments,
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LaGuardia Airport is in crisis. Airport officials and planners concluded that the airport essentially
had to be torn down and rebuilt. A
$4 billion plan that would rebuild
the terminals as one contiguous
building with connecting terminal
bridges was announced on July 27th
2015. Comprehensive plans for the
redevelopment
were
approved
unanimously. Construction of the
project's first half started in 2016,
with completion scheduled for
2021. Imaginesim can bring the
new LaGuardia to you right now.
Despite it's complexity we have
striven to make this airport accessible to everyone. With the built-in
multiple-option configuration tool it
is extensively optimizable, making
it suitable for all types of computer
specifications. Prepar3D V4 users
can
control
the
configuration
through the Operations Centre GUI.
Product Features: Available for Prepar3D and FSX. Five large and
busy terminals. 100% custom
made HD textures. Realistic weathered and worn ground markings
and runways. Animated SODE jet-

ways option. Custom building shadows.
Stunning
night
lighting.
Seamless custom autogen integration. Thousands of hand-placed
trees creating a lush outfield. Seasonal textures. Airport software
code optimized for increased performance. Hundreds of apron service and support vehicles. Complete non-generic runway and taxiway signage. Unique concrete, tarmac and grass texturing. Custom
designed and hand placed parked
cars. Realistic taxiway centre and
edge lighting. Dynamic lighting
(Prepar3D V4 only). Configurable
Operations Centre (Prepar3D V4
only). Tested and approved by
real-life airline pilots. FSX customers get the Prepar3D version free.

choose the desired mission and fly with
your favourite aircraft and settings
without losing the Success message.
Complete documentation. Product includes Airport info and charts for all
destination and a useful User Guide.
PES (Passengers Entertainment System) - Missions also features the exclusive PES (Passengers Entertainment
System), wit five new and unreleased
soundtrack. The PES is fully customizable with your own sound tracks.

Flying Club

From Just Flight
www.justflight.com

FSX Missions LTU

From Perfect Flight
www.simmarket.com

LTU Lufttransport-Unternehmen GmbH,
was a German leisure airline headquartered in Düsseldorf. It operated medium
and long-haul routes and maintained
hubs at Düsseldorf Airport, Munich Airport and Berlin-Tegel Airport. LTU was
acquired by Air Berlin in 2007. The
package, designed by Perfect Flight to
work with FSX and Prepar3D V.2, V3
and V4 recreates some of the flights
included in the old timetable. The fleet
includes Bombardier CRJ-700, Airbus
A321, Boeing 747-400 and Lockheed L1011-500 Tristar with free FMC, Ipad
Radar, extra options and high resolution
textures for the VC panel. The P3D Version do not includes The L-1011 Tristar
but have full mission pack. The Missions
pack (available in both FSX and P3D)
features Flight briefing, Cabin preparation (Frequencies, Autopilot etc.), Step
by step Check Lists Procedures (prestart, taxi, before t/o, after t/o, descend, landing, parking) with prompt
menu. Crew announcements, speed
calls and restriction, Captain speaking,
GPWS and much more! Fly for hours
and hours of very enjoyment in a large
range of scenarios. Fully customizable
with our exclusive Special Feature that
lets you to use a plane of your choice
(instead of the included fleet) and to
edit weather, time, date and season for
each approach/mission. You does not
need of external program or make complicated actions such adjustment, modification or file editing. Just install the
special feature, choose the plane,
weather, time, date and season direct
from the FSX Free Flight Menu, then

Flying Club 2018 collection for
FSX and
P3D
v3/v4
brings
three Just Flight GA add-ons together in one package: PA-28-161
Warrior II, TB-10 Tobago and TB20 Trinidad, and Conington Airfield.
The aircraft come in a total of 17
paint schemes and feature accurate
models with HD textures, a full
complement of IFR-capable cockpit
avionics, interactive checklists for
every stage of flight, accurate flight
dynamics and custom-coded fuel
and electrical systems. The detailed
and frame-rate-friendly Conington
Airfield (EGSF), home to the Warrior in this package, is complete
with high-resolution photorealistic
ground textures, realistic night
lighting and optional 3D grass and
custom trees. The Warrior II, developed following hands-on research with the real-life Warrior II
G-BOZI based at Conington Airfield, is a four-seater, pistonengine aircraft equipped with a
fixed tricycle landing gear, 160hp
four-cylinder engine and fixed-pitch
propeller – an ideal aircraft for
touring and flight training. The aircraft features liveries from the
USA, Canada, UK, France, Australia
and Germany. The Socata TB-10
Tobago and TB-20 Trinidad feature
spacious and comfortable cabins
with seating for up to five people
and these all-metal, cantilever low
wing, single-engine aircraft have
proved popular for touring and instrument training. Both aircraft are
fitted with a two-blade constantspeed propeller and offer great
performance with high cruise
speeds (120-150 knots), the ability
to fly long range (700-1,100 nauti19

cal miles) and the ability to land on
hard or grass runways. A service
ceiling of up to 20,000ft, combined
with a comprehensive IFR-capable
avionics suite including GPS, VOR,
ADF and autopilot, make for a
great long-range IFR touring aircraft. And with excellent visibility
and payload capabilities. Conington
Airfield, also known as Peterborough Business Airport (ICAO:
EGSF), is a privately owned airfield
in Cambridgeshire, UK, which was
used by USAF B-17 Flying Fortress
bombers throughout WWII. The
airfield is equipped with a licensed
987-metre asphalt runway (10/28)
with a 100m overshoot and an unlicensed 800-metre concrete runway. With JET A-1 and AVGAS fuel
available, a hard apron area and a
grass area for helicopter operations, this is an excellent base for
your Flying Club 3 aircraft.

Switzerland for Aerofly FS 2

From IPACS
www.aerosoft.com

This Add-On for the Aerofly FS 2
flight simulator contains over 30 of
the most important and visually
appealing airports in Switzerland,
such
as
Zurich,
Grenchen,
Samedan and Birrfeld. Furthermore
high resolution aerial photography
with a resolution of up to 1 meter
is included. As a special treat this
Add-On also contains the idyllic
airport Speck-Fehraltorf (ICAOCode LSZK). This airfield is located
east of Zurich in the CTR Dübendorf and is often referred to as “die
Speck” by the locals. This grass
airfield (equipped with Perfoplates), which is located near the
Pfäffiker-lake, sees especially high
traffic on sunny days in spring and
summer. The airport is also a
popular day excursion destination
for bikers or other trippers who
would like to visit the restaurant
'Im Speck or enjoy a snack on the
big visitor’s terrace (with playground and a clear view of the airfield). A very special thanks goes
out to the crew of the FGZO: Fabi
Riesen,
Ines
Widmer,
Daniel
Stäubli, Christoph Amman, Tino
Seitz, who helped us greatly in implementing the airport.

Vinon-sur-Verdon LFNF
From LMT Simulation
www.simmarket.com

The airfield of Vinon-sur-Verdon
(Over 20000 flights), is located on
the border of the departments of
the Var and Alpes de HauteProvence. It is home to many associations dedicated to different aerial
activities:
Piloting
school
(Pilot's license, glider pilot's license). Aérobatics. Mountain flight
qualification. Tourist flights, first
flights. Training in competition for
sporting events. Fly from Vinon to
travel over the Provence, the Alps
North or South, or to the French
Riviera
on
exciting
discovery
flights! Features: High level of realism. High resolution textures from
photos taken on site. Day / Night
and seasonal textures. Animations
(Vehicles, characters). Static devices (gliders, ULM, airplanes).
Volumetric Grass (3D). IA air traffic. With SODE software: Animated
doors for hangar 25, animated
windsocks (speed and wind direction). Compatible with FranceVFR
PACA Vol.2. Compatible with FSX,
FSX-SE, P3D v2/v3/v4.

Fly the Maddog X

From Leonardo Software
www.simmarket.com

Available for FSX, FSX:SE, P3Dv3.4
and P3Dv4.1-4.2, Fly the Maddog X
is one of the most sophisticated
and complex add-on ever developed for the MD-82, built after the
McDonnell Douglas MD-80 series.
Fly the Maddog X features advanced, study level aircraft systems that cannot be matched by
any standard aircraft; it can be
flown by following the operations
manual of the real aircraft. We
even encourage you to use such
documentation to experience the
level of detail that has been accomplished with this aircraft. Fly the

Maddog X also features the undocumented intriguing details that
real pilots experience when flying
the real aircraft. Included are the
following airlines: I-DAVD Alitalia.
I-SMER Meridiana. LN-RMR SAS
Scandinavian
Airlines.
N9405T
American Airlines. N904DL Delta
Airlines. YV2923 LASER Airlines.
N501MD McDonnell Douglas MD82. N904DL Delta Airlines. The
product is packaged into 2 editions:
32bit edition: compatible with Microsoft Flight Simulator X Service
Pack 2, Acceleration or Steam Edition and Lockheed Martin Prepar3D
v3.4. Minimum system requirements: I3 CPU or equivalent, 4Gb
RAM, 2Gb GPU, Windows 7. 64bit
edition: compatible with Prepar3D
v4.1 and v4.2, includes all features
available with the 32bit edition plus
TFDi’s TrueGlass and RealLight.
Minimum system requirements: I5
CPU or equivalent, 8Gb RAM, 4Gb
GPU, Windows 7 64bit.

Bilbao LEBB 2018
From TropicalSim
www.simmarket.com

Bilbao airport is one of the most
outstanding symbols of the renewal
and vigour of the city of Bilbao. The
terminal has a sleek design, with
two symmetrical "wings" and a
sharp tip at its centre which is specially visible when approaching the
terminal from the sides. This original design has granted the building
the nickname of "La Paloma" ("The
Dove"). White concrete and glass
have been used. The interiors are
open and luminous spaces, distributed in two floors, the upper one
for departures (check-in counters
and gates) and the lower for arrivals. Features: Highly detailed Bilbao Airport / LEBB. Full night illumination. Recent ground layout
changes
represented.
Dynamic
Lighting on Prepar3d v4 version.
Optional SODE animated jetways.
Optional 3D Lights. Optional 3D
Grass within airport islands and
taxiways/runways. P3D v2/v3/v4
native materials custom ground
option. Wet ground surface effect
for P3Dv2/v3/v4 (via native custom
ground) and for FSX (via SODE). 3Arc terrain mesh. Compatible with
add-on AI traffic. Compatible with
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other third-party sceneries. FSX
version compatible with default and
add-on FSX scenery. P3D version
compatible with default and add-on
P3D scenery. Usage of FSX SDK for
the FSX version for best performance. Usage of Prepar3d SDK for
the P3D version for best performance. Installers will detect sim location and add the scenery.cfg entry for FSX, FSX:SE, P3Dv1,
P3Dv2, P3Dv3 & P3Dv4.

Helgoland for FS 2

From LimeSim
www.aerosoft.com

Features: Extremely detailed scenery (most buildings). 1 meter resolution mesh (so you see the smallest dunes near the airport). Very
good performance. Animated ship
traffic. Animated ground traffic and
more animations. Thousands of
vegetation objects. Hundreds of
beach chairs and facines along the
beaches. Helgoland-Düne airfield
(with extremely short runways).
SAR helicopter and offshore maintenance base. Mittleplatte oilrig.
Offshore wind farms and 4 platforms with helipads between them.
Detailed aerial images. Extensive
manual (German and English available). Aerofly FS2 bonus: Free
scenery and surrounding large coverage satellite imagery for EDXBBüsum on the mainland.

Larnaca Intl Airport Xplane 11
From JustSim
www.simmarket.com

Larnaca
International
Airport
(IATA: LCA, ICAO: LCLK) is an international airport located 4 km
(2.5 mi) southwest of Larnaca, Cyprus. Larnaca International Airport
is Cyprus' main international gateway and the largest of the country's two commercial airports, the
other being Paphos International
Airport on the island's southwest-

ern coast. Features: Detailed airport objects and vehicles. Custom
textured taxiways, runways and
apron. Custom surroundings. Custom airport lights. Compatible with
X-Plane 11 features. Animated
ground vehicles (X-Plane 11 only).
Shading and occlusion (texture
baking) effects on terminal and
other airport buildings. High resolution ground textures / Custom runway textures. High resolution building textures. Excellent night effects. Realistic reflections on glass.
World Traffic compatible. X-Life
traffic compatible. Optimized for
excellent performance. Animated
Jetways (plugin by Marginal). New
exclusive features: Rain effects on
ground. Effect will be controlled by
xEnviro v1.08 (and higher) plugin.

Challenger 300 v2 — Captain
Edition (XP11)
From XPlane.org
www.aerosoft.com

Banjul GBYD P3D4

From Grand Island Sim
www.simmarket.com

The gateway to The Gambia, Banjul
airport sits at the heart of one of
Africa’s popular sun and sea destinations and was named the most
passenger friendly airport in Africa.
In May 2018 the airport is due to
serve the first flights to and from
the island of St Helena, acting as
an intermediate stop for the weekly
Atlantic Airlines service to London.
Grand Island Sim’s Banjul recreates this popular destination in
P3D V4. Featuring: 50cm per pixel
ground imagery. Native P3Dv4
ground polys. Choice of Dynamic or
Static Lights. Seasonal ground textures (Summer/Winter). Optional
ground textures to match Orbx
Global Base.

Dunkirk Spitfire

From Aeroplane Heaven
www.justflight.com
The famous Challenger 300 by
dden, one of X-Plane's most popular aircraft with the full XP11 treatment. The Bombardier Challenger
300 is a new generation business
jet capable of transcontinental
flights. This aircraft has been designed to let you fly this highperformance aircraft just like a real
pilot does. All systems have been
programmed to work the way they
do in the Challenger 300. Superb
Modelling inside and out: Awesome
3D model - Fully decorated and
animated luxury cabin. Many highresolution liveries. Considered by
many to be the best looking aircraft in X-Plane. VR support (more
to come as X-Plane progresses).
Fully Functional Virtual cockpit:
Crisp and easy to read highresolution panels. Click to toggle
between 3D and easy view. Suitable for beginners and experts (you
decide your level of realism). Systems modelled after the real Challenger
300:
Air
conditioning/
pressurization. Aural/visual alerts.
Flight instruments. Fuel system.
Lightning. Electrical. Flight controls.
Hydraulics. Ice & Rain protection.
Powerplant/FADEC.

Aeroplane Heaven's new Spitfire
collection for FSX, FSX:SE and P3D
v1-v4 provides models of the very
early Mk1 with the two-bladed
Watts propeller and flat-top canopy, a Mk1 version at the time of
Dunkirk in 1940 and the Mk1A
model in the Battle of Britain era.
Inspired by the recent restoration
of actual Dunkirk veterans and Battle of Britain survivors, the models
have been built from factory engineering drawings, detailed research
photographs of Dunkirk Spitfire
restorations and information, including paint codes, supplied by
world-famous Spitfire restorers.
Nine paint schemes included - HD
texture set with weathering and
wear effects. Highly detailed down
to individual rivets and fabric effects. Correct harness wires and
fitment in rear cockpit section, together with other detailed features
visible through rear cockpit glazing.
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Detailed visible internal structure
correct to plans supplied by Spitfire
restorers. Correct canopy style for
each aircraft - all control surfaces,
hatches and canopy are animated.
Many unique animations, including
'safety' stage door opening Fully
animated realistic pilot. Animated
goggles and oxygen mask - automatic at set altitude. Fully detailed
TR9 radio installed behind opening
radio/first aid hatch. Battery/Start
cart included and authentic start
effect for prop. Forced wheels-up
landing splintered wooden propeller
feature on the very early Mk1
model.
Authentic
asymmetrical
landing
gear
retraction
with
‘notched’ gear retraction and extension on hand-pump model. Authentically detailed hydraulic landing gear control on Mk1A. Correct
operation of landing lights with authentic 'dipping' control. Airframe
'shake' and needle tremble during
engine start and idle. Detailed instrument panels with historically
correct instruments and controls.
Realistic engine start procedure
with prop stutter. Collimated gyro
gunsight with switches. Realistic
copper and brass metal effects for
pipes and conduits.

Boston Logan—Rebooted V4

From FlyTampa
www.flytampa.com
www.simmarket.com

The new Boston Logan International airport scenery V4 from FlyTampa is exclusively made for
P3Dv4 and includes a wide range of
very advanced features. The wet
weather and snow effects and the
materials surfaces look incredible.
Features: High Resolution 2k Terminal
Textures.
3D
Tunnels,
Bridges and Airport Island Coastlines. Advanced Specular & Normal
Mapping shaders used on Airport
surfaces. Dynamic Lighting & optional FX Lighting for slower systems. Animated & Static Vehicles.
Animated Ramp People. Stunning
Wet Weather and Snow Effects.
Volumetric Grass. Animated Jetways at all gates. Optimized thoroughly with use of LODs. Configuration tool to help customize your
experience. Compiled with latest
Prepar3Dv4.2 SDK. This version is
for Prepar3D v4, for FS2004 and
FSX-SP2 please see Boston V3.

PATK Talkeetna Alaska

From Realworld Scenery
www.simmarket.com

This is scenery for PATK the primary airport in Talkeetna, Alaska
featuring: Custom made models of
the buildings at PATK. Custom
made Ground polygons. A custom
made version for Winter and Summertime. Handplaced autogen for
the town of Talkeetna. Includes the
Talkeetna town bush strip AK44.
Full Night Lighting covering the
whole scenery area with a variety
of light styles for realism and diversity. Acurate representation of the
rivers and forests surrounding the
airport for miles. Frame rate optimized scenery for great performance.
Requirement:
FSX
(Acceleration, Gold or SP2 required), FSX: Steam Edition or P3D
v3.

F50 for FSX/P3D
From Carenado
www.carenado.com

Features: Original autopilot installed. HD quality textures (4096 x
4096). Real F50 sounds. Customizable panel for controlling windows
transparency, instrument reflections and static elements such as
wheel chocks and sights props.
Real behaviour compared to the
real airplane. Real weight and balance. Tested by real pilots. Realistic night lights effects on panel and
cockpit. Special Features: Full FSX,
P3D v2, v3, v4, and Steam compatible. Flight1 GTN 750* integration. Reality XP GNS530* integration (only for FSX). Carenado
GNS530. Sequence Procedure. Cold
and Dark start option. Volumetric
side view prop effect. Takeoff run
and landing real rolling movement
effect. Dynamic propeller shines
effect. Custom brakes sounds on
taxi and landing run. Included in
the package: 10 HD liveries. 1 HD

Blank
livery.
F50
Emergency
Checklist PDF. F50 Normal Procedures PDF. F50 Performance Tables
PDF. F50 Reference PDF. F50 Overhead Panel Layout. FMS PDF. Recommended Settings PDF. NOTE:
This aircraft does not have a 2D
panel.
*Flight1
GTN
750
and Reality XP GNS530 are sold
separately.

Kushiro Airport RJCK 2018
From MFSG
www.simmarket.com

Kushiro Airport (IATA: KUH, ICAO:
RJCK) is an airport located 9 NM
(17 km; 10 mi) west northwest of
Kushiro, Hokkaido, Japan. The airport opened in July 1961 with a
1,200 m runway. It has been expanded and upgraded several
times; a taxiway parallel to the
runway opened in 1988, a Category 3a instrument landing system
(ILS) became operational in 1995,
and a new passenger terminal, 2.6
times the size of the original terminal, opened in 1998. Kushiro Airport has a single passenger terminal on three levels with three
boarding gates. It is designed primarily for domestic flights, but has
limited customs and immigration
facilities for international charter
arrivals. Features: Highly detailed
Kushiro Airport. Seasonal Kushiro
Photoscenery Terrain. Seasonal
Photoscenery
Groundpoly
RJCK
airport area. STRM (terrain mesh).
Tested in default P3Dv3 & P3Dv4.
Compatible with add-on AI traffic.
Static Jetways. No SODE required.
Static Vehicle & Aircraft. Autogen
trees only on Kushiro Photoreal
Terrain.

Shanghai Hongqiao Intl.
From WF Scenery Studio
www.simmarket.com

Shanghai Hongqiao International
Airport (IATA: SHA, ICAO: ZSSS) is
one of two international airports of
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Shanghai and an important aviation
hub of China.Hongqiao Airport
mainly serves domestic and regional flights, with limited international flights. Hongqiao Airport is a
hub for China Eastern Airlines,
Shanghai Airlines, Juneyao Airlines
and Spring Airlines. In 2016,
Hongqiao
Airport
handled
40,460,135 passengers, making it
the 7th busiest airport in China and
the 45th busiest in the world. By
the end of 2011 Hongqiao Airport
hosted 22 airlines serving 82
scheduled passenger destinations.
Features: Custom ground poly for
the apron and taxiway including
realistic detail texture. Realistic
Ground Markings. Manually placed
plants. Dynamic Lights. Manually
planed of animated Trains (CHR)
and animated vehicles in airport.
Animated Jetways (Sode Jetways).
Rebuilt T1 terminal. Volumetric
Grass. Terminal Interior. Buildings
and air terminals are absolutely
accurate and represent the current
real world airport status.

UHD Texture Pack 2 for Capt
Sim Boeing 757-200

From PaintSim
www.simmarket.com

UHD - Ultra High-Resolution (4096
px resolution) repaints for 4 worldknown airlines for the Captain Sim
Boeing 757-200 model for FSX. 1.
La Compagnie. 2. Icelandair TF-FIC
(Original). 3. Icelandair TF-FIO
(White). 4. British Airways - Old
Colours. A completely new paint kit
was created in the highest resolution. I completely anew painted the
textures of the fuselage, engines,
wings and other external parts of
the aircraft. In the process of work,
the bump texture and specular
were completely redone. Textures
of the fuselage, wings and engines
are now at a resolution of 4096 px.
This is 4 times more compared to
the original textures. Also, the textures of the stabilizer, chassis and
many other details were completely
repainted. In the new paint kit,
realistic portholes, reflections and
volumetric rivet textures were
added.

C152

From Just Flight
www.justflight.com

Developed by Just Flight's in-house
team
following
comprehensive,
hands-on research with a real-life
C152, G-BGAE, based at Conington
Airfield. The C152 is a two-seater,
piston-engine
aircraft
equipped
with a fixed tricycle landing gear,
110hp four-cylinder engine and
fixed-pitch propeller – an ideal aircraft for touring and flight training.
The C152 is flown all around the
world and our add-on reflects that
global popularity. In addition to our
UK research aircraft, G-BGAE, the
package features liveries from the
UK, USA, Canada, France, Australia
and Germany. Just Flight's C152
for FSX and P3D comes in eight HD
paint schemes with a true 3D virtual cockpit featuring a fully functional IFR-capable avionics fit,
flight computer panel, customcoded electrical system with functional circuit breakers and functioning carburettor heat and primer
controls. Flight1 GTN and GNS integration is possible and accurate
flight dynamics, interactive checklists and a custom TSS sound set
complete this detailed rendition of
one of the world's favourite GA aircraft. Compatibility: FSX, FSX:
Steam Edition, P3D v4/v3/v2/v1.

Belfast City Extreme

From UK2000 Scenery
www.uk2000scenery.com

Belfast City airport is located 4Miles
from the city centre and shares the
airfield with Bombardier aircraft
facility. The airfield started life in
1938 as Belfast Harbour airport
“Sydenham”. During the war years
it was know as HMS Nutts Corner
and RAF Belfast and was the birth
place of many Shorts aircraft including the shorts flying boat. The
Runway was extended in 1952 to
its current 6000ft length and at the
time its terminal facility were very

basic comprising of sheds and war
time Nissan huts. From 1983 onwards the airport built new buildings when it became an official airport and in 2001 the current terminal was constructed. In 2006 the
airport was renamed to “George
Best Belfast City airport” in memory of the footballer. Features: Full
detail Buildings. Realistic Ground
Markings. Hi Res ground image. UK
Runway markings. Stunning Night
Effects. 3D Approach Lights. Dozens of Airport Vehicles. Excellent
Frame Rates. Animated Road Traffic (not in FS2004 version). Runway Wigwags. Full set of signs.
Fencing. Airliner Static Aircraft. GA
Static Aircraft. Manual and Options.
Special 'Effects'. Improved runway
lights. Vegetation. Requirements:
FS2004, FSX (RT, SP1, SP2 and
Acceleration), Prepar3d V1-4.

Pilot Assist Pro

From Jet Express Technologies
www.pilotassistpro.com

but also a training aid! Primary
Features: Checklists. Scratchpad.
Weather. NOTAMs. Logs. Charts &
Documents. This is app does a lot
of things. Please read the website
carefully to learn about its functionality.

Nantes Atlantique X-Plane 11

From France VFR
www.simmarket.com

Nantes Atlantique airport (LFRS)
features; Extremely detailed within
its environment. High definition
ground texture (25cm) for all the
featured area. Very detailed and
realistic
night
environment. Numerous 3D specific 3D
objects
and
ground
animations. SIA - VAC - IAC - ARRDEP
charts provided.

Maastricht-Aachen P3D4
From Andras Kozma
www.aerosoft.com

From the developer of FS2Crew
comes your new Electronic Flight
Bag, Pilot Assist Pro.This mobile
iOS app was designed for realworld General Aviation pilots seeking a low-cost, all-in-one, mobile
Flight Bag solution that does not
require an expensive yearly subscription. However, simulator pilots
can take full advantage of this new
app as well, since, after all, flying
is flying. Users have already
started sharing checklists for this
app, which are available via its online hangar. User created Checklists are currently available that
support: PMDG 737 & 747. FS Labs
and Aerosoft Airbus. Majestic Dash
8. Leonardo Maddog. Quality Wings
787. Captain Sim 757. A large array of General Aviation aircraft
from C152s to King Airs. If your
checklist is not available, or it differs from what you want, no problem! You can easily make your
own! A unique feature of our
checklist system is that you can
insert personal notes and images
directly into your checklist, making
your checklist not just a checklist,
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The version that Andras Kozma
made for Aerosoft is a small marvel
of state-of-the-art scenery design.
Even though nearly all buildings
and structures are modelled in
great detail and textured with photographic textures the frame rate
remains remarkably high and
smooth. Unlike many other airports it also got a very lively feel to
it with many animations. It’s a perfect location for your regional
flights around Western Europe and
for online flying. This new version
was created for Lockheed Martin’s
Prepar3D V4.2 and uses all the distinct features of that simulator.
Features: Aerial image coverage
with 15cm/pixel resolution. Photographic textures on all buildings.
Very good frame rate. Immediate
surrounding included. Full use of
P3D V4 dynamic lights. Many animations (including motion capture
human figures). Traffic on most
major roads. Compatible with
NL2000 (see manual about that).

By John McNeely
As always in the early months of
the year one looks forward to what
this year will bring in terms of new
sceneries, aircraft, even new simulators. Last year was a milestone
year in many ways. All Sims moving to 64Bit and new releases galore. Intel are now on their 8th
generation processor, NVidia will
release the new Volta cards sometime this year and VR is being implemented more and more. Advances in technology never stops
and I find myself researching various websites for a new flightsim
PC.
Now money may not be important
to some but a serious rig will set
you back anything from €2000 to
€3000. Yes folks that’s right. And
the biggest culprits in all that is the
price of the CPU and graphics card.
Whatever way you cut it a good rig
is going to cost you. Now I am an
optimist by nature and if you divide
€3000 over 4 years, then divide by
52 weeks and then by 7 days that
works out at just over €2 per day.
That might buy you a cup of coffee
but not much else and as a hobby
it’s darn cheap.
The normal rule of thumb is buy
the best you can afford. There is
now a baseline setting for heavy
sims like XPlane 11 and Prepar3D
V4 that means 4 GB of Vram is a
must. I have noticed that many if
not all new addons are giving this
specification. For example the latest Carenado F50 is recommending
4 GB Vram and vFlyteAir’s Piper
Arrow III for XP states 2GB Mini-

Midi Tower

A Full Tower gives ample space to
access components
mum, 4GB+ recommended! So the
writing is definitely on the wall! My
aging 3.50 gigahertz Intel Core i74770K with an NVidia GeForce GTX
780 loaded with 3GB Vram is beginning to lag a little behind. This
machine is coming up on 5 years
old and while working perfectly
won’t run the sims I have at the
higher settings. The move to 64bit
and the ever increasing detail in
addons sceneries and aircraft demand a new graphics card.
At the heart of all PC’s are 3 essential components. The motherboard,
the CPU and RAM. Briefly looking at
motherboards two things spring to

NVidia Volta due this year

mind,
expandability
and
the
amount of ram the board can take.
How many PCIe slots and how
many M.2. slots and SSD/Sata connectors are needed for your drives?
Do you have legacy PCI cards like a
TV Tuner card that you may want
to carry over? Then there is the
choice of processor, can the board
accommodate them and finally can
the board handle confinement?
Plonking in extra ram, maybe multiple graphics cards and extra
drives can smother the board and
not leave enough room to cool
properly. Heatsinks on graphics
cards and CPU’s can take up a lot
of space depending on your case
choice. From my cursory research
so far, not wishing to bore readers
to death with technical details, the
choices out there can be overwhelming. So I will continue browsing the various websites and then
bite the bullet. One thing I won’t be
doing is building it myself. Why? I
have neither the time nor patience
to build a PC these days and will

CPU Heatsink
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leave it to those who are doing it
every day for a living.
The Dirt of it!
One task I completed recently is to
clean my trusty steed. Yep, I carefully removed all connected cables
starting with the power lead, took
the machine outside and removed
all the covers. I then removed any
boards attached to the system
board and with a can of compressed air and a small brush blew
out all the fans and board. I then
left it for 5 minutes to dry out as
compressed air has a propellant
that slighty wets the target area.
It’s amazing how dirty a PC gets in
a year. I do this every spring if I
can and it’s well worth it. Dirty fans
and boards can give all sorts of
weird errors and noise.

Getting Fatter
Well, age is honourable and all
that, but mature sims are starting
to expand at an outstanding rate
especially where sceneries are concerned. One thing I will be focusing
on is disk space in the next few
months. For example my current
P3DV4 folder sits at 46GB. That’s
with very few addons, compared to
others. XP11, 25GB again with very
few addons. Flightsim World, still in
Beta 43.6 GB and the daddy of
them all, Aerofly FS2 131 GB
(using their free DLC areas and
Orbx LOWI). It is clear that addon
scenery areas are going the photoreal route and they are disk hoggers. Like I said earlier, I don’t
have many large scenery areas but
if I did and want to have, I better
plan on some serious real estate to
house them.
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It’s looking that 2018 will be another stellar year for flight sims.
Developers are doing more crosssim addons than ever before. Orbx
are even doing Meigs Field for XPlane and are already doing the
Netherlands for Aerofly. FSLabs
A320 got into a spot of bother by
their anti-theft/anti-piracy measures and while I fully understand
the motives behind it, its implementation left a lot of people annoyed. I have serious sympathy
with developers who must spend
thousands of hours developing
product only to see it pirated/
robbed within hours of release.
How this type of robbery will be
dealt with going forward will make
for interesting reading.
Until the next issue, enjoy the
Summer! ¢

From Easy Simulation
Our flight simulation panel was born from a simple and almost systematic observation: it is difficult to find a
place at home to permanently install a dedicated simulator with its controls and flight instruments. With a width
of 130 cm, a depth of 40 cm and a height of 110 cm, the "Base option package" will not take more space than a
desk. All our screen-printed adapters can be replaced by real instruments. An innovative concept that will allow
you to evolve your simulation over time and according to your budget. The entire structure of the Easy Panel is
designed with aluminium profiles for greater rigidity and minimum weight. One of the main advantages of the
Easy Panel concept is to be able to receive instruments and controls from leading manufacturers of simulation
equipment. This is made possible thanks to the adapter principle in which each instrument is fixed, adapter which
is then designed to come in turn to be fixed on the panel. We also offer "decorative" adapters just screen printed,
and others "bare" allowing you to shape them for yourself depending on what you want to accommodate.
www.easy-simulation.com
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FIP and Saitek

FIP and GoFlight

FIP instruments from Saitek, Yoke Pro Flight, TPM
Combat, Switch Panel, 6 Fip Panel, Bip Panel and
Radio.
Silk-screened adapters have been added to fill the
voids, adapters that you can replace with specific versions when you purchase the corresponding instruments.

This is a typical configuration that will allow you to
understand the many possibilities with a version integrating a wide range of instruments from Go Flight,
FIP Panel from Saitek and some of our screen-printed
adapters such as GPS or Trim module.

FIP and VRI

Screen and Saitek

In order to fully understand the modular concept of
the Easy-Panel, we have replaced the GPS screenprinted adapter from VRI and replaced the radios from
SAITEK with the radio pack from VRI. The TPM combat
has been replaced by the pack throttles sold with Pro
Flight. A second block has been added to fly with dual
engines.

The entire area dedicated to navigation instruments
has been replaced by a single screen adapter. This
must be associated with a 22-inch screen or equivalent attached to your main carriage (attachment provided in your Easy-Panel kit).
You will then only have to install a software like Panel
Builder or equivalent to be able to create your virtual
instruments and to position them in front of the cuts
provided for this purpose.

However, if you are not in possession of a second
block a screen-printed adapter will be offered.
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Flying! It's great fun when you get
the hang of it........I think! I've only
flown as a passenger, except once
when my wife gave me the gift of an
introductory flying lesson at Weston
for my birthday. Well, I have FSX on
my PC - so, in the SIMULATOR
World it's great fun when you get
the hang of it! Yes! Learning to take
off! Without veering off the runway!
Without running off the end of the
runway! Without stalling once you
get into the air! Without tearing off
the flaps because I forgot to stow
them at the appropriate time! Without wondering why the aircraft is
slow in level flight because I forgot
to stow the Landing Gear! And landing?? Oh, the landing! Where's the
airport? I mean, this is nuts! I JUST
TOOK OFF FROM THE AIRPORT for
Gods sake! Where IS IT? Ah! There
it is. Whoops, careful, keep the aircraft straight and level! Turn to line
up with the runway. Oops, I'm too
high - go around. Oops, I'm too low
- go around. Oops, I'm off to one
side - go around. Oops, I'm too far
down the runway - go around. Too
fast - go around. Too slow - crash!
OUCH!! Nobody died - it's a simulator! Oh look - I'm right on the numbers - YEEHAA! Well done, you!
Right! Let's see you do it again! And
so it goes......
The next step is to fly from one airport to another. With the C172,
one's obviously not flying far - it's
relatively slow to go long distances.
110 knots with a range of around
900nm. That’s about 8 to 9 hours.
Okay! Flying within Ireland! Let’s
assume I'm based in Weston and I
want to fly to Kilkenny. So, Take off
Runway 25, climb to, say, 2500 feet.
Turn left to find the N7 and follow it

SSW, turn left to follow the M9.
When you see Kilkenny City cut
West across it and land. Maybe forty
minutes. Rough, but it works. There
must be a better way. What about
Navaids? A "sectional" for Ireland
would be a good idea to search for
suitable navaids. Dublin VOR is on
frequency 114.9, and if we draw a
straight line between Kilkenny Airport and DUB we notice that the line
goes between Baldonnel and Weston. Ideal! it's 41° Magnetic to DUB,
so dial in the frequency, dial in the
radial and keep the CDI zero'd. Oh
look, I can get the autopilot to do
that too! So, take off from Kilkenny
Airport and turn North East to line
up with the 41° Radial. AP on, ALT
on, NAV on, and we're good to go!
About 30 minutes and we're landing
back on Runway 25 at Weston. Lets
try a longer trip, say, Weston (ICAO
code EIWT) to some small airport in
Southern England , London Ashton
Airport on the South Coast of England between Hastings and Folkstone, sometimes called Lydd EGMD. Dungeness Power Station is
nearby. Okay, we're going to need a
sectional for England as well. This is
beginning to get difficult! Direct distance is about 310nm, taking around
3 hours for the 172. If we're using
VORs for guidance then it looks like
it will be longer. How do I pick the
shortest route, selecting VORs nearest the direct line. Looking at sectionals I see there are lines between
certain VORs, and not necessarily
the ones I would like to use. What's
that all about? Oh! Airways. Aha!
This looks like a lot of work.

one. In FSX? The menu system....Flights/Flightplanner....oo'er
lets have a look. Oh! Very good.
From EIWT to EGMD, IFR, VOR to
VOR. Find route. Oh WOW, Teriffic,
Eh, Navlog....PRINT. Nice! And it's
almost a straight line too. And the
navlog gives 311nm, 170lbs fuel
burn and an estimated time enroute
of 2 hours 41 minutes. OK, let’s fly
that. So, Into the 172, dial in the
first VOR and radial and let's go fly.
Hmmm. First problem is that the
first VOR (BAL) is only a few miles
away, so it's a bit of a struggle to
take off, climb and turn towards it.
I'm no sooner lined up with it and
I'm overhead turning to the next
required track towards BZN. Outbound 119, climbing towards 8000
feet, I dial up BZN on NAV2 and
switch on Audio for NAV2. BZN is
200nm distant so expect to get audio in a while. Second problem - that
didn't happen. No beeps, no CDI
deflection on NAV2. I switched over
the DME gauge from NAV1 to NAV2.
Lo-and-behold I'm getting distance
and speed. Shoot! BZN appears to
be DME only. I had to suss out the
NDB at Brize-Norton for lateral guidance, and since I was only 50 miles
away the error in direction was
about 15°. I turned towards the NDB
and the rest of the flight was as expected. Time from take off to landing was 2 hours 26 minutes and fuel
burn was 123 pounds. The difference between the Navlog and the
actual might be that the Navlog
specified 5000 feet cruise altitude
and I actually flew at 8000 feet, a
little faster (Navlog - 115 knots, actual - 130 knots groundspeed).
With computers being used for eve- Weather was set to "Fair".
rything I could do with a good program to help me with this. There is I looked at setting the Flightplanner
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to "Low Altitude Airways" routing but
it was about 25nm longer and there
was
a
lot
of
named
"waypoints"/"intersections". I would
imagine that flying the airways
would be a more correct way of flying for ATC purposes. With all those
intersections in the flightplan it looks
very difficult to do. What? The GPS?
What GPS? Mind you I did notice a
switch on the panel, and when I
clicked on it the lights beside it
switched over, NAV>GPS, but nothing else happened. Bring up the
GPS? There's NO GPS in the cockpit!
The switch didn't show a GPS!
SHIFT- 3?. Oh, look at that. Isn't
that pretty. And look, my flightplan
is on it already. A bit of research in
the Learning Centre and I'm getting
the aircraft to let the GPS guide it
via the appropriate switching to follow the route. BRILLIANT! Gosh, this
combination is a brilliant aid to piloting. And it helps "Situational Awareness" - love all the hi-tech terminology. I notice other aircraft have the
GPS as a popup. Although, a different one is "installed" in the Microlite
and Piper Cub. Can't use it to guide
the aircraft, but you have the
"Situational Awareness" thing and
the flightplan is drawn on it. The
GPS is just a popup available to the
FSX default aircraft. It doesn't appear in the VC. 3 of the default aircraft have the option of the more
advanced Garmin G1000 system,
and this DOES appear in the VC. It's
used as a nod to the "glass cockpit"
concept, 2 displays replacing all the
instruments and gauges and incorporating the nav side of things as
well. Everything in 2 displays, but
now the autopilot is a popup! Just to

mention, the default FSX GPS is
based on the "Garmin GPS500". I
downloaded the manual for it and
perused same. There are some differences - first one is that there's no
on/off switch. No "AUX" page group.
No VNAV, no TAWS - although early
units didn't have this anyway. You
can't input a flightplan manually, or
save same. Flightplans are done at
FSX Flightplanner level and the GPS
is tied to that. In the real thing
flightplans are entered manually and
up to 19 plans (of 31 waypoints max
each) can be saved.
As one gains experience in FSX,
buying addons to get closer to reality sets in. Better executed aircraft,
scenery, airports, weather engines,
etc. Another being better avionics, a
lot of which comes with the addon
aircraft, or sometimes separately.
One such, referring to the above
FSX GPS omissions, is the RealityXP
GNS430/530WAAS. What a piece of
kit! Easy to install in any aircraft,
download the manual directly from
Garmin to see how to operate it. It's
based on the Trainer software, which
is required for it to work. Except for
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some minor details, it's very close to
the real thing. Some addon aircraft
designers even began to include a
utility to "install" it into their rendition of the VC (virtual cockpit). Fantastic! Absolutely looked the part.
For other aircraft, users began clamoring for info on getting the RXP to
show on the VC. And an honorable
mention must go to Bert Pieke for
his input and help over the years on
the Unofficial RXP forums and for
other aircraft tweaks and fixes as
well. One of the buggers in the
works is the date of the NavData.
The original RXP NavData was 2007
- but this was better than the FSX
NavData date, which was 2005, but
with the help of the likes of Bert and
others a way was found to legally
update. I think my RXP NavData
date is 2015. Now we have AUX
Page Group, which I found useful the most useful item to me was the
True Airspeed calculation - and I can
now input flightpans manually and
save same for future use. It also has
COM1/NAV1 built in. So I can do a
whole host of things right from the
one avionics box! In the real world,
this costs in the region of $6000
EACH for the 530, might be about
$50 for the FSX version.
Next up for me for GA aircraft was
the Flight1 GTN750/650, a much
more visual device. There's touch
screen capability, the "home" screen
contains icons, airways awareness,
flightplans up to 100 waypoints,
ability to save up to 99 flightplans,
VNAV, TAWS, Traffic awareness,
Airways awareness - the list is sizeable. To quote one Forum Member
"If you get the GTN, you'll never go
back!". I'm finding that if I fly, say,

the 172 - which I haven't installed
the GTN into - I feel somewhat
"blind". Still, these devices, coupled
to the autopilot, control lateral navigation. The VNAV is advisory only,
but it's very helpful. Real world
prices have this at about twice the
price of the GNS530. Flight1 does
the GTN750/650 combo for $65.
The default FSX GPS is available for
the default Boeing and Airbus also.
This is
great
for
flying the
"tubeliners", as one has already got
the hang of the GPS in the smaller
aircraft. It takes care of the NAV
part at least. And we learn to fly
higher and farther. As one gains
knowledge and experience of flying
the Boeing/Airbus we run into other
problems. The Big Iron never has
full fuel tanks. It's not "efficient" if
one is just going from, say, Dublin
to Faro. The heavier the aircraft, the
more fuel it's going to use for the
distance. If we leave the tanks full,

more fuel will be used to accommodate the weight. The FSX Flightplanner says that it's 1000nm and that
the fuelburn is 14500lbs, and the
time enroute is 2hrs 10mins. Compared with that, FSBuild (a payware
flightplanner) quotes about the
same for fuelburn, but 2 hrs 30mins
enroute. FSBuild does add reserves
etc, and recommends a total at
Takeoff fuel load of 19500lbs of fuel.
Some of the other figures differ Take off Weight, Zero Fuel Weight
etc., but I boarded 19500lbs fuel for
the flight. And off we go. Cruise
speed was M0.78/450 knots at
36000 feet, but unfortunately I ran
out of fuel 1hr 55mins later, 210nm
short of Faro! So fuel flow in the default 738 probably doesn't match
real world figures.
On to the addon aircraft with some
version of the real world FMC/FMGC,
whatever it's called, you get the
idea. "The Greatest Airliner", "Pilot
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in Command 737", LevelD 767,
PMDG 737, Aerosoft A320, FLS
A320, and so on. Majestic Dash8
Q400, PMDG J41, Feelthere E series,
Citation X750. All with different FMS
variations. Most are Flight Management Systems. They do SO MUCH
MORE than just navigate the aircraft! They can contain the current
performance of the aircraft within a
SAFE flight envelope. They can calculate optimum speed, optimum enroute cruise altitude, fuel remaining
at destination, time to next waypoint, take off speed, can calculate
and control optimum climb to cruise,
top of descent, calculate and control
descent to destination, takeoff derates (engines) and more! Of course,
more information has to be input
prior to takeoff. Some info is already
there like aircraft data for instance.
But pilots input parameters before
takeoff;
aircraft
ZFW,
payload
weight, fuel quantity, flightplan stuff like that. It's a steep learning

in Kerry. Phew! Well it shows it can
be done.

curve, even with previous experience of the GNS and GTN. And now,
with a decent Flightplanner (I use
PFPX), I can take off with the predicted fuel and land at my destination with the predicted fuel remaining. The Flight Management Systems
on the other aircraft mentioned
above differ in detail and method of
operation. Basically, if you know one
fairly well, you can convert to the
others with a little research into the
manuals that come with them.
Back to the C172 (or equivalent)
and the default GPS - nothing wrong
with the combo, it's still useful. In
most situations, as a basic minimum, one can use the "direct-to"
function. Click the "direct-to" button
and input the ICAO code for the destination and off we go. Actually, you
can "direct-to" VORs, NDBs or Intersections once they're in the NavData
database. It's slightly more than a
"Let's jump in and go fly" scenario.
A little more info would be good too
- Minimum Safe Altitude for the trip.
The FSX Flightplanner (From: EIKY,
to: EIWT/VFR/Direct - GPS/Find
Route) just gives a recommended
enroute altitude. It recommends
5500 feet for the 130nm trip. A freeware VFR flightplanner, Plan-G, includes a "MEF". MEF is Maximum
Elevation Figure, and for the same
trip it recommends an enroute altitude of 7500 feet, with an indicated
MEF of 3400 feet. That sounds like
we need to keep clear of Carrauntoohill. On the "direct-to" from Kerry
to Weston the highest elevation is
about 1300 feet MSL. In clear skies
we could fly at 2500 feet and above,
so 5500 feet (FSX recommendation)
or 7500 Feet (Plan-G recommenda-

tion), either is good. With the tubeliners we don't just "jump in and
fly!". You could do circuits for training. You could try Dublin to Kerry as
a short trip, but Aer Lingus Regional
do that, presumably in an ATR. Ryanair fly out of Kerry Airport - but to
London, Berlin and Frankfurt. Dublin
to Kerry is a short flight for a 738,
but it could be done. A PFPX plan
has a total air distance of 159nm
and a trip time of 31 minutes. Enroute altitude is FL240 with a listed
speed of Mach 0.78. Take off weight
57 tonnes. Plenty of runway length
in Dublin, but what about Kerry Airport? The PFPX flightplanner gives
takeoff and landing weights, but
Rwy28 at EIDW is 8652 feet and
Kerry Airport Rwy08 is 6562 feet, a
difference of 2110 feet, Kerry Rwy08
being SHORTER! We need another
piece of software to help with this. I
use TOPCAT, a takeoff and landing
calculator. It tells me that I can derate for takeoff in Dublin and will only
require 4455 feet for the landing run
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As you can see, the Addon count is
mounting up and are getting quite
sophisticated. For instance, PFPX
and TopCat take weather values into
consideration as part of their calculations. Oops - we probably need a
good weather program then. At this
point I've got the AS16/ASCA combo
package from Hifi Simulations. Of
course, AS16, PMDG, Addon airports, scenery addons, AI etc., etc.,
take lumps out of ones' frame rates
and VAS - and that's a whole different story! My PFPX has profiles
mostly for the tubeliners, but has a
couple of small aircraft listed. The
Pilatus PC12 and Beech 1900D have
profiles and I use PFPX to plan
flights. But, I suppose those aircraft
aren't exactly THAT small. The PC12
is an 8 seater and the Beech is a
regional airliner seating 19. They
cruise at FL280 and FL240 respectively and a speed of around 240 280 KTAS. Mind you, they're great
for getting in and out of the smaller
regional airfields. The small aircraft,
172 etc., default to full fuel tanks.
Actually, now that I think of it, so do
most FSX aircraft. But I could
change the AIRCRAFT.CFG and reduce the default numbers for the
fuel tanks, say to 5%, forcing one to
always plan and check for adequate
fuel for the expected flight duration.
Ah, if I keep this up, I'll be spending
more time planning than flying even in the GA aircraft.
Philip Wafer ¢

SSG Embraer Evolution E-195

The requirements for downloading
this model are: X-Plane 11 +, Windows, Mac or Linux - 64bit Operating System, 2Gb VRAM Minimum.
4 Gb +
V RA M
R ec ommended, Current version: XP11
(last updated Dec 20th 2017).
The download folder contains subfolders and other items including a
documents folder which provides
three separate documents: an Airplane Operations Manual of 191
pages, a Quick Start Guide and a
Quick Reference Handbook, which
contains checklists.
The installation instructions are
contained in the handbook. Bearing
in mind this handbook downloads
with this XP11 model it covers the
whole SSG E-Jet series for both
XP10 and XP11. I found this to be
somewhat confusing and indeed, in
parts, inaccurate. Whilst some of
the instructions may have been
applicable to earlier models I feel it
does need updating for XP11+ as
some processes appear to have
changed. The X-Plane 11 instructions state that the main acf file for
XP10 needs to be replaced by the
XP11 acf file. This is not the case
as this model has no XP10 file.
There are other files that need to
be moved that no longer completely match the file name described and the user may be left
unsure about what they need to do
or whether they have done the correct thing. The activation process is
explained very clearly as are system requirements. The section relating to joystick/controller configuration again relates to a useful
document containing a list of cus-

tom command assignments but the
name given has been changed in
the download folder. There is a
very interesting further reading
section before a chapter on custom
sliders which is not easy to follow
and the screen shots relate to XP10
so are not helpful for XP 11
changes. One of these settings is
described as an X-Plane default
setting for opening the co-pilots
window but later it is also assigned
to the pop out command for the
Multi-Function Display. It does in
fact open the window and if the
user attempts to pop out the MFD
it sets alarms off in the cockpit!
Not the end of the world but it is
frustrating when first learning the
aircraft. At present the MFD does
not pop out as outlined in the manual. I am told by the developers it
has been disabled pending an update.
The handbook then moves on to
very helpful and informative tables
for aircraft limitations, checklists
and procedures which relate to
both the E-170 and the E-195.
This is followed by a brief history
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and specifications of the aircraft
and an explanation of what the developers are trying to achieve in
the cockpit and an explanation as
to how to make display and simulator adjustments, including a panel
built in to the instruments which
allows doors to be opened, yoke,
seats, rain and stairs to be toggled,
the tow truck to be used and the
field of view to be altered. The
panel has been cleverly integrated
in to the 3D model and becomes
part of the cockpit routine. After
this the manual gives detailed descriptions and user instructions on
all of the cockpit instruments and
aircraft systems. This part of the
manual is very helpful, clear and
well illustrated. The developers
have worked hard to ensure that
the user can employ this model to
simply enjoy the flying experience
all the way to a fully detailed and
realistic flight. The developers explain: “SSG’s design philosophy for
this product is that the aircraft
must be fun to fly and not require
an inordinate amount of time
studying systems, flows, and profiles in order to successfully accom-

plish a flight. The SSG E-Jet Evolution Series is designed to appeal to
the widest possible audience and
should not require detailed systems
knowledge in order to operate the
aircraft. For this product, the development team wanted to provide
virtual pilots with access to all the
systems that are required to accomplish normal flight.” This manual clearly shows the lengths they
have gone to in order to explain
their model and how to use it and
there is a real desire to help the
pilot enjoy the whole experience. I
know from the forums they are
busy trying to address multiple requests for updates to the aircraft
from the X-Plane community but I
would urge them to update the installation and set up instructions to
make that initial use of the model
more rewarding.
The quick start guide does cover
some of the information in the
manual but it does this by way of
preparing and undertaking a flight,
going through procedures in the
correct order and explaining how
this works. The documents folder
also contains a Quick Reference
Handbook which lists speeds and
settings for take off, flight and
landings. It is worth keeping this
available for reference as the settings do impact the procedures and
are referred to in the Quick Start
Guide.
Exterior Modelling
The model is provided with a default livery and a further sixteen
different colour schemes. Some of

these schemes are ‘as new’
schemes and others are duplicates
but with weathering. This allows
the user to fly a pristine aircraft or
one in the same colours that has
clearly seen some use. All of these
liveries are clear and bright. External signs and labels are legible and
realistic. With engines off the
model can be configured with a
GPU attached and also with passenger stairs available to the aircraft. These are controlled from the
Adjustments Display which is cleverly integrated into the cockpit just
below the overhead panel. This
display also allows the external
doors and windows to be opened
and controls the use of the animated tow truck which can move
the aircraft both forwards and
backwards. All are modelled realistically and add to the authenticity
of the experience. Light and reflections work very well and compliment the colours. External doors
and windows are modelled in detail
and panels and rivets are created
in a very realistic fashion. The undercarriage is very authentic with
weathering on the wheel hubs, with
lights, cabling and struts in place
and labelling on the undercarriage
doors. When the engines are
switched on the turning turbines
are animated and visible. Lights are
well modelled, clear and bright.
Once in the air the integrity of the
model is maintained. Control services move smoothly and undercarriage doors and struts work in a
realistic fashion. The turbines remain animated and clear. Glass
and panels remain authentic and
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react to light sources and changes
of direction. Exterior modelling is
detailed and of a high quality with
a great variety of liveries for the
user to apply.
Interior Modelling
The interior of the aircraft again
contains clear, precise and realistic
modelling. All dials, switches and
controls are clear and modelled
with great attention to detail. The
Adjustments Panel does allow the
removal of the display of the yoke
and pilots seating to provide a
clearer view of the instrument
panel. SSG have researched how
the aircraft has been delivered to
the various airlines and where
lights have been delivered as inoperative in the real aircraft they are
modelled in the same way. This is
explained in the documentation.
Surfaces and textures have been
given an appropriate amount of
wear and appear realistic and convincing. Interior colours on all surfaces and the cockpit displays are
bright and vivid and the dials and
controls can be read at all levels of
zoom. All working switches and
controls have labels when the cursor is hovered over them and also
display switch options when used.
All control screens are easy to read
and have guidance labels when in
use. Light, shadow and reflections
are convincing and appropriate.
Views through the cockpit to the
outside are clear and detailed and
the Adjustment Display allows for
rain effect to be added to the windscreen when the weather is set to
precipitation. Lighting controls al-

low for different interior lighting
effects on the instrument panel,
cockpit and passenger environment
with
floor
guidance
lighting
throughout the cabin. The cockpit
door is animated and it is then possible to “walk” back through the
cabin where all seats, lockers and
the passenger environment are
very well produced. Labels and notices are easy to read throughout
the aircraft. The developers have
created a detailed, accurate and
realistic model and whilst the cockpit is naturally the focus of effort,
having been a passenger in an
E195 the cabin provides the atmosphere and ambience of the real
thing.
Basic Flight Experience
The developers have produced a
visually impactive model and have
worked equally hard to create a
very realistic flight experience,
making the procedures and systems on the aircraft as close to the
real thing as possible. A visit to the
X-Plane Forums for the E195 shows
that users are asking for some specific upgrades to improve this further and the developers are producing an update to address key
issues. Whilst updates are welcome
the present experience of flying the
aircraft is very good and SSG have
succeeded in making it fun to fly.
This should not be confused with
easy to fly, as to carry out a flight
that would not frighten the passengers remains a challenge, though I
personally see the learning process
of trying to achieve this as part of
the enjoyment. As with most X-

Plane models it is possible to load
the aircraft at the end of the runway, take off and fly. The model is
responsive and smooth in manual
flight and reacts well to all inputs.
Landing the aircraft may be a little
more challenging, without some
reading of the manuals, for those
with limited experience.
The provided flight in the Quick
Start Guide does not start from
dark and cold but on the premise
that the aircraft has just finished a
previous flight so the starting point
is accessing the flight deck and carrying out pre-flight checks for
which a guide is provided. The
guide then moves on to the procedure for powering up the aircraft
and following the guidance makes
this very straight forward. The next
stage is programming the FMS,
which is based on the X-Plane default system but has been adapted
to more closely resemble that of
the E195, so those accustomed to
the X-Plane equipment will find it
very familiar but may still need to
refer to the guide to understand
those changes. This programming
in the guide is very thorough and
should give confidence to all users
of the model. The pilot is then
guided through processes for setting take off pitch trim and fuel
loads and how to initiate Take Off
settings for the thrust levers. Push
back can be completed using the
tow truck supplied with the model
and this is straight forward and
realistic to achieve. Once the engine start up process is complete
the taxi to departure runway takes
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place. Take off is smooth and
straight forward and the power of
the aircraft is evident through the
easy way it climbs to altitude. The
FMS programming becomes worthwhile as the autopilot takes the
aircraft through the flight allowing
the user to enjoy the atmosphere
created by the model. The aircraft
responds to all aspects of the autopilot quickly and smoothly.
The descent and approach phase
include some instructions bespoke
to the suggested flight but again
they are easy to adapt for flights
elsewhere. Landing has three options in the model in that auto-land
will land the aircraft for the pilot,
uncoupled allows the pilot to take
over just before touchdown and
manual lets the pilot complete the
operation themselves. I found that
leaving the aircraft to auto-land
was not altogether successful, as it
involved quite a bit of bounce on
touch down and even created damage to the aircraft, but the uncoupled landing was straight forward
and, by following the guidance,
could be achieved in a successful
manner. I did practice with the
auto-land function but was never
very pleased with how I landed and
I believe that the bouncing on
landing issue is one of those being
reviewed for the next update. During the initial flight and subsequent
trips I found the aircraft really good
to fly. Like all bigger aircraft it is
not as forgiving as some smaller
general aviation models but that is
all part of the challenge. The model
responds to manual and automatic

inputs and the work put in by the
developer to ensure that the user
can employ as many systems as
possible adds real value. A great
experience and a platform which
provides a thorough learning process.
Sound
The model is provided with 3D
sound through a DreamEngine
plugin. The plugin can be accessed
through the X-Plane plugin menu
and allows the user to set different
sound levels, using sliders, for general volume, engine outside, engine
inside, miscellaneous, switches and
clicks and wind. This not only allows control of overall sound but
the volume of sounds in relation to
each other. All instruments that are
modelled are accompanied by a
realistic and appropriate sound,
though a mouse click anywhere on
the instrument panel creates the
noise for using a switch. Engine
sound is powerful and realistic both
inside and outside the aircraft and
the opening and closing of doors
and windows have their own bespoke and convincing sounds. Op-

erations such as flaps and undercarriage are accompanied by reassuring
and
authentic
noises.
Ground handling is also enhanced
by a realistic sound package for
runway roll, tyre noise and taxiing.
Throughout use of the model there
is a gentle hum in the background
that all those who have travelled
on a commercial airliner will be familiar with. This model is visually
very detailed and the sound package supplied adds to the realism of
the experience.
The description of the model highlights the fact that the aircraft has
an advanced flight management
and navigation system, comprehensive autopilot, with other systems modelled with realistic logic
such as electrical, hydraulic, engine
fire extinguishing and comprehensive anti-ice systems.
Advice is
given in the manual in relation to
updating the navigation databases
either supplied by Navigraph or Xplane to ensure these systems
work correctly. The cockpit is very
impressive with the colour display
screens for Primary Flight Displays
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(Pilot and Co-Pilot), Multi Function
Displays (Pilot and Co-Pilot) and
the single Engine Indication and
Crew Alerting System. Through
these systems the conventional
flight control functions can be managed. The PFD displays information
such as airspeed indicator, altitude
indicator, ADI, HSI, vertical speed
indicator, radio aids, autopilot,
flight director, and radio altitude
data. The manual states that the
MFD contains various functions and
displays for map, plan, DMEs, SAT
and
TAT
temperatures,
TAS,
ground speeds, waypoint distances
and time, system synoptic pages
and the Traffic Collision Avoidance
System (TCAS.) The map function
also allows weather and terrain
displays. The EICAS display shows
engine and system parameters
such as flap, gear, spoilers and
trim position, total fuel quantity,
APU and environmental information. The Multifunction Control Display Unit is situated in the central
console and allows programming of
the Flight Management System.
This is based on the X-Plane MCDU
but modelled to represent the real

version. It is a comprehensive system allowing multiple settings for
flight planning and is linked to the
other systems and settings on the
aircraft. The overhead panel allows
the user access to modelled electrical, lighting and signs, fuel, hydraulic, pressurisation, heating,
pneumatic and fire extinguishing
systems. Many of these systems
status can be displayed in the MFD
through a systems display page
with its own menu. Fuel level
changes, both loading and unloading, can be simulated via the Adjustments Panel. Automatic flight
is managed from its own instrumentation allowing for control of
lateral guidance, vertical guidance
and the AFCS which is described in
the manual. The developers have
worked very hard to produce a
model that allows the user to experience the need to consider the
large amount of systems and services associated with a modern
airliner. Each system is an achieve-

ment in itself but what also impresses is the amount of integration between the actions taken by
the user, the use of the control
panels and the way that information is made available and displayed.
Summary
SSG have created a detailed and
realistic model which is highly impressive whether used as an enjoyable model to fly up to an immersive flight experience with a wealth
of integrated systems as outlined in
the model description. The documentation supplied may benefit
from updating around the installation and settings sections as it is a
little out of date for an X-Plane 11
model but is also very supportive
and helpful for any level of user
when it comes to the use of all of
the different working systems supplied, making this a great model for
the experienced user and for those
wanting to learn and experience

the issues involved in flying an airliner. There are some slight
changes from the product description but these are being addressed
in a planned update and use of the
forums will soon inform a user of
what is planned. The aircraft is
visually impressive both externally
and internally and the user has
various options in terms of liveries
and set up. The addition of aircraft
stairs and a bespoke tow truck add
to the enjoyment of the model.
The cabin of the aircraft is accurately modelled but the focus, as
would be expected, is on the flight
deck. This is impressive in its presentation and a great experience in
terms of the systems provided and
their integration. Flight in the aircraft is enjoyable whether simply
for flight or facing the challenge of
using more and more of the available systems in the correct manner. The aircraft responds smoothly
and authentically to user input and,
in line with the real thing, is a little
less forgiving than a smaller general aviation aircraft.
A great
model which gives a new user the
confidence to push the envelope of
the simulator experience whilst
providing increasing challenge to
the more experienced pilot.
Andy Clarke (x-plained.com)

Platform: X-Plane 11.11
Cost: USD$49.95
Developer: Supercritical Simulations Group (SSG)
Available: http://store.x-plane.org
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Seattle City and Seattle Airports X

I finally made the move from FSX
to Prepar3D last December, moving
right in at version 4 and operating
within a Windows 10 environment.
I guess at this stage, most of us
aligned by simulator to Microsoft
ancestry are either flying in FSX or
Prepar3D, with some still remaining
loyal to the venerable FS9. If I recall correctly, it was in the latter
simulator that Microsoft moved the
default flight simulator start-up
position to runway 34R at SeattleTacoma KSEA, this after so many
years of it being the beloved Meigs
Field. In my FS9 days, I recall
many take-offs from there and admired the beautiful and varied
scenery panorama that rose before
me as I headed north towards the
city of Seattle. Immediately ahead
and surprisingly close was Seattle
Boeing Field KBFI with its single
runway Runway 32L/14R, with the
main city just beyond. It always
struck me how nice it would be to
have a more detailed version of
that airport as it looked somewhat
barren and uninteresting compared

to the much more detailed KSEA
(even in default rendition) just falling behind. Equally, even though
Seattle City was certainly one of
the more detailed city renditions in
FS9, it was still somewhat limited
in depth and appeal. With the advent of ORBX scenery add-ons, and
specifically their Pacific Northwest
region package, the whole area got
a terrific boost in detail such as
texture (photoreal in Seattle city
and some other areas), terrain,
custom
hand-crafted
landclass,
autogen, coastlines, mesh etc., and
with that area installed in my new
P3D4 set-up, I could already see a
greatly enhanced Seattle city and
region. Both KSEA and KPAE
(Payne Field to the North) got airport upgrades, along with hundreds
of others in the extensive region.
With all this attention already being
added to the area, and knowing the
well-established reputation of the
Drzewiecki design team to be able
to raise the bar to whatever scenery project they take on, it was
with a sense of optimistic expecta-

tion that I undertook this review of
both the Seattle City and Seattle
Airports X add-ons in P3D4. Starting from an already high baseline, I
have to say that the enhancement
and improvement achieved by
Drzewiecki design to both the city
and the four included airports in
Seattle Airports X is superb.
Before launching into the detail of
the review, a few words about my
experience with the switch to Prepar3D. Now that I have moved
across, I can’t understand why I
waited so long. However, leaving it
late to make the move, and entering at version 4, had the great advantage of adopting the major 64bit upgrade coming with this latest
version. I am simply stunned with
the great boost in performance
compared with FSX. In particular,
frame rates are very significantly
increased and even flying in heavily
scenery-augmented areas such as
that in this review, with most sliders well forward or maxed, with
Active Sky for P3D4 running, and

Auburn Municipal S50
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Renton Municipal KRNT

flying detailed aircraft add-ons, I
still get excellent performance.
Most importantly, I haven’t experienced a single out of memory
warning or event. Stability is the
word. Looking back, FSX looks almost pedestrian by comparison,
and to be suffering the effects of
work overload, given the everincreasing variety of add-ons available. With P3D4 (and assuming a
PC commensurate with recommended specs) everything works
again almost regardless of the load
imposed, and the joy and satisfaction of high-performing virtual
flight with higher level of scenery
detail activated has returned to
flight simulator! P3D4 is definitely a
“Get it Now!”.
Seattle Airports X
Back to Seattle and focusing firstly
on the Seattle Airports X add-on.
Drzewiecki design has released the
inaugural version 1.0 to include
four airports in the region. However Seattle-Tacoma will not be
added until version 1.1 is released
and will cost a few additional Euros
to obtain. That being said, three of
the four airports included are quite
extensive in themselves, being part
of the massive Boeing industry.
Those included, and moving from
South to North of the region, are
Auburn Municipal S50 (smallest of

the collection), Renton Municipal
KRNT, Boeing Field King County
International KBFI (seriously upgraded at last!), and 20 miles
North of Seattle the last is Paine
Field KPAE; total distance South to
North about 40 miles. If you have
ORBX PNW installed you will already have a fairly decent KSEA
already present, or some may also
have upgraded to the P3D4 version
of Taxi2Gate’s rendition of KSEA,
which is said to integrate well with
PNW and the Seattle Airports X
add-on, but with a few elevation
issues.

The general choices include the
option to install a Lite Texture pack
that limits VAS usage by installing
50% lower-res textures; I stuck
with the default high-res option
(and suffered no VAS issues in
P3D4 even with complex aircraft in
the air). For each of the 4 airports,
there are options to choose to
leave one or several out of the
overall install, to install static aircraft, and to install airport details
including ground service vehicles,
3D cars and humans, and blast
fences. I choose to install all airports and all details.

With the Drzewiecki airports, I
found no such issues at all, and the
integration with ORBX PNW was
completely seamless. That is very
satisfying because there is considerable variation/undulation of scenery terrain in the area in which the
4 airports are situated, even
though we are at a considerable
distance from the Rockies to the
East. Indeed, I noticed a few minor
terrain issues with some floating
houses on certain hills in the region, but that will be for investigation another time as to whether it’s
primarily an ORBX issue.
Installation of the 2.4 GB airports
package includes the option to
make a variety of scenery choices
both general, and airport-specific.

Location of the installed files in Prepard3D is within a “Seattle X” subfolder, itself located within the
“Add-on Scenery” folder. This same
folder arrangement applies also to
the Seattle City X package when
installed, with common scenery,
texture and documents (airport
charts and product manuals) folders being used. Thankfully all Drzewiecki design scenery installs automatically. I understand there are
some additional complexities (xml
files etc.) when installing scenery
manually in P3D, but this was certainly not an issue here.
The Southernmost and smallest
airport, Auburn Municipal S50, has
the sad association with Dick Scobee, native of Auburn and com-

Boeing Field King County International KBFI
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Paine Field KPAE

mander of the doomed Space Shuttle Challenger and after whose
name the airport is also known.
This is a general aviation field situated on a small plain and has a
single short 3,400ft North-South
runway 16/34 that does not have
any approach lighting. Overall it is
a well-rendered field but is not particularly interesting to look at as it
consists mostly of utilitarian buildings and a light aircraft repair and
maintenance centre. It has a large
number of mainly single-engine
aircraft based here and this is reflected in the scenery with many
optionally installed static Cessna
and Piper Cubs parked on the
aprons or the rows and rows of
parallel aeroplane “garages” located adjacent to the East side of
the runway. A couple of interesting
statics stand out – a single Lockheed Electra in US Army colours
and a Beaver on floats. On the
West side of the runway is rendered a huge warehouse complex
with lots of commercial road containers parked outside, and further
West again a railroad passes
South-North also. On said railroad
are placed static goods trains with
partially completed Boeing 737 fuselages – a most unique and interesting sight! And just beyond the
railroad is a very nice 3D representation of Emerald Downs Racetrack.

parking bays along either side of
the runway in various liveries
(including
Ryanair,
American,
Delta, United) as well as military
variants and several jets still in
bare metal finish. The enormous
airliner construction buildings include one in which the hangar
doors are partially open at both
ends and a detailed interior is rendered, that includes many 737s in
various stages of construction. The
Northern end of this building opens
nicely out onto Lake Washington
and it is interesting to observe the
system of narrow taxiways that
lead over two even narrower taxiway bridges that straddle the waterway separating the Boeing plant
from the field proper. Also interesting is to see more 737 fuselages on
the rail system that presumably
extends from construction facilities
beyond Auburn Municipal. The Boeing facility also includes car parks
packed with 3D cars, static personnel, covered walkways, other service vehicles (mainly statics) and a
variety of further ground objects,
lighting pylons, and numerous
smaller buildings in addition to the
Boeing buildings. Building textures
include the use of 2D imaging in
places to give the clever impression
of interior detailing and reflective
window textures are employed in

some places. The huge doors to the
two main Boeing hangars include
very colourful mural representations of Boeing 737 jets. Renton
field itself has a crammed look (if
you install the statics), being
packed as it is with numerous and
varied service buildings and hangars for the general aviation aeroplanes (represented by many single-engine statics) as well as the
737
parking
bays
fitted
(necessarily) with jet-blast fences.
The control tower, adjacent to R34
is remarkably tiny – it’s hard to
figure how the controllers can see
over the other buildings immediately nearby. At the reciprocal end
of the runway, look out for the seaplane base. Overall, an interesting
airport with lots of scenery enhancement.
Just 3 miles to the Northwest of
KRNT, and equally just 3 miles
south of downtown Seattle, is Boeing Field or King’s County International Airport KBFI. This field
boasts a much longer main runway
32L/14R at 10,000 ft. A much
shorter and narrower parallel runway 32R/14L (3710ft), clearly intended for those light aircraft that
use this airport, sits very close to
the main runway. Sitting at the
take-off point on 32L, my attention

ORBX PNW Seattle

Just 13 miles due North of Auburn
Municipal is Renton Municipal
KRNT, which is the first of the three
bigger airports of the package. Although the single runway 34/16 is
relatively short at 5382 ft. the field
at 170 acres has the massive 1
million square ft. Boeing Renton
facility adjacent. This is the Boeing
narrow-body production centre and
is therefore where all B737s are
currently produced (and where
757s used to be produced); there
are lots of statics distributed at
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is immediately drawn to a set of
buildings to my left which are just
north of the military apron; here
the scenery designers have reproduced the Museum of Flight in considerable detail.
Outside the Museum on the apron
sits a Trans-Canada Constellation
whilst the adjacent theme building
straddling
airside-landside
has
transparent glass windows up to
roof height on 3 sides and interior
building detail, as well as various
aircraft museum exhibits suspended from the roof or placed on
the floor – including a DC3, Lockheed Electra, and various US military jets of yesteryear in somewhat
chunky 3D representations. A further facility of the museum is an
adjacent open hangar with various
other exhibits including the prototype 747, Concorde, and a Dreamliner, among others. This looks like
a must-see museum for anyone
lucky-enough to be planning a visit

to Seattle! Lots and lots of further
detail is included with this airport;
along the West side of the main
runway there are extensive and
well-detailed Boeing hangars and
aprons packed with various Boeing
statics both military and civilian
and ranging from 737s to Dreamliners, along with numerous static
vehicle and service facilities and
equipment. Adjacent to the 14R
end of the main runway the scenery includes a Boeing terminal with
interior details and 3 docking arms
–
presumably
for
sales/VIP/
promotional purposes? Both sides
of the field include copious light
aircraft parking (with statics if chosen in initial set-up) and welldetailed hangars, though the bulk
of these facilities are on the East
side of the field, parallel to which is
located another railroad with static
rail carriages. Also represented on
the East side is the tiny King’s
County terminal and Customs
building next door. Overall, I was
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delighted to see such life and detail
added to this airport which I have
overflown innumerable times but
rarely landed in FS and which always looked featureless and uninteresting, until now. Going back to
my initial position on 32L and looking just to the right of the reciprocal end, beyond a low hill the tops
of the Seattle skyscrapers are just
visible, and that’s our next stop.
Seattle City X
The separate 1.95Gb Seattle City
package includes three optional
scenery choices – a Custom Global
environment Map (I avoided this
just in case there might some conflict with Rex Texture Direct which I
have on my system – might well
add later but only after some more
research and forum browsing), a
Lite Texture pack to save on VAS
usage as with the Airports package,
and a high resolution 2M mesh for
Mt Ranier, 60 miles away.
The city is the northernmost of USA
cities of over half-million population, it currently having a population of just over 700,000. It is a
hilly city, located just 100 miles
south of the Canadian border so
Vancouver is an easy city to city
hop with spectacular coastal and
overland scenery between these
two great centres of population. I
find the official population figure
somewhat surprising, as the deceptive impression you get from the
superb depiction of the city in this
scenery add-on is that of a much
larger population centre, given the

frame rates significantly downwards. I could find no scenery
blending or elevation issues whatsoever, and this add-on is an indispensable enhancement to this corner of the Pacific Northwest.

very impressive high-rise city centre and adjacent very extensive
seaport on the Puget Sound. The
port (on Elliott Bay), lying to the
West and Southwest of the city
itself, is the 4th biggest container
port of the USA and a highly important landing point for imports from
Asia. In the scenery, its sheer size
and detail is well-represented, with
numerous and detailed cranes,
wharves, piers, jetties, containers,
lighting pylons, chemical and oil
storage facilities, never-ending railcars and tracks, elevated highways,
ships of various types, barges and
more, extending all the way from
the city itself to the approaches to
Boeing Field. As with Seattle city,
the port too is places atop a photoreal base-layer; most areas have
custom-made 3D representations
of port buildings, though in some
areas the detail relies on the
photoreal layer, which as usual
with such in scenery add-ons, looks
better from several hundred ft. altitude, than up-close.
Directly South of the city is another
extensive scenery segment, comprising a less-appealing sprawl of
what looks like one continuous industrial estate with more elevated
highways and enormous rail yards;
again the scenery is well represented with 3D renditions of buildings. At the northern end of this
area are depicted two very impressive sport stadiums surprisingly
close to each other; Safeco Field
(Baseball) and Century link Field
(Football); these mark the boundary between the industrial area and
downtown Seattle. The central infrastructure of Seattle has been
given the most particular attention
by the Drzewiecki design team,
with the condensed downtown area
packed with lofty skyscrapers featuring high-definition reflective texturing – the tallest of these is the

Columbia Centre at 1100ft. and it
dominates impressively. Lots of
highways wind their way between
the downtown buildings and on the
seafront to the West, the “Seattle
Great Wheel” Ferris wheel slowly
rotates against the city skyline.
Just to the North of the city centre,
the
landmark
Seattle
Needle
reaches up to 650ft. and an impressive custom-built representation graces the scenery. Though
not the tallest city structure, it
stands separate from the other
high-rise cityscape and therefore
has an un-impeded 360-degree
view. The interior of the observation deck at the top has been detailed as has the external elevator
– what magnificent views it must
have! To the East of the city,
across
Lake
Washington,
the
smaller city of Bellevue is represented with a more modest assemblage of high-rise infrastructure.
Overall, this very detailed city
scenery add-on includes 2000+
bespoke buildings, and all the adjacent coastlines have additional detail added that also includes marinas and some smaller portal infrastructure at further inlets nearby.
Best of all, it is performancefriendly and given its ambitious
representation, it will not drag your
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Seattle Airports X - continued
Finishing with the final airport of
the Seattle Airports X package, this
takes us 18 miles North from Seattle to the biggest airport of the
scenery which is Paine Field KPAE.
This airport has a main 9010ft runway 16R/34L, and a much smaller
16L/34R 3004ft. runway. Taking off
from 34L, immediately ahead lies
Possession Sound with the small
city of Everett to the right – this is
represented as a low-level town in
the scenery with an adjacent detailed harbour area. Paine Field is
the home of the Boeing Everett
wide-body production facility located on the Northeast of the field.
The Boeing facility boasts being the
biggest building in the world, covering almost 100 acres. As with
Renton, the scenery includes impressive details of building interiors
and Boeing jets (Dreamliners, 777s
and 747-8s) in various stages of
construction, but with even greater
scale and detail than Renton. From
the outside, these are rather drab
buildings as in real life (but realistically rendered in the scenery), except for the very colourful hangar
doors with Boeing murals (as at
Renton). A notable exception is
what looks like a Boeing corporate
apron and adjacent terminal - this
building boasts some additional
plush interior detail. You can also
add colour to very extensive aprons
for completed Boeing airliners by
ensuring to include statics in the
scenery set-up; these include the
various wide-bodies in a great variety of well-known colourful airline
liveries of the world. Even on their
own, the Boeing aprons already

have very good ground textures
and markings, and there is an
abundance of other ground infrastructure in the form of innumerable custom-built buildings and
huts, pylons and ground vehicles
and equipment of every conceivable type.
To the West of Runway 16R is a
secondary apron with Dreamlifter
Operations Centre building and associated hangars (Dreamlifters being the modified 747s designed to
carry sub-assembly parts for the
Dreamliner which are made in
other parts of the USA, Japan and
Italy and flown here). There is no
depiction of a Dreamlifter static
included, but an Antonov 124 in
Volga-Dnepr livery is placed on the
apron instead.
To the South of the Everett complex and on the Southeast quadrant of the field is depicted the airport proper, which would otherwise

be a very modest sized. It includes
an interesting arrangement of more
large and small, old and new, custom-built hangars and service
buildings, as well as the tower and
fire-station. There is also a “Flying
Heritage Collection” hangar – a
small collection of militaria in reallife. Some great detailing and texturing here of buildings throughout,
including rusty roofs on some of
the older infrastructure. As with the
Boeing aprons to the North, the
aprons
here
include
detailed
ground texturing and marking and
lots of static vehicles and equipment. Although the aircraft statics
include lots of light aeroplanes, it’s
once again Boeing that dominates
much of the apron space, with
abundant 737s, 777s, and Dreamliners. A final note concerning the
extent of the scenery detail that
comes with this airport is the small
hangar adjacent to the West side of
the R34L threshold, which boasts a
B52 bomber static parked outside.

Conclusion
There is no doubt that installation
of either of the scenery add-ons
featured in this review breathes yet
more detail and life into this beautiful part of the USA. Install both
add-ons (sold separately), and you
will have among one of the most
detailed and exciting regions currently available in Prepard3D or
FSX; and this even before Drzewiecki design release what must be
now a hotly anticipated rendition of
KSEA. There are so many reasons
to want to fly in this region, given
the variety of land, mountain, sea,
coastline, major city and bush flying available. The major and very
welcome enhancement of the city
of Seattle and most of the major
airports in the immediate region
will make a purchase irresistible for
many. I’m not sure what performance issues you might have in FSX
if you run these add-ons there, but
when tested in Prepard3D v4 as
with this review, the superb performance was inspirational and exhilarating.
John Melville ¢

Platform: FSX/FSX:SE
P3Dv4/3/2/1
Download
Seattle Airports X
Cost: €30.75
Seattle City X
Cost: €26.06
Developer: Drzewiecki Design
www.simmarket.com
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Mega Airport Lisbon V2
Portugal is also home to Humberto
Delgado Airport (also Port Wine)
and is also known as Portela Airport and Lisbon Airport, which is
the 24th largest in Europe. It is an
international gateway and a major
European Hub for Airlines like Easy
Jet and a focus city for our own
Ryanair. The airport handles in excess of 20 million passengers,
nearly 100 thousand tonnes of
cargo and has upwards of 40 airlines feeding to over a 100 destinations at present.
It opened in 1942 and Portugal and
like Ireland was neutral during the
second world war, which saw it receiving both Axis and Allied planes.
After the war it had four runways
which saw an expansion phase in
the late fifties to early sixties. With
the arrival of the Queen of the
Skies, more hangers were built and
the terminal enlarged to accommodate her and the growing interest
and up take in Aviation. There followed in the eighties an upgrade of
the buildings.

destinations. This is where we find
ourselves today with the Mega Airport Lisbon v2 by PAD-Labs and
published by Aerosoft for FSX/P3D.
The features are:
High resolution day- and night textures.
All buildings and airport institutions.
AI compatible.
Automatic docking-systems.
Excellent frame rates.
High resolution ground textures
based on an aerial image (0.5m
per pixel).
Photo-real textures on buildings
and vehicles.
Hundreds of taxiway- and runway
signs.
Numerous static and dynamic objects such as service vehicles,
buses, etc.
RET system (high speed exits at
runways).
Compatible with AES (from version
2.36).

Lisbon airport today has the honour
of being one of the few European
airports to reside in a major city.
There was a lot of discussion and
talk about moving it outside the
city but in the latter half the first
decade of the 2000s it was decided
to upgrade and expand the existing
terminals instead of making this
move. A new terminal, excitingly
called Terminal 2 was constructed
as were new air-bridges and parking positions. Easy jet uses this
terminal for their departures to 20
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Compatible to Portugal SRTM Mesh
and Ultimate Terrain Europe.
Complete new ground layout according to today’s information.
New approach lights with PAPIs,
new taxi lighting, new lighting effects.
New modelled terrain and motorway bridge at the end of runway 21
AES lite for dynamic car traffic.
Extension of Terminal 1 and apron
12 and 14.
The minimum system requirements
are: Microsoft FSX (SP2 or Acceleration Pack) or Lockheed Martin
Prepar3D v1/v2. Windows XP/
Vista/7/ 8. 3 GHz Dual Core Processor. 2 GB RAM (4 GB recommended). 1.2 GB free space on the
hard disk. 3D Graphics Card with
minimal 1024 MB (2 GB recommended). Download-size: 650 MB.
I have an affinity with Aerosoft
products, and have found over the
years of dealing with the company,

downloading and installing that
they run a very tight ship - or
plane, if you will. I think their support is excellent and they have a
relatively quick response time.
They also do lot of in-depth research into the development of
their products. This is reflected in
the final product which, for me personally, always delivers.
Installation is the usual easy fare
from Aerosoft. I selected FSX but
the option for P3D is there. I tried
to install the FSX steam edition .exe file but after a long while
trying to get the Airport to run and
then show up in my scenery files in
FSX, I uninstalled and reinstalled
before trying the FSX version. This
installed in the same way and
worked
flawlessly.
You
are
prompted for Hi RES textures or
not. Having installed Mega Airport
Dublin, I was familiar with the
Aerosoft Launcher already which
gave access to the utilities, charts
and manual files. I selected the
High Res textures and they look
great. In the launcher I ran the tool
and the Airport and low and behold
it was in my scenery files in FSX
library. Included are two printable
PDF documents, anairport chart
documentation
with
Navigation
Charts, SIDs and STARS and the
product manual.

class installed. The software runs
well with these packages, working
seamlessly together. I cannot
speak for the compatibility of other
programmes but I found mine was
integrating nicely and without any
white/black square issues.
The Aprons and parking lines are
visually excellent. The markings for
the different size airplanes lend a
realistic touch to the overall effect
that is miles away from the default
scenery. It brings the simulator
into the present time. A sparsely
populated car park beyond the airport boundary shows some modern
cars. Another nice touch is a line of
buses waiting for the travellers
parking in the long-term car-park.
The level of detail of the terminals
is far and above what I expected
and adds depth and perspective to
the feel of the airport. You almost
get the sense of a bigger greatness
when parked at the gate doing you
checklists. Checking around the

As we all have our own personal
choice when it comes to add-on
scenery, my system is running a
full ORBX scenery package with
Global, Vector and Europe Land44

immediate area you notice luggage
carts, the odd airport vehicle and
the signs and displays of an airport
on any given day. Moving on from
stand 104 we see some more luggage vehicles and a nicely represented Exxon/Esso aviation fuel
truck waiting to be called into service. As you can see in the screenshots, the numerous gates are
shown in all their splendour and
give a sense of an airport waiting
for the action and day to commence.
Lisbon has two runways, 35/17 and
21/03. Over at runway 17, waiting
for clearance and the runway lights
groupings beside the grass areas is
a nice touch. PAPIs and the other
runway lights look impressive and
realistic when on approach. They
are not crystal clear when close up
to them but again this is a minor
issue, for me. The runway itself
does display a lack of tire marks,
which like the sterility of the termi-

nals and gates, is not a major issue, as they are cosmetic in nature. Overall a decent real feel to
the beginning of the flight.
There are some nice features in the
hangars behind the terminal buildings with some nice vehicles over
by the Maintenance hangar. This is
very nicely displayed with a realistic feel for something that might
not be seen by the everyday passenger. I liked this on my fly
around of the airport and it showed
how detailed the PAD-Lab designers are. The other buildings around
the perimeter of the airport itself
are extra hangars and a Hertz
rental area. Another present day
building is the cargo terminal area
on the south east corner of the airport. This is along the Avenue Santos e Castro and has all the buildings represented faithfully.
The ATC towers and buildings are
shown beside the hangars and the
Fire station which has a fire engine
ready to go for any emergency.
There are some extra planes and
air stair vehicles parked in all the
right places. I would have liked to
see some more shown just to contribute to creating the illusion of a
busy airport outside of the imagined hustle and bustle of the airport itself. The large remote stands
area are at the centre of the airfield, are unmanned and have a
sterile feel about them and could
be updated to show more activity.
A good AI package might be a rele-

vant add-on to make up for this.
There are some ground service vehicles and storage areas shown.

out if they can be handled by the
simple installation options available
in the launcher.

Landside, the scenery consists of
houses etc., with their red rooftops. There are plenty of indigenous house and dwellings to create
the feeling of a bustling capital city.
You almost want to head to the car
rental counter or take one of the
aforementioned parked buses into
the city proper and explore. The
Night-time textures in the airport
are what you would expect. Lights
in all the right places which lend an
interesting sense of realism to it
all. As you fly over the airport at
night there is accurate lighting and
all the textures sit nicely with the
simulator itself.

In conclusion
I am very happy with the overall
package from Aerosoft. Apart from
having to install the non- Steam
version even though I am running
FSX:SE, it all installed perfectly in
FSX in the end. The level of detail
included is excellent, although it
looks a little too clean. However,
how many of us look out for the
presence of dirt out the cabin windows when heading off on our
flight?

Lisbon is not that heavy on resources, which is great compared
to others like Mega Airport Dublin.
I was getting 70+ FPS while at the
gate and not that much less when
at runway 17. I tried the Aerosoft
A320 and the Micro-light for the
review and both ran acceptable
frames rates. No major stuttering
problems or issues and no dreaded
OOMs. A lesser system might have
issues with stuttering and will inevitably require some compromise
on the slider positions in your settings. I would say that installing
the High-Res textures might have a
noticeable effect on performance if
not using a middle to high end machine but it is fairly easy to figure

The high res textures look great
and are what we have come to expect for our money from Aerosoft.
Every time I head to Lisbon I spot
another fine detail that has been
recreated lovingly by. I firmly believe this will be the case for a
good while in the future. I know
that nothing is perfect all the time
but I was looking forward to the
Lisbon scenery for a couple of reasons; I like the Mega Airport range
from Aerosoft and I wanted to get
some decent Iberian scenery to
enjoy in my simulation of real
world flights.
PAD-Labst have done a great job in
give us a product which delivers far
much than what it does not deliver.
I liked the gates and the lights and
the static traffic in the car-park
around the airport which all gave a
totally immersive feel to it while in
flight, taxiing, landing and taking
off. I have never been to Lisbon
Airport but I may make a trip to
see it in all its glory and also for
some Port wine.
Barry Corcoran ¢
Platform: FSX/FSX:SE/P3Dv1/v3
Download & Box
Cost: €25.79/€25.99
Developer: PAD-Labs
Publisher: Aerosoft
www.aerosoft.com
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Newcastle X

Newcastle International airport is
located near the main area of Newcastle upon Tyne about 10 Km
from the city centre. It was originally opened in 1935 as Woolsington Aerodrome after the area in
which it is located. At the time it
consisted of a clubhouse, hanger,
workshop and grass runway. In the
1970’s with passenger numbers
reaching one million per annum the
status was changed to Category B,
making it a regional international
airport. Through the 1980’s and
90’s further development work took
place in the terminal area culminating in the airport metro link in
1991. Further development took
place from 2016 and continues to
date on expanding the terminal
together with other projects such
as improved radar coverage and
improved security systems to
stream line the passenger flow.
Passenger numbers in 2016 were
about 4.8m down somewhat from a
peak of 5.7m in 2007. Newcastle
airport was no different from any

business at that time suffering
from the start of the major recession. They do seem to be coming
back and hopefully the improvements to infrastructure will help. In
addition to normal activity there is
also a small cargo and freight facility. The airport is also the home of
the Newcastle Airport Fire Academy
and the Newcastle Aviation Academy. The south side of the airport
is home to the Great North Air Ambulance service. The airport has
one runway 07/25 which is 2,329
m in length.
I have for many years supported
Gary Summons and his UK2000
sceneries through FS9 and into FSX
with either upgrades or new purchases. I do not have his version of
Newcastle which was released in
2011/2012 I believe as Newcastle
Extreme. Having seen the release
of Aerosoft’s Newcastle X, I was
interested in reviewing this version
as I was well aware of the quality
of the UK2000 scenery in general. I
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am always interested in the smaller
airports as I think that there is a
lot of pressure on the developers to
deliver a quality product with limited resources.
The
scenery
is
available
in
download format through the Aerosoft shop at a cost of €20.62 inclusive of Irish VAT rate. As is usual it
is
straightforward
and
will
download to your existing Aerosoft
folder or create a new folder if this
is your first Aerosoft product. Once
installed you will have two folders
in your Aerosoft folder. The first is
the main scenery folder and the
second is the landclass folder for
the surrounding areas. The total
space taken up on the hard drive
for both files is 1318 mb. The main
airport file has the usual subfolders
for scenery and textures as well as
two SODE manuals and the main
manual. However, to my surprise
the main manual was not there
when I clicked the icon. I trawled
through the support forums with no

joy. I have emailed Aerosoft and
await a reply at the time of writing.
The landclass folder has five subfolders. In addition to the scenery
and texture folders there is a default folder, an FTX folder and a
scenery manager folder. Within the
scenery manager folder there are a
number of options that you can
include or remove. There is also an
update option to version 1.1 and a
link to the charts and manual for
the airport. However, as mentioned
above my manual did not download
so my charts and manual do not
appear. From a charts point of
view, this was not a problem as I
use the Navigraph charts, so I have
the full up to date set for Newcastle.

System requirements: Microsoft
FSX (with Service Pack 2 or Acceleration), FSX: Steam Edition or
Lockheed Martin Prepar3D V3. Windows 7/ 8/10. CPU with 3 GHz Dual
Core. At least 4 GB free hard disk
space. 2 GB RAM. Download-Size:
1 GB.

Features:
20cm/pixel Photoscenery.
150 square km of custom Landclass.
Custom ground polygon.
FTX Global & Default Compatibility.
SODE controlled jetways (1.5.2).
All tower interiors.
3D Grass edging.
3D Approach lights.
Terminal interior.
St Mary’s Lighthouse.
“Dynamic Effect” ground lighting.
Ambient animations.
Custom terrain model (Landside car
park).

Once installed I fired up FSX and
parked at Stand 3. The airport consists of one terminal with twelve
stands. There has been an additional stand added, stand 30 which
accommodates the wide bodied
aircraft such as B777 of Emirates.
There are about twenty additional
remote stands on the apron. The
terminal and apron area are located on the north side of the main
runway at the 07 end. Likewise,
the GA apron and maintenance
area are located to the south side
and also at the 07 end. The scenery on first impressions is very im-

Before looking at the airport for
review purposes, I printed off the
Jeppesen charts for Newcastle from
Navigraph. This would allow me
become familiar with the airport. A
quick look at Google earth gave me
an idea of its location in relation to
the city of Newcastle and St Mary’s
light house, which is included in the
scenery and a tourist favourite in
the region.
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pressive and very much in line with
the real life Newcastle International. I set all sliders fully to the
right and set my frame rates to 20.
I observed no negative effects at
all on the frame rates as I went
exploring.
At the terminal, all stands are depicted in great detail with the hustle and bustle of baggage and catering trucks in attendance. All
markings and taxiways including
signage are accurately displayed
and are in their correct positions as
per my charts. The level of detail is
very impressive and what we have
come to expect from the latest
scenery packages. The apron is a
hive of activity with all sorts of vehicles both static and in motion.
They range from fuel tankers to
catering trucks and general airport
transport. The control tower is positioned mid-way down the runway
on the north side of the airfield. It
is a very distinctive design with a
lot of detail on the tower itself and
its immediate area. The tower has
the Emirates airline insignia in
large lettering on the side wall.
When lit up at night it stands out
very well. Also included is the
tower interior.
Moving down the field on the same
side as the tower you come across

the fire station. It is fully equipped
with many fire tenders and training
equipment. It is also the home of
the Newcastle airport fire academy.
On the south side of the airfield is
the general aviation area and
maintenance area. Included also in
this area is the Newcastle Aviation
Academy. I was hoping to find the
base for the Great North Air Ambulance service but alas it was nowhere to be seen. What I did observe was the lack of static aircraft
which would have brought more life
to this side of the airfield on a par
with the main apron. When I
turned up the traffic slider it filled
the main apron with the usual airlines associated with the airport,
however not one aircraft in the
general aviation area.
Landside there is as much detail
here with all the buildings and terminals replicated exactly to real
standards. The car parks are dotted
with various vehicles all in 3D format. This was something that did
jump out when I did my initial research on Google maps. The

amount of cars in car parks dotted
all over the boundary area of the
airfield. It was only then that I realised there are no multi storey car
parks as is the norm in a lot of airports. There are three hotels in the
complex all visible and through to
life. One thing that is very obvious
is the amount of trees in and
around the airport. At first you
would think that this was included
by the developers for effect, not so,
as the area is abundant with trees
as seen also on Google earth. To
the North and West of the airport
farmland and small villages all with
details go on for miles. The detail
this side is as good as that airside.
Finally, I switched to night time
where the effects are superb. The
lighting is very subtle without the
full-on glare. All the taxiways and
signs are lit up giving a very realistic feeling. Likewise on landside,
the front of the terminal is well lit
as is the surrounding car parks and
hotels. The overall complex being
smaller than the likes of Manchester or Birmingham and with everything literally contained in the one

area, it is a wonderful night time
set up. The 3D approach and runway lights are just as spectacular.
All taxiway and apron lights are set
out individually and don’t run into
each other as has happened with
some sceneries I have reviewed.
Overall I found the scenery to be
excellent and good value for
money. I did the review with the
HD textures selected and frame
rates set at 20. My system is relatively new with a 2GB graphics
card and 16GB RAM. My frame
rates stayed at about 17 to 20 for
most of the scenery with no deterioration from that. One thing that
I was disappointed with was the
problem with the manual as it
would not download into its folder.
Aerosoft have been very helpful
and are trying to resolve the issue.
They did come back to me to inform me that they do not have a
manual for the package but would
pass on my problem to the developers. I have found Aerosoft very
good and helpful with any problems. I will post the results as soon
as they come to hand. At the risk
of repeating myself, the detail at
the airport is one of the best I have
seen given the size and area covered. I would have no hesitation in
recommending adding this package
to your scenery collection.
Brian Church ¢
Platform: FSX/FSX:SE/P3Dv3
Download
Cost: €20.62
Developer: I.D.S.
Publisher: Aerosoft
www.aerosoft.com
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Avion Flight Simulator by TeaPOT Games (for android) Google Play Store
Avion Flight Simulator is a sophisticated flight simulator that includes 12 planes,
4 detailed cities, and over 9 airports. The player can fly anything from singleengine aircraft to jumbo jets, with idealistic to realistic flight simulation experience. The game features an immersive set of 60+ missions, dynamic real-world
weather system, trees and interactive clouds. It features pilot cockpit view for
all the aircraft. It contains 5 distinct commercial airports, 2 seaports and 2 small
airports. It has no in-app purchases and the aircraft can be unlocked sequentially as you progress the missions.
Included aircraft: Cessna 182, DE Havilland DHC6 Twin Otter, ATR 42, Piper
PA46 Malibu Meridian, Fairchild Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II, DE Havilland Beaver, Canadair CL415, Beechcraft King Air, F-16 Fighting Falcon, Boeing F/A-18E
Super Hornet, Boeing 777, Sukhoi Su-33. An Airbus A380, Boeing 747-8 and a
military/war expansion pack is being planned. The game is localized in several
different languages. New in V 1.17; 10 new missions featuring USA Presidential
‘Air Force One’ aircraft! Air Force one is specifically used for the purpose of
transporting the president of America. It is a major update thereby changing the
name to Avion Flight Simulator 2016.
Flight Simulator FlyWings 2017 by Thetis Consulting (for iPad & iPhone)
Fly in more than +2000 missions, over +600 airports in 9 different cities around
the world. Use our GPS tool to create your own routes. The first flight simulation
with all city’s buildings and houses, all the airports have fingers, terminal, hangars, and taxiway lines. Real light system on the runways, with PAPI lights and
more. The environment, scenario and 3D models are highly detailed, realistic air
and ground traffic, change almost every simulation parameter, like visibility,
temperature, turbulence, wind direction, all the weather conditions and hour of
the flight. Fly in stormy weather, with lightings and heavy rain to test your
skills. All the aircraft included in the simulator have specific modifications and
special features.
Features:
- Choose between airplanes, helicopters, jet fighters, aerobatic planes and more!
- Configure the model specification and family.
- Choose one of the dozens of airline companies to fly your plane.
- Configure fuel payload and weight.
- Control all flaps, trims, spoilers, gear and turn engines on or off.
- Very detailed 3D models of the planes.
- Turn all the light signals on or off (Strobe, Landing, Transponder etc).
- 9 different cameras.
- Autopilot with speed, altitude, vertical speed and heading.
- +600 airports around the world
- All airports have taxiway lines
- All the cities have real buildings and houses
- All airports have landing and take off lights
- Audio settings
- New details
- Thousand+ miles in 9 cities:
> New York
> San Francisco
> Chicago
> Hawaii (enjoy the view of the volcanoes!)
> Las Vegas
> Los Angeles
> Seattle
> Washington D.C.
> Saint Martin
- Weather conditions and hour option
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We are into a new year of our digital magazine. Whilst myself and
Terry were somewhat disappointed
in having to shut down the club
side of PC Pilots after over 20 years
some other aviation groups have
been around longer than us and
suffered the same fate – The Gatwick Aviation Society has been going for all of 50 years and publishes
an excellent aviation magazine
called Hawkeye. But like ourselves,
it was suffering from diminishing
readership, increasing costs and an
aging membership profile, so they
have decided to call it a day after
50 years. This leaves just Air Britain and LAAS as the two-main
aviation
related
clubs/societies
across the UK and Ireland – a sad
reflection of the times we live in
and the instant availability of information at people’s fingertips that
undermines the more traditional
printed journals.
As I write this we are experiencing
one of the worst snow events here
in Ireland in the last seven years
with severe disruption to air travel
at Dublin and Cork airports – Shannon seems to have escaped and a
lot of inbound flights to both Dublin
and Cork have ended up diverting
to Shannon having all completed
several rounds in the hold in the
hope of an improvement in conditions. I myself got stuck in work for
two days but it was interesting to
see the aircraft in one of the holding points north of Dublin close to
where I work. At one point I
counted four aircraft in the same
holding pattern all just one thousand feet apart – that looked a lot
closer from my perspective on the
ground. As a result of flights being
cancelled, some airlines operated

additional rotations once the snow
had been cleared or in the case of
some airlines like Turkish and Lufthansa, you just schedule a larger
aircraft to clear the backlog. Lufthansa operated a single Airbus
A330 to clear some of its backlog
whilst Turkish Airlines operated two
A330 flights to clear its backlog.
Aer Lingus hired in several Titan
Airways aircraft to operate flights
to pick up stranded passengers
around Europe.
Dublin Airport continues to get
ready for the anticipated approval
to build its new parallel runway
with some more related infrastructure projects including the construction of a new control tower.
The new tower is located not far
from the current control tower but
the new one will literally tower
above the existing one with it being
over 260ft tall. Construction commenced recently with the installation of a very tall tower crane
which has some extremely bright
strobe lights – they are a bright
white during the day and turn red
once it begins to get dark. The new
control tower has a very futuristic
look to it and it is expected that
contractor, BAM Ireland, will complete the tower along with associated ground-based buildings in
early 2019 at a cost of €29M. The
Cab structure itself comprises of 4
levels and contains essential tech-
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nical facilities/staff accommodation,
plant space, technical equipment,
maintenance facilities, and the VCR
itself. The tapering cone shape of
the cab is a result of the spatial
requirements of the various functions at each level, and their relationship (in terms of proximity) to
the VCR. The support shaft to the
cab is an essential element of the
structure and considerable effort
has gone into making it appear as
slender and unobtrusive as possible. Its triangular plan form derives
from the 3 modes of vertical circulation from bottom to top: the 2
lifts and the single escape stairway.
I took a few photos of the new
tower being constructed alongside
the original tower to try and give
some perspective, but I am unsure
if they are suitable quality to use in
this issue.
The Irish Governments recently
launched the National Development
Plan which includes the provision
for funding for the second runway
at Dublin Airport. This is still in the
planning permission stages at the
moment, even though its plain to
see for all that the initial ground
works in terms of road infrastructure has been completed and we
have a nice shiny new control
tower on the way as well!
Ryanair and Aer Lingus have signed
a cooperation agreement which will

enable passengers to get connecting flights through their respective
services with the idea being that
passengers can connect short haul
to long haul or visa versa. As part
of the agreement, it is expected
that passengers will be able to
book flights for both airlines
through each other’s websites and
work is being carried out in the
background to achieve this. It is
hoped to have the systems in place
by the end of 2018 to enable passengers to book these flights. It
does not seem that long ago that
the two airlines were arch rivals.
Ryanair has taken delivery of
newer Boeing 737-800’s with another sixteen delivered since December. On Saturday the 3rd of
March it took delivery of three aircraft with EI-GDY (RYR800Y), EIGJE
(RYR800E)
and
EI-GJD
(RYR800D) all arriving in Dublin
within twenty minutes of each
other whilst on the previous Tuesday, 27th of February, they had
taken delivery of two aircraft. The
airline currently now operates a
fleet of 427 737-800’s with another
35 remaining to be delivered of the
current 800 series. The airline has
on order with Boeing for 110 of the
new 737-800Max series with deliveries commencing in spring of 2019
and it also has another 100 on option. In late January the airline announced it would commence flights
to Jordan to both Amman and
Aqaba airports with fourteen routes
in total and expects to carry about
500,000 passengers annually. In
January 2018 the airline carried 9.3
million passengers which was up
6% on January 2017 and a one
percentage point increase in load
factors to 91%. The airline has announced expansion of routes of
Manchester for Summer 2018 with
three additional 737’s being based
and also announced several new
routes for France commencing in
the Winter of 2018. In order to

meet the demand for additional
pilots for all its new aircraft and
routes, the airline recently held
recruitment programmes in South
Africa and it is also targeting pilots
from both Air Berlin and Monarch
Airlines which both went into liquidation recently. As part of the new
pilot intake, Ryanair has ordered
seven new simulators for CAE of
which three will be delivered to
Stansted by the end of this year.
With Brexit looming closer, Ryanair
has applied for a UK Air Operators
Certificate (AOC) as part of its
Brexit contingency plans and it will
also introduce a new clause in its
booking conditions stating that
bookings from April 2019 will be
subject to regulatory agreement
and this will provide for refunds to
passengers having booked if their
flights are cancelled due to a lack
of air service agreement.
Stobart Air has taken delivery of an
additional ATR-42 in the shape of
EI-GEV which was delivered in full
Aer Lingus colours in early February. On the down side, the airline is
selling one of its older ATR-42’s,
EI-CBK which is being withdrawn
from service. On the 12th of January it was announced that Stobart
Air has been awarded Public Service Obligation contracts for both
the Dublin to Kerry and the Dublin
to Donegal Carrickfinn routes,
which will run for four years to the
end of January 2022. The routes
will be operated by Aer Lingus Regional aircraft as per the franchise
agreement it has with Stobart. Stobart have however decided to terminate its Carrickfinn to Glasgow

Photo by Sam Wise
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flights that it had up to now operated as an add on to its Dublin to
Carrickfinn route, it is understood
that Scottish airline Loganair will
commence operating the route using Saab 340 aircraft with a three
times weekly service.
Airbus has suggested that it may
need to start stockpiling some of its
larger components that are currently made in the UK in advance
of Brexit. Airbus has several UK
locations, but Broughton and Filton
are the two largest locations with in
excess of 15,000 employees across
the UK. The Broughton factory,
near Chester, manufactures wings
for the complete range of Airbus
aircraft whilst Filton is an engineering and design facility. In excess of
1,000
wings
were
made
in
Broughton every year with the
completed wings being flown out
on one of the Airbus Beluga aircraft
to either Toulouse or Hamburg.
Airbus Helicopters also has a strong
presence in the UK and the Royal
Air Force operate around one hundred of its helicopters along with a
growing fleet of Airbus A330 Multi
Role Tanker Transport and over 20
of the new Airbus A400M Atlas
transport aircraft. The full impact of
Brexit on Airbus is somewhat unknown until all the final details of
Brexit are ironed out, but the fact
that Airbus is considering stockpiling wings shows its concern over
possible delays in its supply chain
which could eventually impact on
where Airbus invests in future
manufacturing locations. (By Sam
Wise - RAF A330 Voyager ZZ335,
Brize Norton 17th March 2016, CC

BY-SA
2.0,
https://
commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=52119945)
Air France continue to use their
own aircraft on some of its Paris to
Dublin flights with mainly A319’s
and Embraer 170’s and 190’s and
the odd A320 being used. The airline is to set to resume its Paris to
Cork route on a daily service commencing May 2018 using its subsidiary, HOP, with Embraer 170’s
having been a seasonal route for a
couple of years up to 1990.
Aer Lingus has brought in to service its newest A330-300, EI-GCF,
which although delivered back on
the 20th of November last has
been in storage until now. It is understood that the airline is to lease
another two A330’s for this summer – the first is a A330-200 ex
Qatar A7-ACH which is due to join
the Aer Lingus fleet in May this
year and the second is a A330-302
which is currently stored in Dublin
which was originally due to go to
VIM Airlines before its collapse. The
A330-300 will be used as a backup
for its expanded fleet of A330’s and
will allow the airline to react quickly
if one of its fleet goes unserviceable. The first flight of the new Airbus A321LR has taken place from
Germany at the end of June and
this starts the flight certification
programme for this new Airbus
type which is expected towards the
end of this year. Aer Lingus has
eight of these new aircraft on order
with four due for delivery in 2019
to replace the ASL leased Boeing
757’s. The airline has terminated
flights between Dublin and Warsaw
in Poland at the beginning of January following 13 years of flying the
route. The airline has begun a wet
lease of an A320 to British Airways

commencing the beginning of February for two months – the aircraft
operates a Dublin to London Heathrow to Hamburg to London Heathrow followed by two Heathrow to
Dublin rotations and then a return
BA flight to Dublin. It is unusual to
hear an Aer Lingus aircraft using a
BAW callsign but being part of the
IAG Group, BA is trying to fill some
of the Gatwick slots following the
collapse of Monarch Airlines which
was bound to happen at some
point.
Lufthansa Technik Shannon is to
start offering C-Checks on Boeing
787 aircraft this year. The hangar
in Shannon along with the apron
area need modifications to be able
to handle this type of aircraft and
between tooling up and training, it
is investing heavily in being able to
offer this service although given
the new technologies being used in
the 787, the maintenance schedule
is less frequent than older types.
There are several European airlines
operating 787’s now so as these
age a bit and service bulletins are
issued this should keep the hangars busy.
PwC Ireland recently published an
interesting 31-page report titled
“Taking Flight – 2018, An economic
and employment analysis of the
aviation leasing industry in Ireland”.
The
report
can
be
downloaded from here: https://
www.pwc.ie/publications/2018/
taking-flight-2018-aviation-leasingireland-survey.pdf The report is
worth a read and highlights that
the aircraft leasing industry in Ireland is now worth in excess of
$660m excluding taxes and provides 4,970 full time employment
jobs to the Irish economy and Irish
leasing companies alone have reported a 36% increase in fleet
numbers between 2012 and 2016.
An interesting prediction is that
during 2018, Asia will overtake
Europe as the primary location for
the placement of aircraft for Irish
leasers.
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The Irish Coast Guard have recently stopped using a football
pitch adjacent to Beaumont Hospital following complaints from some
local residents. The residents have
complained of the noise of such
operations and were under the impression that it was only being
used as a temporary measure following the removal of the existing
landing pad on the hospital campus
to build a staff car park. I work in a
major hospital and we have a similar agreement with a local sports
ground for use as a landing pad, as
our hospital campus has no room
for a landing pad. The coastguard
S-92’s carry out regular training at
our location to ensure crews are
familiar with the location. Work
continues on a new office and hangar facility at Dublin Airport for the
Dublin based Coastguard helicopter. The location is on the old Iona
Hangar site which will replace the
current temporary hangar structure
that has been in place for a number
of years now.
After much rumour the Irish Air
Corps finally announced an order
with Pilatus for three Pilatus PC12NG aircraft with delivery of two
aircraft due in 2019 and the third in
2020. The three PC-12’s will replace the last four aging Cessna
172’s but will have a much more
complex range of roles compared
to the 172’s. It is understood that
the PC-12’s will be equipped for
intelligence, surveillance, logistics
support, medical evac and air ambulance tasks. Although not specifically mentioned in the press release, I am sure the odd ministerial
transport will be carried out as
well. The PC-12 is a highly versatile
and popular single engine business
aircraft and is in use by a number

of air forces around the world including the US Air Force which has
several of the type which it designates as the U-28A. In a recent
Government announcement on its
National Development Plan to
spend €115bn over the next decade, includes a proposal to replace
the two aging CASA CN235 Maritime patrol aircraft – although it
does not state with what.
A new inflight catering company is
set to establish a base at Dublin
Airport, with Emirates Group subsidiary Dnata due to open a flight
kitchen in the coming months to
supply airlines with in-flight catering. It is expected the company will
employ up to sixty staff when it is
fully operational and is targeting
the
ever-expanding
long-haul
routes out of Dublin Airport. Dnata
is a ground handling and airline
catering company and employs
over 46,000 staff worldwide with
66% of its business is derived from
outside its core base in Dubai.
There are currently just two other
companies supplying in-flight meals
at Dublin these being Aer Lingus
and Gate Gourmet.
Ethiopian Airlines recently carried
its one millionth passenger out of
Dublin Airport since starting operations through Dublin in mid-2015.
The airline currently uses Dublin for
its fleet of Boeing 777’s and 787’s
operating to North America with
destinations of Toronto, Chicago,
Washington, Los Angeles and Newark. Some of the Dublin routes are

fuel stops on its Addis Ababa to
North American destinations but
recently it announced that it will no
longer use Dublin to refuel on its
Toronto route as this will now be
non-stop from Addis Ababa. The
airline has stated that it has increased its passenger numbers by
37% and increased its load factor
by 26 percentage points.
Cityjet continue to take deliveries
of Canadair CRJ-900’s for its Scandinavian operations for SAS with
twenty-two of the type now in use
with two new aircraft delivered so
far in 2018. The CRJ’s are used on
occasion on the Dublin routes and
recently I noted two of the type
here in Dublin at the same time.
The airline appears to be using five
of its fleet of six Sukhoi SSJ100’s
for its contract with Brussels Airlines although I have not noted any
of these in Dublin of late, so I am
unsure as to where the sixth aircraft is operating from. Sukhoi continue to work on the certification
programme for the SSJ100 in to
London City with its steep 5.5 degree approach. The certification
programme includes the installation
of winglets and an additional flap
setting of 30˚ instead of the current max of 25˚. It is hoped to
have European certification by
early 2019 which would allow Cityjet to use its fleet, once modified,
into London City to replace its aging fleet of RJ aircraft. The airline
recently returned one of its RJ’s on
lease which was flown to Cranfield
in the UK for storage.
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Slightly outside my normal scope of
Irish based aviation news is a recent incident in Ecuador when Chilean Airline LATAM flying from Lima
in Peru to New York via Guayaquil
in Ecuador with 233 passengers
onboard was departing Guayaquil
when ground staff noted bits falling
to the ground from under the aircraft. ATC were informed and they
informed the crew who then put
the aircraft in a holding pattern
until they could determine a fault.
In the meantime ground staff were
dispatched to search for debris only
to make the grizzly discovery of
two bodies on the runway. Although one had survived the fall
they subsequently died of their injuries. It appears two men had
stowed away in the wheel well of
the aircraft in an attempt to get to
the US, although authorities are
unsure as to exactly where and
when the men entered the aircraft.
The only other item found was a
small suitcase with some clothes
and $20 in cash and no identification was found. Stowaways are
found on a reasonably regular basis
but only a small amount actually
survive to live to tell the tale.
I would like to suggest that although we are no longer a “club”
and do not host any events, maybe
this summer some of us might get
together for a coffee some Saturday morning over at the restaurant
at Weston Airport. Post you
thoughts on our Google Group. the
next issue of the magazine is in
June, if there is enough interest
(email me at ianbroni@iol.ie or
post your comments on our Google
Group) and we will organise something for the end of June or early
July. It’s only for a cup of coffee
and an opportunity for a natter
about planes and flightsim. The
venue offers a great view of all flying activity.
Until then, safe flying ¢

Terry McGee selects from some of the latest Freeware files

Aboyne X6A Scotland

Addit! Pro Add-on Maganger V8.5.9

By Dmitriy Kozyrev
x6ab_aboyne_deeside_freeware_v1.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Joseph Stearns
ap3dv859.zip
www.avsim.com

FSX/P3D Scenery--Aboyne X6AB Scotland. Aboyne is a
small airfield located near the Scottish town of the
same name, and 25 miles west of Aberdeen. Aboyne is
a home for Deeside Gliding Club. Four tiny runways and
surrounding hills makes a scenic and interesting approach. This scenery has seasonal photo background
and accurate layout and marking according to the latest
satellite images. Compatible with FSX, P3Dv3 and
P3Dv4. Version 1.0.

Addit! Pro is a comprehensive addon manager for Lockheed Martin's Prepar3D. Easily install, manage and remove aircraft, adventures, flights, flight plans, gauges,
missions, panels, AI airport and facilities data, scenery,
sounds, textures, videos, weather and more! Simple
wizard-based interface makes installing and removing
addons a breeze. Comprehensive addon management
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allows you to archive, rebuild and remove addons. Addit! Pro is fast and easy--no unzipping or file copying is
necessary. Modify all aircraft, panels, sounds and scenery. Let Addit! Pro tackle the tough chores and spend
your time flying. Shareware, please register to install an
unlimited number of add-ons. See Register.htm. Supports Prepar3D v4, v3, v2, and v1. By Joseph Stearns.

Air Mali Boeing 727-100
By Ted Giana
air_mali_727-100_tds.zip
www.flightsim.com

district of Arecibo, Puerto Rico. It is owned by the
Puerto Rico Ports Authority. This airport is included in
the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems for
2011/2015, which categorized it as a general aviation
airport. ABO was developed primarily for P3D v3.3 use,
but a version for FSX is also included. The airport day
and night textures were made from real pictures taken
by photorico contributors on location in Arecibo, so the
user will experience some of the most realistic texture
work done on a terminal for FS. Ground textures feature bumps and cracks as encountered on real apron,
runway and taxiways. All lighting is custom made with
an attached 3D model and effect. No SCASM lights were
used. (See also ABO_FIX1.ZIP)

AITTP 2018 ai Taxispeed and Timeout
Patcher for P3D/FSX

FS2004/FSX/P3D Air Mali Boeing 727-100. This is a repaint of the TDS B727-100 in Air Mali livery. Air Mali
was established on 27 October 1960. It operated from
1960 to 1988. Its network was mainly in Africa with
regular flights to France also. You need the freeware
727-100 by TDS (TDS_727-100FSX.ZIP or TDS_727100FS9.ZIP) for this repaint. This repaint was tested on
FSX-SE, but should work on FS2004 and P3D v3 as
well.

Antonio (Nery) Juarbe Pol Airport

By Jorge Buchelli
aittp_2018.zip
www.avsim.com
AITTP 2018 AI Taxispeed and Timeout Patcher for P3D
and/or FSX. This utility will allow you to select your AI
aircraft taxispeed if you desire to increase or decrease
this setting (range from 20 kts up to 40 kts in intervals). Also you can select your AI aircraft timeout settings (range 5:00 minutes up to 15:00 minutes in intervals). Check your current speed and time settings, create backup and/or restore functions. Just unzip in
folder/drive location of your choice and start -exe to
use. Included Readme.txt gives easy to follow steps.
Easy to use program for both P3D or FSX. Created by
Jorge Buchelli FSFlorida.

BMI Regional Embraer ERJ-145 Fleet

By David Rosado
photorico_abo_x.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Kelvin Keeble
bmi_fleet.zip
www.avsim.com

BMI Regional fleet for the payware ERJ v2 by Feelthere/
Wilco. Includes: G-CKAG, G-RJXE G-RJXM ,G-RJXC.

Approach Callouts for FSX and P3D
By Al Klayton
approachcallout2files.zip
www.avsim.com
Approach CallOuts consists of two Lua scripts and a
sound folder with wav files that work together to provide altitude, gear and flap settings, and approach minimums (Decision Height) audio callouts on an approach
to landing. The callouts are at Radio Altimeter (RA)
heights of 2000, 1000, 500, 400, 300, 200, 100, 50,
40, 30, 20, and 10 ft. At 800ft RA (a user settable
value) you get a callout of current flap and gear positions. There is no gear callout if the aircraft has a fixed
gear. The minimums callout may be based on a RA or
FSX/Prepar3D Scenery--Antonio (Nery) Juarbe Pol AirBARO (MSL) altitude. A registered (payware) copy of
port (IATA: ARE, ICAO: TJAB, FAA LID: ABO) is a public
FSUIPC is required to execute the Lua scripts.
use airport located 3 nm (6 km) of the central business
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Auckland Intl—NZAA-New Zealand

Continental Airlines Boeing 727-200
“Golden Jet”

By Ray Smith
fsx_nzaa_rs.zip
www.avsim.com

continental_1965.zip
www.flightsim.com

FS2004/FSX Continental Airlines Boeing 727-200
"Golden Jet". A Continental Airlines B727-200 in
"Golden Jet" scheme. This is a repaint of the TDS
(Tenkuu Developers Studio) B727-200 model, in Continental Airlines livery, registration N2471 . Model developed by Tenkuu Developers Studio features high resolution textures, shine effect, dynamic flexing wings, nose
gear steering, rudder lock, ground spoilers, low speed
aileron locks at high speed, fully animated control surfaces, fully independent suspension, trim animation,
opening passenger doors, rolling wheels, animated
thrust reverse with reverser block doors, detailed textures, full night lighting, ground service vehicles and
more. Model design by Hiroshi Igami. Flight dynamics
design by Nick Wilkinson. XML Programmer, engine
smoke effects created by David Biggar. Master textures
and paint kit by Kyle Schurb. Continental Airlines textures by Luis Castro.

Chicago O’Hare Intl. Airport (KORD)
Illinois, USA
By Ray Smith
fsx_kord__rs.zip
www.avsim.com

This is an accurate and up-to-date version of Auckland
Intl airport and made only for FSX, do not use in P3D:
assigned parking as per their website with extra parking
including gates for the A380, aprons, taxiways and taxi
signs updated to the latest charts, extra fuel trucks,
support vehicle roads rebuilt and many other scenery
improvements and objects added, airport views are
from the roof of the control tower (when in tower view)
This version reflects the current changes taking place at
please view the readme before installation.
the airport with two optional files and made only for
FSX, do not use in P3D: one version with the Crosswind
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runways operating where all 8 runways will be used for
takeoff/landing and one version as the default airport
runway operation: Runway 14R/32L now corrected to
15/33 and the approaches corrected for it, runway
14L/32R now permanently closed, Northeast cargo and
General aviation ramps updated, all aprons, taxiways
and taxi signs updated to the latest charts, assigned
parking as per their website with extra parking including 2 gates for the A380, the new southwest cargo
ramp updated including the new South ATC tower, E
Irving Park Rd moved to its new location, extra fuel
trucks, support vehicle roads rebuilt and many other
scenery improvements, airport views are from inside
the central control tower (when in tower view) please
view the readme before installation.

IVAO, multiplayer etc.) flying in case some users use
the payware scenery and some don't. It's equipped with
an automatic installer, which means that the scenery
will be automatically added to the Flight Simulator
Scenery Library.

Ethiopian Airlines Boeing 787-9
By Torsten Märtke
tds_b789_et-auo.zip
www.avsim.com

EETN Tallinn X Demo
By Drzewiecki Design
eetn_tallinn_x_demo.zip
www.flightsim.com

Ethiopian Airlines ET-AUO Boeing 787-900RR. Textures
only!. Model Builder: Hiroshi Igami. FDE Designer: Nick
Wilkinson, David Biggar. Master Textures: Kyle Schurb,
Stian Svensen & Carlos Eduardo Salas. Developed by
Tenkuu Developers Studio (TDS). Painted in 32bit textures for FSX and FS9. Repaint by Torsten Märtke.Visit
me
on
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/
martke.torsten.3

Flight Analyzer Utility V2.04
By Evander Tholen
fsqc204.zip
www.flightsim.com

FSX/P3D/FSW Scenery--EETN Tallinn X Demo. EETN
Tallinn X Demo features an extremely detailed scenery
of EETN Lennart Meri Tallinn Airport in Tallinn, Estonia,
fully compatible with FSX, FSX:SE, P3Dv1, P3Dv2,
P3Dv3, P3Dv4 and FSW. It's a fully functional demo
version of the commercial payware product. It features
same airport layout as in the full version but with limited 3D objects and low resolution textures. Using this
free demo ensures no problems with online (VATSIM,

FS2004/FSX Flight Analyzer Utility V2.04. This utility
can do the following: analyze your flight from departure
to your destination, and the landing with a graphical
landing chart; when flight analysis is finished you can
print a report, the report is automaticly saved as a pdf
file; quickly change the settings of FSX, such as time,
date, fuel, weight, traffic etc.; start a failure sytem,
such as gear, flaps, engine, etc.; runway detecting system to see which runways are in use; load an existing
flight or flight plan; quickly look to your CFG (settings)
files and change them even before the flight simulator
is running; after a flight is finished FsQC saves your
flight automaticly as 'FsQC last Flight', so you can continue the next day or hour; and lots of more. Require
FSUIPC. Note: requires paid activation for full use.
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FSTramp v7.04

EHAM—Amsterdam Schiphol Airport
The Netherlands

By Helge Schroeder
fstramp704.zip
www.avsim.com

By Robert Catherall
eham_p3dv4_rwc.zip
www.avsim.com

This is Ray Smith's FSX file. Ray has given me permission to modify his file for P3Dv4 and is a very accurate
version of Schiphol Airport with two optional files: one
version with the Crosswind runways activated and in full
operation where all six runways will be used for takeoff/
landing and one version as the default airport runway
operation. Assigned parking as per their website with
extra parking including gates for the A380, where there
are dual jetways the static jetways are set to "Very
Dense". Taxiways and taxi signs updated to the latest
charts, retention ponds and drainage canals added,
aviation museum removed which has now moved to
Lelystad Airport, fire brigade practice ground and airport support building included, extra fuel trucks, support vehicle roads rebuilt and many other scenery objects and improvements added.

This application is an integrated module for the flight
simulator and is activated via hotkeys or the simulator
menu Add-ons. Primarily it is a flight management system (FMS) with automatic control from takeoff to landing. This also includes the observance of SID, STAR and
approaches in unmatched quality. The flightplan necessary for the FMS can be created manually or automatically, interactive changes and additions during the flight
are possible. The basis of the flight planner is the 3D
world map and the search function for airfields and
navigation aids. The FMS by FSTramp relies on the
simulator's integrated autopilot. This allows it to control
all standard aircraft with autopilot and many add-on
aircraft from airport to airport. The altitude profile of
the flightplan, SID, STAR and approach is taken into
account. The most notable feature is the connection
between flightplan and airport through truly functional
SID, STAR and approaches. This means that FSTramp
expands these often incomplete airport connections
automatically from and to the runway. The 3D world
map with numerical display of the terrain elevation under the mouse arrow is another special feature. It does
not need an internet but is synthesized from included
elevation profiles of the globe. Data of the continents,
mountains and rivers are included in the setup. Airspaces, airways, waypoints as well as SID, STAR and
approaches are also included in the setup, but can be
updated by installing additional AIRAC cycles. Airports
and navigation transmitters are taken from the simulator. For 20 sessions fully usable freeware. Thereafter
license key is required.

Kneeboard Viewer 2 - P3D/FSX/X-Plane

By Al Klayton
kv2files.zip
www.avsim.com
Kneeboard Viewer 2 (KV2) allows the user to open one
or two ‘on-top-windows’ to view programs of choice,
such as a web page like SkyVector, or a pdf reader for
approach charts, in ‘kneeboard windows’ on top of FSX/
P3D/X-Plane. The kneeboard windows may be sized and
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positioned as desired, and will stay visible on top of
FSX/P3D/X-Plane while you fly, or may be toggled on
and off (shown or hidden) by user selectable keys (or
key combinations). There is also an option to control
both kneeboard windows together as a unit with a single key. KV2 works in window or full screen mode with
FSX/P3D/X-Plane. KV2 was developed as a possible replacement for the PDFkneeboard program which, unfortunately, does not currently work in the latest versions
of P3D. However, KV2 does not depend on FSX, P3D or
X-plane in any way, and in fact can be used as a general ‘window-on-top’ type of utility.

737 style EICAS for the default FSX 737 and 777 style
PFD, Nav, Clock, and EICAS glass instruments. This release contains an updated navaid and airport database,
a new EICAS checklist feature, and brightness control
for each instrument. Use these glass instruments with
many FSX default aircraft. The PFD, EICAS, and Nav
Displays work fine even with the Ultralight trike (as well
as altitude call outs on descent). The instrument displays require DirectX10 and Vista, Win7, Win8, or W10.
The instruments are designed to run on a second FSX
screen or on multiple separate computers connected to
a local net. This is CrgSim release 0.087.

4FD7 Flanders Field Airport

FSX/P3D v3 Metal Aircraft Corporation
Flamingo Updated

By Frederick Zealor
4fd7_flanders_field_airport_fl.zip
www.flightsim.com

fsx_mac_flamingo.zip
www.flightsim.com

FSX/FSX-SE Scenery--4FD7-Flanders Field Airport.
Flanders Field Airport (4FD7) located in central Florida
(FL), USA is a privately owned, private use facility established in March, 1988. 4FD7 features a 1800 x 135
foot turf runway. AirNAV lists a wind indicator in a segmented circle but I was unable to find either in Google
Earth image dated 2/11/2017. The airport lists no home
based aircraft. This version came about as an attempt
to provide a more accurate version of this airport and
the surrounding area using the stock FSX scenery with
no add-ons. The project uses all freely available libraries and is an approximate representation of the airport.

Boeing 737/777 Instruments
By Kapock Cavanaugh
crgsim-0_087.zip
www.flightsim.com

FSX/P3D v3 Metal Aircraft Corporation Flamingo Updated. This is re-upload of the MAC Flamingo, recently
posted by Leonardo Santos, who found this beautiful
aircraft somewhere on the internet and posted it on
behalf of the original designer Craig Richardson. Some
users have had some problems installing it right, so
FSX/P3D Boeing 737/777 Instruments. 737/777 style here is the whole package again without a self-installer.
glass instruments for FSX, FSX Steam, and Prepar3D. A The package now features a 2D panel, an extensively
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modified and enhanced VC with a lot more gauges. New
camera views for the passenger cabin and copilot, exhaust smoke as well as thumbnails added. Thanks to
Leonardo Santos for finding this rare model and to
Craig Richardson for the original model. Panel updates,
thumbnails and smoke effect by Michael Pook.

fuel trucks, support vehicle roads rebuilt and many
other scenery improvements and objects added, airport
views are from the roof of the control tower (when in
tower view) please view the readme before installation.

Neos Boeing 737-800
By Massimo Grassi
texture.no.zip
www.avsim.com

Logitech FIP Support
By Denis Thomas
flightinstrmgmtsys64trial.zip
www.flightsim.com

FSX/FSW/Prepar3D/X-Plane Logitech FIP Support. Free
trial version of the Flight Instrument Panel Management
System. An alternative to the standard Logitech/Saitek
plugin for your FIPs/Switch/Radio/Multi Panels. Automatically switches to different sets of instruments for
GA, Airliner, Military, Gliders and Warbirds. All the standard gauges plus charts display, annunciator panel,
GPS. Win7/8/10 32b/64b. Comprehensive Install and
User Guides.

Incheon Intl. Airport (RSKI) South Korea
By Ray Smith
fsx_rksi_rs.zip
www.avsim.com

Neos new livery for PMDG 737 800w P3D FSX UHD textures 4096x4096.

Landing Parameters for FSX and P3D
By Al Klayton
landing_paramsfiles.zip
www.avsim.com

This is an accurate and up-to-date version of Incheon
Intl Airport and made only for FSX, do not use in P3D:
The new Terminal 2 added and is now the main terminal for Korean Air, assigned parking as per their website with extra parking including gates for the A380, deicing pads added, taxiways and taxi signs updated to
the latest charts, updated approaches, Sky 72 Golf
Course designed by Jack Nicklaus also included, extra

Landing Parameters is a Lua script for FSX/P3D that
displays landing parameters in a small text window that
pops up after the aircraft has landed and has reached
taxi speed. The script should be activated with a key or
button (like the gear down key/button) during the approach to landing. Parameters displayed in the window
after touchdown are Indicated Airspeed (IAS, Kts),
Ground Speed (GS, Kts), Landing Distance (LD, ft),
Landing Roll (LR, ft), Vertical Speed (VS, ft/min), Attitude Indicator pitch at touchdown (AI), and Bounce
Count (BC). Data collection begins when the a/c passes
through a radar altimeter determined threshold altitude
window between 45 and 55 ft (i.e., the nominal 50ft
threshold height). In addition, more detailed landing
parameter information may be logged. A registered
copy of FSUIPC is required to execute the Lua script.
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Pilatus PC-12 Updated

Kingsford Smith Intl (YSSY) Sydney,
Austrailia

fsx_pilatus_pc12.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Ray Smith
fsx_yssy_rs.zip
www.avsim.com

FSX/P3D V3 Pilatus PC-12 Updated. The Pilatus PC12 is
a single-engine turboprop passenger and cargo aircraft
manufactured by Pilatus Aircraft. The main market for
the aircraft is corporate transport and regional airliner
operators. It is the best-selling pressurized, singleengine, turbine-powered aircraft in the world. This
mega package, previously updated for FSX by Michael
E. Roberts, features a new enhanced and more realistic
virtual cockpit and interior with new cabin views, smoke
and corrected VC lights. Thanks to Brian Gladden for
the original model and to Michael E. Roberts for the
previous FSX update. New VC and modified 2D panel as
well as smoke and VC light correction by Michael Pook.

Spirit Airlines Bombardier CSeries CS300
bombardier_cseries_cs300_nks.zip
www.flightsim.com

This is a reasonably accurate version of YSSY to reflect
today’s situation with two optional files and made only
for FSX, do not use in P3D: one file with the Crosswind
runway 7/25 activated where all 3 runways will be used
for takeoff/landing and one file as the default airport
runway operation: The International Terminal has been
redesigned and now includes night lighting, assigned
parking as per their website for the Domestic terminal
only, International terminal parking spots are random
with seven gates added for the A380, taxiways and taxi
signs updated to the latest charts, Marsh St and its
Bridge added also included are Airport Drive and Link
Rd, extra fuel trucks, support vehicle roads rebuilt,
lighted helipad with the area buildings and many other
scenery improvements and objects added, airport views
are from inside the control tower (when in tower view)
please view the readme before installation.

FSX Spirit Airlines Bombardier CSeries CS300 (BD5001A11). The Bombardier CS300 is my first model made
from scratch (see the bigger base package, not required
for
this
download:
BOMBARDIER_CSERIES_CS300_BTI_ACA_SWR.ZIP). The CSeries is a brand new family of Bombardier jetliners.
Model, flight dynamics, and repaint by Hongming
Zheng.
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Aeroflot “PBC CSKA Moscow” Airbus
A320-214 (VP-BWE)

control the flight parameters and the position of each
moment of the aircraft and if necessary informs the pilot of the changes to be made.

By Stefan Bree, Project Airbus
airbus_a320-214_aeroflot_vp-bwe.zip
www.avsim.com

EBCI Charleroi Brussels South
By Libon Serge
ebci__2018.zip
www.avsim.com

This is a repaint of the excellent Project Airbus A320214, in Aeroflot - Russian Airlines "PBC CSKA Moscow"
livery, VP-BWE. Model included. The textures are saved
in 32 bit format for quality graphics. Shine effect. Night
textures by Adam Hamada. Contains accurate model
with details such as: opening passenger and cargo
doors, animated pack inlets and outflow valves, all operable control surfaces, detailed flap tracks and slat
rails, hydraulics modelled on spoilers, landing gear
doors and many more. For updates visit the website of
Project Airbus: www.pafs.wf Works in FS9 and FSX.

ATC Management ver.2.0
By Carlo Chiappisi
appman.zip
www.avsim.com

The program allows the complete management in automatic way of all the activities of the ATC Controller
through a series of important information that will be
shown on the screen. The program shows you all required information to allow you to assign SID and STAR
Parameters of flight and Flight Plan. The program can
be used also for ACC, DEP, TWR, GND Controller. The
program has been completely reprogrammed in the algorithms and with many functions that allows a continuous control of the aircraft under your responsibility.
The controller, besides assigning SID and STAR will

FS2004 Scenery--EBCI Charleroi Brussels South. This
scenery was built from the official maps for the runway
and taxiways with Google Maps as a background image
as support. The different signs were positioned without
any documentation or references. Only use with IVAO
or VATSIM; no AI possible. ALL objects are on real lat/
lon position * green/blue/red/amber lights * all buildings and hangars were built with Sketchup and ModelcontX with night textures * new Taxi lines * photoreal
ground textures * New terminal T2 * VOR GSY * new
parking positions * taxiways By Serge Libon.
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Tokelau Islands—Complete Scenery

complete and perfect flyable aircraft with panel and
sounds , using the defaults of the Beechcraft 350. This
shiny K.L.M. Cityhopper Fokker-50 features extra bright
navigation lights and realistic engine exhaust smoke.
Includes an up to date specially made customized lightmap. Tell-Tail lights illuminate the vertical stabilizer.
Many camera views have been added too. Smart looking engines complete the exterior highlights.

By Leonardo Santos
tokelauislands.zip
www.flightsim.com

Lufthansa New Colours Airbus A350-900
By Camil Valiquette
359v5llhn_4.zip
www.flightsim.com

FS2004 Lufthansa New Colours Airbus A350-900 V5L.
Night lighting effects have been upgraded. Including
CamSim's own static displays and Animated Ground
Servicing (AGS).

VNKT Tribbuvan International Airport

FS2004 Tokelau Islands - Complete Scenery. This project is a complete scenery rendition of the Tokelau archipelago in the South Pacific for FS2004, which is essentially non-existent in the default scenery. The scenery includes all islands, with detailed coastlines, landclass with villages represented, and waterclass with the
shallow reef banks also recreated. Included are also
four separate AFCAD files which generate four fictional
airfields, one on each atoll. Many objects were also
added to give the scenery a less desolate and more
alive look, such as boats, huts and piers. This is my first
complete scenery project for FS2004. My earlier scenery additions were only AFCAD files or landclass files.
Requires EZHOUSZ.ZIP.

By Tim Mayhew
vnkt_kathmandu_v2.zip
www.flightsim.com

Fokker - F-50 FSP KLM Cityhopper
By FSP-Team /The DFW group /Stellweg Airlines
fokker_-_f-50_fsp_klm_cityhopper_ph-lxs.zip
www.flightsim.com

FS2004 Fokker - F-50 FSP KLM Cityhopper PH-LXS.
Thank you for downloading this FS2004 version of the
K.L.M. Cityhopper Fokker-50 PH-LXS in the newest
K.L.M. livery. In the package you will find this Fokker50 PH-LXS in 32bit textures. Added picture allowing
first glance in the -view section- of this zip-file. This is a

FS2004 Scenery--VNKT Tribhuvan International Airport,
Kathmandu, Nepal, v2. In this pack I have upgraded
the AF2, added roads and widened taxiways, added
more buildings plus some basic town houses to the surrounds plus the Bodhnath Stupa. I have used some of
Ron Jeffer’s smoke effects, around the Bodhnath Stupa
and along the river in the city. Will be working on the
domestic side next and some more of the temples in
the city. Just overwrite original files or use this as a
standalone package.
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747-300 Panel with FO Panel

Cunliffe-Owen Concordia Repaints

By Lawrence McConnell
747-300.zip
www.avsim.com

By Leonardo Santos
concordia_repaints.zip
www.flightsim.com

747-300 Panel with First Officer panel for FS2004 & FSX FS2004 Cunliffe-Owen Concordia Repaints. These are
seven simple repaints for Peter Larkham's CunliffeUGGT Erekle II Airport ‘Mimino’, Telavi, Owen Concordia for FS2004. I made these because the
original model only came with one texture, and not surGeorgia
prisingly I couldn't find any repaints for this aircraft,
By Harald Geyer
being 'obscure' as it is. The original model is required
uggt_telavi_georgia_fs9.zip
(COCONC.ZIP). Included are an all red and all green
www.avsim.com
stripe versions of the original texture, as well as five
more in the colours of flags of some European countries.

Kushiro Airport
By Zurib Aerospace
mfsg_kushiro_2018_fs9.zip
www.flightsim.com

FS2004 Scenery--Kushiro Airport (RJCK) located in
Hokkaido, Japan. This is a LITE Version.

Wizz Air Airbus A320
By Andrzej Glowacki
texture_wizz_a320_nc.zip
www.flightsim.com

This is a light scenery of UGGT Erekle II "Mimino" Airport in Telavi, Kakheti Province, Republic of Georgia. It
is basically the FSX/P3D UGGT Telavi scenery by Georgian Virtual Airports/David Hilker, converted and modified for MSFS2004 aka FS9 by me with the author's
permission. See included readme file for more informa- FS2004 Wizz Air Airbus A320. This is a repaint of
tion. This new version includes a fix for some users who Feelthere/Wilco Airbus A320 in Wizz Air 2017 livery.
experienced doubled runways and/or artefacts at the Textures only.
runway.
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Flight Analyzer V2.04

LOT Polish Airlines Boeing 737-8 MAX

By Evander Tholen
fsqc204.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Stefan Bree
boeing_737-8max_lot_sp-lva.zip
www.flightsim.com

FS2004/FSX Flight Analyzer Utility V2.04. This utility
can do the following: analyze your flight from departure
to your destination, and the landing with a graphical
landing chart; when flight analysis is finished you can
print a report, the report is automaticly saved as a pdf
file; quickly change the settings of FSX, such as time,
date, fuel, weight, traffic etc.; start a failure sytem,
such as gear, flaps, engine, etc.; runway detecting system to see which runways are in use; load an existing
flight or flight plan; quickly look to your CFG (settings)
files and change them even before the flight simulator
is running; after a flight is finished FsQC saves your
flight automaticly as 'FsQC last Flight', so you can continue the next day or hour; and lots of more. Require
FSUIPC. Note: requires paid activation for full use.

FS2004/FSX LOT Polish Airlines Boeing 737-8 MAX. This
is a repaint of the TDS (Tenkuu Developers Studio)
B737-8 MAX model, in LOT Polish Airlines livery, SPLVA. Texture only. The textures are saved in 32bit format for quality graphics. Model developed by Tenkuu
Developers Studio, features high resolution textures,
dynamic flexing wings, nose gear steering, rudder lock,
ground spoilers, low speed aileron locks at high speed,
fully animated control surfaces, fully independent suspension, trim animation, opening passenger doors, rolling wheels, animated thrust reverse with reverser block
doors, detailed textures, full night lighting, ground service vehicles and more. Model design by Hiroshi Igami.
Flight dynamics design by Nick Wilkinson and David
Biggar. Master textures by Kyle Schurb, Carlos Eduardo
Salas, and Stian Svensen.

SKY Airbus A319-100
By Raul Aguilera B
sky_a_319-100_cfm_shark.zip
www.flightsim.com

Kilimanjaro International Airport (HTKJ)
By Emmanuel Mwandosya
kilimanjaro_v1.zip
www.avsim.com

Here is Kilimanjaro International Airport (HTKJ) Version
1. Kilimanjaro International Airport (KIA) (IATA: JRO,
ICAO: HTKJ) is an international airport in northern Tanzania that serves the cities of Arusha and Moshi. Scenery was built using Sketchup, Sbuilder and ADE and it
consists of a photoreal airport background. Needs
RWY12 Object library for "eye candy" and trees to show
up. ILS Runway 9: 110.9 Hope you enjoy flying the African skies :)
FS2004 SKY Airbus A319-100 CFM with sharklets. A Sky
Airline Airbus A319-111 with new livery and winglets.
Texture painted in 32 bits. Project Airbus A319 CFM
model included.
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EGAD Newtownards Airport 1.0

of P3D. However, KV2 does not depend on FSX, P3D or
X-plane in any way, and in fact can be used as a general ‘window-on-top’ type of utility.

By Rene Bruun
egad_-_ulster_flying_club.zip
www.flightsim.com

KPHX Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl. 1.1
By Justin K (MisterX6)
kphx_phoenix_sky_harbor_intl_1_1_xp11.zip
www.flightsim.com

X-Plane 10 Scenery--EGAD Newtownards Airport 1.0.
Newtownards Airport is a local airfield in Newtownards,
County Down, Northern Ireland. It is located 8.5 nm
east of Belfast and is the home airfield of the Ulster Flying Club (UFC) which was founded in 1961. Requires
the latest versions of the following object libraries:
BS2001 Object Library (BS2001_OPEN_ME.ZIP), CDB
library (CDB_LIBRARY.ZIP), The Handy Object Library
(THE_HANDY_OBJECTS_LIBRARY.ZIP) and the MisterX
Library (MISTERX_LIBRARY.ZIP). Not tested in X-Plane
11.

Keyboard Viewer 2
By Al Klayton
kv2files.zip
www.avsim.com
Kneeboard Viewer 2 (KV2) allows the user to open one
or two ‘on-top-windows’ to view programs of choice,
such as a web page like SkyVector, or a pdf reader for
approach charts, in ‘kneeboard windows’ on top of FSX/
P3D/X-Plane. The kneeboard windows may be sized and
positioned as desired, and will stay visible on top of
FSX/P3D/X-Plane while you fly, or may be toggled on
and off (shown or hidden) by user selectable keys (or
key combinations). There is also an option to control
both kneeboard windows together as a unit with a single key. KV2 works in window or full screen mode with
FSX/P3D/X-Plane. KV2 was developed as a possible replacement for the PDFkneeboard program which, unfortunately, does not currently work in the latest versions

X-Plane 11 Scenery--KPHX Phoenix Sky Harbor International 1.1. Features accurate 3D models for all major
buildings, accurate airport layout, photoreal scenery for
the airport area, animated airport vehicles and SkyTrain, animated 3D people, animated jetways and marshallers, HDR night lighting and static aircraft. The HD
mesh by Andras Fabian (optional) make the surroundings
look
better
(XP11_HD_Mesh_V4_+30-120North_America.zip). Important documentation included.
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EGLP Brimpton Airfield 2.2

People Library (3D_PEOPLE_LIBRARY.ZIP), CDB library
(CDB_LIBRARY.ZIP),
World
Model
Library
(WORLD2XPLANE.ZIP),
Ground
Textures
Library
(GT_LIBRARY.ZIP),
The
Handy
Object
Library
(THE_HANDY_OBJECTS_LIBRARY.ZIP), OpenSceneryX
(OPENSCENERYX.ZIP),
PM
Object
Library
(PM_LIBRARY.ZIP) and RuScenery (RUSCENERY.ZIP).

By Stuart McGregor. VIDEOLINK:NP07g5ebBxE
a_uk_eglp_brimpton_2_2.zip
www.flightsim.com

KOSH Wittman Regional EAA AirVenture
By Nils Lips
kosh_oshkosh_eaa_airventure_v2.zip
www.flightsim.com

X-Plane 11 Scenery--EGLP Brimpton Airfield 2.2 UK.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Brimpton Airfield in
West Berkshire in the South of England. This is a great
spot to set off from and explore the South Coast of
England and even nip over the channel to visit our
French cousins. This X-Plane 11 version may work with
X-Plane 10, but has not been tested (if it does please
leave a comment). 'Runways Follow Terrain Contours'
should be switched off, as this seems to work best. Requires the latest versions of the following libraries: 3D

X-Plane 10 And 11 Scenery--KOSH Wittman Regional
EAA AirVenture 2.0, Wisconsin (WI), USA. Each summer
EAA presents the largest annual general aviation event
in the world, 'EAA AirVenture Oshkosh', also commonly
known as the "Oshkosh Airshow". During the event, the
city's airport, Wittman Regional Airport, is the busiest
airport in the world (in terms of traffic movements).
Requires the latest versions of the following libraries:
3D People Library (3D_PEOPLE_LIBRARY.ZIP), BS2001
Object Library (BS2001_OPEN_ME.ZIP), The Handy Object Library (THE_HANDY_OBJECTS_LIBRARY.ZIP), JB
Library (JB_LIBRARY.ZIP), FF Library (extended version) (FF_LIBRARY_EXTENDED_LOD.ZIP), MisterX Library (MISTERX_LIBRARY.ZIP), World Model Library
(WORLD2XPLANE.ZIP),
OpenSceneryX
(OPENSCENERYX.ZIP),
PM
Object
Library
(PM_LIBRARY.ZIP), R2 Library (R2_LIBRARY.ZIP),
RD_Library
(RD_LIBRARY.ZIP),
RE
Library
(RE_LIBRARY.ZIP) and RuScenery (RUSCENERY.ZIP).
Credits and scenery details included in the package.
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Perth City WA Real Deal VFR 1.0

braries: CDB library (CDB_LIBRARY.ZIP), Ground Textures Library (GT_LIBRARY.ZIP), MisterX Library
(MISTERX_LIBRARY.ZIP), The Handy Object Library
(THE_HANDY_OBJECTS_LIBRARY.ZIP) and OpenSceneryX (OPENSCENERYX.ZIP). Many thanks to all the contributors of the libraries mentioned above.

By Ian Aldridge (nightflyer256)
perth_city.zip
www.flightsim.com

BR RS SBBG—Bage Airport v1.0.0
By Rui Mesquita
br_rs_sbbg_-_bage_airport_v1.0.0.zip
www.avsim.com

X-Plane 10 and 11 Scenery--Perth City WA Real Deal
VFR 1.0. This package includes over 70 custom buildings all created by the author in detail and to scale. The
textures are all from the author's own photos. All buildings have been created in SketchUp and scenery created using WED and overlay editor. You can set your
light aircraft to depart from YPLP, which is a grass strip
in Langley Park in front of the city. A few years ago
Perth used to host the Red Bull air race and the aircraft
used this strip for the race. Requires the following li-

This is an X-Plane 11 and X-Plane 10 scenery package
for Comandante Gustavo Kraemer International Airport
(IATA: BGX, ICAO: SBBG), which is the airport serving
Bagé, RS, in Brazil. It includes corrected aprons, ramps,
gates, taxiways, lighting system, city buildings, orthophotoscenery for the airfield area, and (XP11 only) airport ground services (like push back). This scenery was
tested and is operational (as of January 12, 2018) in
"X-Plane 11.11 64 bit", Windows 10 Home. It was also
tested and is also operational (as of January 12, 2018)
in "X-Plane 10.51 64 bit", Windows 10 Home. Only the
default X-Plane 11 libraries, by Laminar Research, are
needed. No third party libraries are used.
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Lancair Legacy FG XP11

inside and out: Textures in Ultra-High Definition (4K).
Animated Panoramic windshield with reflections. Many
custom sounds: engine, canopy, flaps, speedbrakes,
ground roll, spoken alert, etc... Animated cockpit: controls, rudder pedals, switches, levers, key... Liveries by
XFlyer : more 5 different paint schemes with Normal
mapping effects. Comprehensive documentation. Flight
Manuals EN/FR.

By nicolas
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/41357-lancairlegacy-fg/

Pilatus PC6 1.0.3
By Zakudan
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/37534pilatus-pc6-103/

The Legacy is a high-performance composite plane from
Lancair. It features a modern design and can be
equipped with modern avionics. Original model by Harranssor. XP11 flight model by X-Aerodynamics www.xaerodynamics.com. X-plane 11.10 or higher required.
Functional Virtual cockpit with Glass Cockpit: XPlane
GNS530. EFIS: Dynon D100. EIS: JPI EDM 930. AP:
Dynon AP74 with custom logic. Transponder: Garmin
GTX330. Radio: Garmin SL30. Highly detailed model

For X-Plane 11. This is an update for Tim's great work.
This update includes: Now the right buttons work. Now
the pilot is seen. There is a new skin "AIR AMERICA".
This is a converted old model, so some bugs can not be
resolved. Known bugs: The pilot is seen from the side
windows but not from the front window. At the moment
I did not find a solution, if anyone can help me, I will
also fix this. Some polygons on the doors do not get the
texture.
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‘Beast from the East’

Dublin Airport
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